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For the ladies that have taken care of me: Mom, Ann Holtzclaw,
Pam O’Keefe, Diane, Sharon, Lisa, Karol, Mia and Viva.





…and for my dad.





INTRODUCTION
Ok, I admit it. I am weak. I compromised my artistic

integrity. Madonna would not be happy with me. It was my

intention when I set out with this narrative to call out everyone,

and I do mean everyone by name. Nothing would be changed. I

had a number of friends urge me to reconsider for legal reasons.

“What the fuck do I care? Let them sue me,” I said. “There’s no

money to take and it would only be good publicity.”

Then another very dear friend kept insisting that I change

names for my safety to which I would reply, I wasn’t worried. If

that wasn’t enough, said friend insisted I at least protect my

family. That stung hard. It’s true that I had become so wrapped

up in picking one of the biggest fights in Savannah’s

contemporary history that I had neglected to think of those who

would more than likely suffer the most: my friends and my

family. Fine. Friend wins, and I kick myself while holding my

balls. I’ll change names here and there.

Legally, I imagine some repercussion will take place.

There’s always bound to be someone pissed off because you

didn’t discuss their impression upon you as though it were their

epitaph and the last thing ever said about them. Very well, don’t

like what I said about you? Name wasn’t disguised enough? Then

go write your own book about the impression I had on you, we’ll

both call the war on, and let the truth sort itself out in book sales.

The other thing I wanted to address is this business about

addiction. This book is only marginally about addiction and



escape. The bigger theme running through my fingers while

tapping away on this laptop was the acceptance of death, that all

things come to their final conclusion (even life) and sometimes

there just isn’t anything you can do to stop it. I made an escape

for myself inside a beer can and a skein of yarn, but the truth of

the matter, the heart of the matter, was that I was trying

desperately to dispel any real truth to the notion that my father

was dying and that no matter how hard I struggled to save a

failing relationship, nor even a failing restaurant, nothing was

going to keep my father alive.

This book is about acceptance, not escaping. This book is

about homes and hearths, hearts and hugs. It is about the manner

in which a man designs his life in crisis.

This book is not about an obsession with knitting, nor the

Fly. It is about accepting death as a part of life.

My friend Lydia Lunch said in the opening to her

memoir, “None of the names have been changed. They’re all

fucking guilty.”

Cast on, sister.….Cast on.



PART ONE:

RIGHT SIDE FACING
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Not sure how much more of that
restaurant I can handle. I am on a break
right now and seriously considering not
going back at all.

DRUNK doesn’t have the faintest
clue on how to run a business. While the

kitchen was collapsing behind a wall of 40 minute tickets, and
people walking out because they were waiting too long to get
their food, she was polishing silver tea urns and barking out the
dumbest of commands. Emeka kept saying there was nothing he
could do about the long tickets because they had only a two-man
line, and desperately needed a third to help out. I just looked over
at DRUNK and wondered why in the hell she didn’t jump on the
line and save her own restaurant from certain destruction. Maybe
its because she can’t cook? I have yet to see her graduation
papers from The Culinary Institute, nor have I seen her do
anything severely high volume. She INSISTS on having that
damned chef coat on before she even starts to dice a fucking
tomato and the only thing I can think is that the difference
between a real chef and someone who wants to be a chef is that
damned jacket. A real chef would bust out something delicious in
their underwear. A wanna-be needs you to think that they’re
legitimate by wearing the costume. Just like a really well put
together transvestite. Yeah, they do a convincing job of behaving
as a woman, but the truth is, they’re not women.... They still have
dicks. So when she would ask me in the middle of a restaurant
catastrophe to rush to her house and get her chef’s coat, she was
really just asking me to hide her dick.
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Today she’s polishing tea pots while I’m losing money,
getting paid 10 percent because naturally when food is late, its
my fault, the server’s fault, because I probably forgot to place the
order, or that I can’t handle how busy it is. And when she wasn’t
polishing the teapots, she was hiding out in that fucking office
playing on the internet while I’m trying everything in my power
to keep the damned thing from collapsing.

My body hurts, my feet are blistered and swollen, my
groin injury from three years ago is back in full swing, and it’s all
because I’m over worked. And just when I thought I might have
an evening off, LAME says I have to work because he has
something to do at church. Are you fucking with me? I can’t get
any down time because you’re convinced Jesus only sees you in
the cathedral? Did I happen to mention who LAME was? LAME
is DRUNK’s husband, an accountant, who has landed in the
restaurant business by accident. He’s now waiting tables, having
never even served before. And why? DRUNK has either run off
or fired servers that didn’t give her “warm fuzzies,” as she put it.
And LAME, seeing how much money a server can make, decided
he wanted in on the action, considering the restaurant is not doing
well financially. DRUNK has told all of our regular customers,
the loyal ones that have been with the Fly for years, in one form
or another, “Fuck off. Eat somewhere else.”

I’m supposed to go back in 2 hours and relieve LAME so
he can do his church crap. I have to make a decision. Do I stay?
Do I go back there? If I do, it will only be until tomorrow
afternoon, one more week at best. But, there’s a tremendous part
of me that says, fuck it, enough already.

I have had a number of the regulars that have long since
departed remind me that my own credibility is now at stake and
that I’ll go down with that place, that my association with those
two maniacs who bought the Fly is making me just as suspect
because I continue to stand by their side. In a manner of
speaking, my reputation is at stake because of the associations I
keep. I’ve been a trooper, doing my best to keep the Fly alive to
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no avail. It is the beginning of the end of that place, that coveted,
once wonderful place.

I’ve been a career server for 20 years, 20 years that began
as a temporary stint until I figured out what I wanted to do with
myself. My first restaurant gig was when I was 17, The Harnack
House in Berlin, Germany, a restaurant devoted to foreign
dignitaries and visiting heads of state. The restaurant, seated in
the basement of the inn, was where Albert Einstein had been a
bus boy while he attended the Free University, and believe me
when I tell you, the room echoed of old responsive and respected
moments in history. Who can say who else had been seated at
those dark wooden tables? Perhaps a president or two, but for
myself at such a young age, I could have cared less. I was
flippant, rebellious and disenchanted by pomposity.

I was hired just after leaving high school, employed by a
program with the assistance of the US military that found jobs for
dependent youth of service members after school or during the
summer. I was told that I was going to be an assistant to the
servers at The Harnack House.

Now, these elderly gentlemen that still held close to white
gloves and butter pats were of a design in life that I had never
seen before. They took everything they did seriously; the way
they walked around the tables, or through the dining room (back
straight, like a soldier, one foot before the other, and do not let
your shoes mark your arrival, don’t let them thud as though you
are stomping), the way they held their hands at their side (palms
facing the thigh, fingers together), the way they carried a plate
(fingertips, not the palm, holding the bottom), the way they
smiled or did not smile (a slight slit of genuineness, not the
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cracked face of a horse showing his teeth gleefully), the way they
looked at the guests (always in the eye) were all masterful
trappings of an old craft. In their eyes, I was an apprentice there
to learn the skill of serving as an art form.

I am blessed that my introduction into the restaurant
world was one of severe austerity and reputation. These men, all
roughly in their 50’s, had held these positions as servers since
they were in their 20’s and 30’s. This was a profession, one that
afforded them the general European consensus that your bill
includes the gratuity, that you are a salesman, of not only the
food, but of your personality. You do not have “guests,” as the
more philosophically stupid in this business conclude, you have
“clients,” those that return again and again for the trust that
you’ve nurtured, for the safety they have found, and the
personality that has them asking time and time again, “How is
your family?”

These gentlemen were the last of a dying breed, the age of
supper clubs and favorite tables, Manhattans and an Old
Fashioned, linens draped over fore arms. They taught me a lot
about this business, much of which I call upon when serving. To
serve was my profession, was my enjoyment, was what I was
asked and required of. To be a server, in their eyes, meant being
something of a geisha: you were a master at discussion, knowing
when to speak and when not to speak, and should you lapse into a
conversation with a client, you refrained from any opinion that
might spark disrespect or insult. You either made them laugh,
made them cry, or you left them completely alone. Whatever they
required of you, you were meant to offer, serve whatever they
asked of you, even if food was not the option. You knew enough
of culture and the arts to enhance your personality, and you knew
the most polite words in as many languages as possible to keep
the traveled client, regardless of nationality, comfortable. You
had to develop the most impeccable memory. You never wrote
down an order (“Writing is for authors!” I heard one of them
scream at one point.... how ironic), but memorized everything the
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client said to you while looking at them directly in the eye. You
addressed them by their formal sir name and used it constantly,
your name was never mentioned until everyone had been ordered,
and when the client left for the evening, you never outstretched
your hand first, but waited for them to offer the handshake. It was
not enough to offer a pleasant evening, you told them how much
you looked forward to their return.

I spent my first week polishing buckets of silver, “to learn
the basics,” they said. Hour after hour I’d sit fully dressed in a
tuxedo pulling silverware from a blistering hot pail to polish.
Meanwhile, the servers would roll by about their business,
talking to the chef, scampering to get whatever their tables
required. At one point I asked if I was ever going to do anything
else. My “mentor,” whose name I no longer remember, offered
up this first lesson. “You have nothing else to do but watch and
anticipate, yes? You should be learning by watching. I won’t
have you touching the canvas until you know what tools you are
using. You can’t walk around all clumsy waiting for instruction.
You have to know the basics first... You’re doing more than
polishing the silver, young man. You’re watching, listening....and
cleaning your nails! You can’t hand the clients a well plated food
the chef has spent so much time preparing with filthy claws like
that....” I came to later find out that when there wasn’t an
apprentice in training, they all spent the first hour of their
evenings polishing the silverware from buckets of boiling hot
water to clean their hands, then squeeze lemons into their palms
to provide extra sanitation. (There is no better natural bleach in
nature than the lemon).
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I never became a server at The Harnack House. I was too
irresponsible for all the discipline imposed on me, staying as their
apprentice for only a month before finally deciding that spending
my nights smoking hash at parties was what I’d rather do. I
thought I was David Bowie.

I eventually left Europe (more like my father demanded I
leave Europe and grow up) and returned to Savannah. While I
was still trying to decide at too young an age what to do with my
life, I continued to wait tables. It was the only skill I had learned.
However, I was not privy to joining the ranks of that grand band
of elderly gents who had trained me in Berlin. Instead, I went to
work in the traditional chain restaurants that blanket America
with boredom.

I blame corporate casual dining restaurants for ruining
service as an art form. Corporate franchises kept the turnover
high so that no one could be cultivated. The name brand
restaurants you see on the busiest boulevards in America hire
young college students who usually don’t require anything more
than money for beer and books and could have cared less about
the institution to which they had embarked. It wasn’t a career, or
a profession for them, but something to do while they waited to
get fucked up after work. They collected 50 or 60 dollars then
spent it on kegs, stayed up late, then headed to school where they
pretended they were learning everything they needed to be a
doctor someday. They rarely take the responsibilities seriously,
because to them it’s just a job, something to do while something
big happens, something better than dealing with suburbanites
who spend their time going from big box store to big box movie
theatre, then eating at the big box restaurant.

Instead of utilizing my skills for long-term customer care
I fell into the ranks of high volume madness. Get them in, feed
them, take their money and get them the hell out, and all within
less than half an hour. It is amazing to me in hindsight that these
are the customers (we can’t very well call them “clients”
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anymore, can we?) that complain most about anything. Never did
I hear anyone at The Harnack House having spent $300 or more
for dinner that anything at all was wrong. The food was fine, and
if anything at all was  wrong, then the server was quick to
investigate, settle and correct. So then why is it that the ones
paying only $25 for dinner are the ones quick to say anything at
all about anything, really?

The food tastes like shit.
Well, what do you think? It is! It was shipped in either a

can or a frozen bag!
The service wasn’t very impressive.
Of course not. You’re handing me 4 dollars, 5 at tops as a

tip to pay my rent. Do you honestly think that is enough money to
lick your ass?

Savannah was too small after Berlin, so I hopped towards
Atlanta, with that retreat lasting only 2 months after not being
able to find work in the fashionable areas of town.

I eventually settled in Orlando and found myself working
in one of the most unique opportunities. In its hay day, Church
Street was the Bourbon Street of Orlando. It was where the
money was, where the tourists came in droves, where the cash
could be found. TGI Fridays opened a niche idea on Church
Street called “Friday’s American Bar,” which was modeled after
the original Friday’s in Manhattan. I was unaware that an
establishment that now hands over chicken wings and potato
skins to suburbanites was once a singles bar in the middle of a
very metropolitan moment. Young yuppies flocked to see mod
servers dressed in black serve them cocktails, and if they needed
one, a sandwich or two was on hand. Friday’s had no extensive
menu, much like the original, and focused primarily on catering
to the after work crowd who needed something intense and strong
after their laborious cubicle day. I enjoyed the experience greatly.
It was a small place with 16 tables, focusing on super high
alcohol sales and the repeat drinkers. There was a flock of legal
secretaries I recall fondly that I saw probably twice a week after 6
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pm. They decompressed, got drunk, and spent a shit load of
money, and what’s even more important, enjoyed my company.
Hey, I’m a cute guy, fond of other men. It was easy for the ladies
to flirt, knowing nothing would come of it.

Friday’s was managed by Wilfredo Villero, who taught
me even more about this insane business. He was a wise, older
Puerto Rican man who made absolutely certain that gentleness
and kindness came before business. Business integrity is lost on
viciousness and cut throat tactics. You will be first recognized in
the business community by your ability to compromise and care
for, rather than shred and destroy. If you nurture, you will gain. If
you frighten and attack, you scare the shit out of people and no
one will want to do business with you. You lose.

“They won’t become just a regular customer, they’ll
become a friend. And when tourist season is over, our friends
will be the one’s paying our bills: our friends support us.”

Wilfredo was aware of the memorization skill I had
learned in Berlin at The Harnack House. I used it always at
Fridays. Memorizing the order for a group of 20 women was
nothing to me. But knowing the way that I maneuver in my head,
Wilfredo knew that I would take that challenge to another degree.
He encouraged me to remember not only the order, but also what
they wore, what their bill was, how the weather was that day, and
the latest headline on CNN. This fascinated people who would
say, “I haven’t been here in months, how do you remember that?”
And I would look at Wilfredo and then back at the guest and go,
“I make it a habit of remembering good people.” Wilfredo taught
me an awful lot about the beautiful blend between high volume
and the customer cultivation that I had learned at The Harnack
House.

Then came a hurricane.
At some point in August, hurricane Charly unexpectedly

took a right turn and made its way for downtown Orlando. Within
90 minutes, much of the city was decimated with downed trees
and powerlines. Friday’s was hit particularly hard. The gas lines
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were broken. Over the course of a couple of years Church Street,
under new management, had begun to wane so poorly that
tourists no longer came, and the entire episode of drinkers and
revelers was now reduced to sell offs. The entire complex was
going to be demolished and made into condos. These factors
caused the corporate offices to simply say that it was time that
Friday’s close its doors. I have seen and heard the appalling
stories of restaurants in trouble never once notifying their
employees that times were tough and that the doors would close.
Olive Garden had a restaurant just across from Fridays. When the
time came for them to close, no one knew a thing about it. The
staff showed up, was handed a couple of bucks for their trouble
and was sent packing, even though the deal to close the restaurant
had been in the works for weeks. It’s a shady and awful practice,
especially to someone who relies on cash daily. To the admirable
credit of TGI Friday’s, Wilfredo and the regional manager gave a
short speech to our small staff about the impending closure of
Friday’s. “We’ll close in 4 weeks and we would like to offer all
of you either a position elsewhere, or a severance package. And
we would love to have all of you stay right up to the very end.
You’ve been a very good staff, and very good to the company,
and we’re sad to see the restaurant close.”

I accepted the severance and stayed to nearly the end. The
evening before we closed Friday’s for good, I got shitfaced on
whiskey and slept with a total stranger whose name I never even
asked, and called in sick the last day Friday’s was open.

…I have a problem with goodbyes.
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Just after Hurricane Charley decimated Friday’s on
Church Street, I received another heart breaking blow.

My mother and father had split up years before in a break
up so terrible she moved to St. Simon’s Island and he moved to
Wilmington Island. The joke became “the divorce is so bad they
need separate islands.” Both have since remarried and are happy
as can be with their new partners.

My father’s new wife called to tell me that my father was
going to have a lung biopsy.

“They can’t determine what’s wrong with him. His lungs
just keep getting worse and worse, this cough of his gets so bad
that he can’t even breathe. So they have to go in and get a piece
of his lung and see if they can figure out what’s wrong with him.”

“When’s the surgery?”
“In a few days…. but, Gregory, here’s the thing. The last

time your father had major surgery they had a very difficult time
trying to revive him. His doctor told him not to go under the knife
again if he didn’t have to. Well, he has to…. and we’re just all a
little worried that it’s not going to go so well. He may not wake
up.”

Without her mentioning it in so many words, I knew
exactly what she was getting at. She hadn’t asked me, nor told me
in so many words, but implied that I needed to come home,
because it might just be the last time I see my father.

“I’ll be there in a few days.”
My head had begun to take the shift of an isolationist.

You know the type; run deep inside your own mind where you
can create your own reality and nothing at all in the world is out
of wack. I spent my days and my nights unemployed, running out
of money, and now with the possible death of my father, all
reality was crammed away in a cupboard far from my own
mind’s eye. I paid it no attention, and spent the hours that slipped
by staring at reruns on Lifetime. Depression had become a
masterful foe, and did what it could to convince me that if I sat
still long enough, without realistic, conscious thought, then I
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could make time stand still. The little bit of money I had left
would be there forever. My father would be alive forever.

I began to neglect the needs of the body, eating rarely,
smoking often, and bathing never.

My partner, George, was one of the senior decorators for
Disney, and was often at crafts stores to play a game of “what if”
with whatever he could find.

“Why don’t you get out of the house for a while and come
with me?”

“Nah, I really don’t feel like going anywhere.”
“Ok. I didn’t want to get like this, but if you don’t go with

me…. well, then you’re going to have to start looking for
somewhere else to go.”

I looked at him sharply. But he kept on sympathetically I
have to admit. “I know you’re going through a rough time right
now, but you’re going to have to start taking care of your life. I
know its going to take little steps to get you back on track, but if
you’re not going to do even little things to get yourself back in
order, then I’m not gonna watch your demise. You’ll just have to
go. I care about you enough to just send you packing if you’re not
willing to do a little something to get yourself right. So, you can
come with me to the craft store and take a first step….or you can
start packing and be gone when I get back.”

I cleaned myself up, slowly walked out the front door
with head bowed and went to the craft store with George.

I had never really paid attention to craft stores until that
outing with George. Why would I have even bothered? I was a
writer and a waiter, neither profession needing any reason to have
me stumble through fake floral arrangements and woven baskets.
I can’t remember specifically what George was looking for, so I
just sort of hung behind him with arms folded, ball cap lowered, a
little hint of disinterest like the faint smell of dog shit on your
shoe wafting around.

I scanned to the left with a half heart and spied yards of
fabric, piles of it in rolls off in the corner and thought to myself,
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“Wouldn’t it be cool to know how to make your own clothes?”
Alas, a mind-gripping reminder: I wasn’t there because I was
compelled to be there. I was only there to appease George and
save myself from homelessness.

“So, when are you going to Savannah to see your dad?”
“Two days, I think.”
“He’ll be alright. He’s a tough one.”
“Yeah, I know. I guess I’m going to make Diane feel

better. Or myself. I guess I’m going to Savannah to make myself
feel better. Dad and I have always had a shitty relationship.”

“How long do you think you’ll be there?”
“I think he’s going to be in the hospital for a week, so I’ll

probably just stay until he’s released, then come home.”
“I think the trip will be good for you. It’ll make you think

about what’s important. You know, family. And I think getting
out of Orlando for a little while will help you get a fresh take on
life. And it’ll definitely get you out of the house.”

I spied to my right to find yarn.
Does someone remember his or her first euphoria?

Vividly? Does a crack head remember their first hit from the
pipe? Or an alcoholic the first drink they had? Does anyone ever
truly remember the moment before euphoria? What lead them to
become in love with something so deeply that it became,
controlled, and maneuvered its way into the grit and beauty of
their life? I can safely say for my own sake, yes.

I just remember leaving George in the middle of what he
was saying, his back turned to me, unaware that I had even
walked away. I slowly walked through an aisle of muted blue and
green skeins, earth tones and grays. Some were crinkled, some
straight. Others were thick and others were thin. I reached out to
a crème colored plush thing and touched it. To its side was a
cousin identical in style, but coffee colored. There behind it was
one that called upon the colors of an almond. I held them in my
hands, lifted one to my cheek, the softness of it quiet and warm.
It felt like the first feeling a newborn must have when it touches
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its first blanket. Like comfort, like warmth, like the arms that
should be wrapped around you, but aren’t there. I put them back
with a regretful pout, and just stared at them for a second. There’s
nothing I could do with them, nothing that I could even conceive
of. I knew not how to knit, nor even crochet.

But, it did feel so good. And I stress there was more to
that feeling than simply its physical sensation against my skin, it
had much more to do with a sense of comfort that I had been
denying myself. George had been comforting me, but it was no
good, wasn’t the same as self comfort, self appreciation, self
love.

There, just at the bottom row of the aisle was a little
pamphlet with the eager title, “Learn to Knit.” I snatched it
roughly, grabbed some bamboo needles and smiled. I picked up
the coffee colored skein again; a deep, dark brown with the hint
of the crème that you find atop a perfect espresso, then ran to find
George.

“Hey! Look what I found!” I held up my treasure for him
to see.

“What in the world is that?”
“I’m gonna teach myself to knit! Isn’t that hysterical?”
“Why on earth for?”
“I don’t know.” I just looked at the yarn in my hand and

smiled brightly, enthusiastically, felt a purpose filling me. I know
it seems silly, but I had nothing to cling to except that little skein
of Homespun yarn. I had nothing to control but those needles.
And all I needed now was the direction on how to guide them
into something creative and focused.
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Learning to knit from diagrams in a pamphlet was a
fucking joke. The rest of the evening I made every vain attempt
to try and decipher just what freaking direction the needle was,
and which way the arrow was trying to tell me to move the
needle. And is that even a needle??? Am I purling now? Am I
knitting now? What the hell is this???? A Rosetta stone found
amidst a crate of yarn wouldn’t have helped. And by the way,
how am I supposed to hold the damned needles anyway?

I grabbed a beer and tossed the skein to the side. Anger
was running through me. I was being defeated again, being
defeated by a desire to learn, to accomplish something. And there
I was being beaten. But this is where I become tenacious, this is
where I rise up and say, no I don’t think so. I chugged that beer in
less than ten minutes then went back to the instructions.

Ok. So I had figured out how to cast on, that was
relatively easy. Now, lets get some bitch of a few stitches going!

“Insert the tip of the right hand needle into the first stitch
on the left hand needle, going under the left hand needle from
front to back…”

Persistence Gregory! DO this dammit!

“Without releasing the yarn, dip the right hand needle so
that it goes away from you then under the yarn and toward you,
picking up the yarn and pulling it under the left hand needle….”

Towards, away….Good grief, I thought.

“Slip the stitch of the left hand needle. One stitch
complete. Repeat the process for every stitch.”

I stared at the work in my hand before completing this
step, my hands trembling, my lips pierced and teeth grit. You can
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do this. You’re a smart guy, you can do anything. When you have
little to cling to, simple things become vitally important. When
the only thing you can control in your life is the mundane, you
make absolutely certain you have some power over it.

With a deep breath, all hands tangled with yarn and
awkwardly holding these enormously long bamboo needles, I
pulled the yarn through as directed…and completed my first
stitch.

“I’ll be damned…I did it.”
Then the second, then the third, and before you knew it, I

had completed my first row. Learning to purl came next, but was
easily mastered now that I had the gumption to proceed like a
pro. Like a man with a mission, I spent the rest of the evening
perfecting my skill, knitting on one side of the project, purling on
the back to create the stockinet pattern.

George popped into the living room on occasion and
commented on my work.

“Looks like you’re well on your way!”
“Dude, it was a bitch to learn, but I think I’ve got it!”
“Very proud of you, very proud. Now, get some dinner.

It’s ready.”
“Nah, I’m not hungry. I wanna keep going.”
And that should have been the first indication to anyone

that I at some point would become so obsessive about anything
and everything I could get my soul around.

The next morning, I hit the train station and head for
Savannah. My father’s surgery was the following morning. I’d
arrive late that night, head to his house, wake at 4 am and ride
with him to the hospital. I was a little nervous about seeing my
dad. We had a tumultuous relationship at best, at one point the
severity of our likeness so great, that it drove us into silence.
Before his wife had called me I had only spoken to him briefly on
occasion, on holidays, or on Father’s Day. But, outside of that
there was no communication. And I had not actually seen him in
person in more than 3 years.
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To expand upon that whole relationship would be only
slightly important. As a young boy, I was weak, frail, smaller
than the other kids my age, and spent most of my time indoors,
reading books, or writing stories. I was not the sort to run in the
yard and be active, throw a football, nor even go swimming. I
saw a sort of disappointment on my father’s face even at such a
young age, for he was ready to have that son that excelled in
sporty inclinations. With my father being a career military
officer, there was also the sad glint in his eyes that I could not be
groomed for future service by taking me out into the woods and
teaching me to hunt, let alone show me how to use a gun.

Before we moved to Berlin, we lived on something of a
ranch with very few animals and no agriculture to speak of. It
was more of a hobby farm that my father tended to on the
weekends, but not the sort that interested my mother, sister, nor
myself. I barely had an interest in the chickens, hated the cows,
and the horse scared the shit out me. All of which simply
saddened my dad to some degree, knowing that his son would not
follow in his footsteps.

Eventually, we moved to Berlin where I was more at ease,
in a more intellectual setting, surrounded by swarms of a
different breed of people who all charged themselves on concrete,
rather than grass and trees. At that time in my life, it suited me.
But, as with all lives that are lived fully and completely,
everything always comes full circle, as you shall see.

Years passed and we grew more and more distant. He and
my mother divorced, and with my being closer to my mother, it
didn’t seem necessary to just call him up and chitchat over
nothing.

Perhaps though, the older I had grown the more I had
become conscious of something to which we readily dismiss as
typical. Family. Unity. Community. Heritage. I was anxious to
see my father, anxious to offer him some sort of peace offering.

I had become adept very quickly at learning to go back
and forth with that one little skein, and sadly, only an hour into
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my train ride did I run out of yarn. What else was I to do, but pull
the whole thing apart and start all over again? So I did, with no
hesitation, much to the bewilderment of a woman sitting by me.
She snarled somewhat, a bitter looking old thing with blue hair,
sneering in my direction.

“Yeah,” I said with a little lilt in my voice. “Seems funny,
I know, but I’m still learning.”

And she said rather frankly, and rather rhetorically, “I
don’t think it’s right for men to knit.” She then turned her head
away disapprovingly, as if she were coyly calling me a faggot.

“Oh yeah? Well I don’t think it’s right for women to
vote….”

I arrived in Savannah just shy of 11pm to see my father
waiting for me on the platform. He saw me, shook my hand, and
said rather hurriedly, “Come on. Get in the truck, we gotta get
home.” His spirits were good; he seemed excited even, happy to
see me without trying to make an issue of it.

We said nothing of history, nothing of present lives, but
spoke of politics and religion instead. We talked about the state
of the union, the direction of the country, and we agreed damn
near on everything.

Arriving at his house, the elephant in the room was still
there, us speaking nothing of what the past had been like for us,
of what life had taught us, but instead dad simply said, “Ok, son.
Get some sleep. We have to get up early in the morning.”

Off to his room he went, his wife wishing me goodnight
just behind him, and there I stood in the kitchen stunned. To
myself I thought the obvious, that my father may be dead in the
morning and that I didn’t get a chance to say anything to him….

And my conscience replied, “Maybe that’s the point.
You’ve had your whole life to say something….and you didn’t.”
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My father’s wife and I sat in the waiting room of the
hospital with bit nails and rackety, nervous knees until the doctor
told us the surgery was a success. He woke from the anesthesia
wonderfully and they were getting his room ready for recovery.

All felt fine in the world, for even just a little while.
I stayed with my father in that hospital room for the entire

week he was recovering. I spent the entire time knitting that same
skein over and over, then pulling the whole thing apart and
starting over again. I had gotten quicker and quicker and felt that
I had mastered beautifully the stockinet and garter stitch. My
father and I spoke most of the day about politics, and watched old
Battlestar Galactica reruns. He would hit his morphine button
once in a while with a moan, then return to a stoned state and say
how envious he was of Starbuck, “…flyin’ through the universe,
shootin’ the shit outta them toasters. What is that you’re workin’
on over there anyway?”

“Just knitting.”
“Oh, yeah? Why?”
“Why not? Probably just to keep me busy, you know.

Keep me off the streets and out of trouble.”
“Where’d you learn to do that?”
“I taught myself.”
“How’s the job hunt going?”
“Sucks.”
“Ever thought about going back to school and getting a

degree?”
I shot him that look over my needles, that “please don’t

meddle unless I ask you to,” look.
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“I was just askin’, son. You could have a career doing
anything you wanted. But you need a degree.”

“I’m my own man, dad. I make my own decisions. I take
care of myself.”

“I just don’t want you needin’ me for life.”
“But, I don’t need you, dad. I don’t need your money and

I don’t need your house. I don’t even need your approval.”
He went silent and went back to staring at the TV.
“I understand,” he said. “I appreciate you being here.”
“Well, sure. You’d do the same, wouldn’t you?”
“I don’t know if I’d stay night and day with you.”
I laughed. “I’m just here to make sure you don’t overdose

on morphine.”
“Well, I appreciate it. I’ve enjoyed having you here.

You’re right. You don’t need me for anything.”
“Sure, I do…. I need your affection.”
And that was the last we discussed our relationship as

father and son, for there was no more to say. We had moved to
the levels of men who confront each other with the utmost in
honesty. We were diplomats holding court to our decrees and we
would not budge in our beliefs, but concede that there was very
little difference between us. We went back to talking about
religion and politics, with FOX news accompanying us in the
distance.

Just hours before my father was released from the hospital
we learned of his prognosis. He had developed a disease similar
to fibrosis, a disease that would honeycomb his lungs and leave
him dead within 5 years. Before that would happen, much of his
other organs, those closely associated with the lungs, would
begin to suffer, as well.

Our hearts sank, and our spirits suffered greatly. I only
looked to my father who just kept repeating, “Why me? What did
I do? What caused this? What did I DO????”

It’s an unusually uncommon, but not rare disease that
seems to be brought on by equal parts genetic predisposition and
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environment. His body was looking for something like this from
the moment he was born. In just the right situation, the disease
sprung into action, slowly robbing him of oxygen, slowly killing
him with lungs that turned every second of his last moments of
life into some kind of concrete.

I left Savannah the following morning. I naturally said my
goodbye’s, but in some cowardice the best support I could offer
was, “You’re a mean sonofabitch, dad. The mean ones always
seem to live forever.”

My taxi arrived and I departed for the train station. En
route I caught my first glimpse of Savannah in years. After living
in Berlin, Savannah seemed so small, so uncomfortable, so weak
to me. So I had fled to Orlando not more than a year after living
here.

But, now…Who can say? The potato vine that covered
the old bricks of neglected buildings, the kudzu encroaching with
destruction over this old town in the morning sun seemed too
familiar to me to let go. Dew did its best to take prominence, but
it was the dust from the dirt roads flung into the air from old pick
ups that took control over everything. Clouds of gnats had
already begun feasting.

I smiled in reminiscence of youth, of summertime, of long
road trips my father took us on. We’d stop at a little store, grab a
coke and a pack of peanuts. You drank just a sip or two of the
coke, then poured the packet of peanuts inside the bottle, and
drank and ate them both all at once. Jesus, I haven’t done that in
years….

God, that trip from my father’s house to the train station
changed everything in my life. I saw rusted signs declaring
“tackle and bait,” shells of homes that were now degraded and
whose stature were left only in your memory.  Little by little, the
things I found mundane and simple keep slipping in to remind me
of boyhood; of wearing a boy scout cap so that everyone knew,
even when you weren’t in uniform that you were a scout,
dammit. Of always having a pocketknife, before it was illegal. Of
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having a bamboo fishing pole ready to go. Of dirty nails that
signified you had built a canal in the backyard from the creek to
the….to the what? My canal always seemed to end up a mud pile.
Of when the only monsters you worried about were moccasins.
Of boiled peanuts sold out of a truck on the side of the road. Is
that man there anymore? Or has he been forced to leave, forced
away and into history because of his unsightliness? Of signs
directing you down a different direction from your travels to the
Mount Zion Baptist Church where they had a church fundraiser.
Fried Chicken, sweet tea in huge Styrofoam cups with massive
amounts of crushed ice and macaroni and cheese and collard
greens. You could smell it for miles if you were paying attention,
and didn’t even need a sign. You followed only your smile. That
was the boyhood I was smiling about on the way to the train
station, of when you went camping on the weekends with your
dog and your buddies, and one of them brought a dirty magazine
from their dad’s sock drawer. Of when your dad was still your
hero. And when you were still his legacy.

What happens? Is it something as ridiculous as you
realize people are looking at you? Is it something as difficult as
trying to cut yourself free of the hand that feeds? All I can
remember is being a boy, a little boy, and being always at my
dad’s side. But I don’t remember that point where I became an
isolationist, who wanted to be different than him. Is it within
every boy to at some point, even as simple as the age of 10 or 12,
to just defy his dad just to see his breaking point? Doesn’t every
boy do that? Just to see if his father will harshly respond, or
merely comply, just to see how strong his dad really is? And
when we get to be 15 or 16, doesn’t every boy decide he’s
learned everything he needs to know about the world from his
father and decide to try it on his own? And when we get to be 18
or 20 doesn’t every boy decide his father is too strong for him,
his stature too great that we decide to distance ourselves from
him to avoid being seen as weak? And doesn’t every boy decide
when he’s 25 or 27 that the lessons his father taught him are
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credible, and he’ll quietly adopt them whether he realizes it or
not? And doesn’t every boy decide when he’s 32 or 35 to come to
his father’s side when he is dying? And when that happens,
doesn’t every boy become a man?

I had gone from a farm where I never belonged, to a city
in Europe where I was allowed to explore and be provocative,
and from there to a hideaway in Orlando where I didn’t have to
face life at all….And now? Now, I had decided on the train back
to Florida, that I was going to at some point return to Savannah,
to home.

I never once picked up my little first time knitting on the
train back to Orlando. I just stared out the window.

Houlihan’s on East Colonial Drive in Orlando offered me
a job a week or so after my return from Savannah. To their credit,
I spent a number of years in the company of good friends and a
great restaurant that made absolutely sure that their staff was
always well taken care of. I made a number of friends, many of
whom I claimed as a little bit of my family, and will treasure
them in my memories forever. My escapades there are probably
better for another book all its own, but for now, know this much:
my knitting abilities exploded during that time, to the point where
I considered myself a “knitting ninja,” and became famous for it
while there.

Houlihan’s was near a Joann’s Fabric store, so it wasn’t
uncommon for me to leave the restaurant with my tips, head to
the craft store and spend hours feeling the fibers, studying
patterns and yearning, burning to make something new.
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There is something about a feel of a skein that I can
usually pick up on, something nearly intimate. A skein of cotton
may be soft, but it will have no personality. A skein of wool may
be rough, but you can tell and gauge by the way you hold it that it
will be your best friend forever.

People have a lot to learn about their intuition. I ought to
have entrusted my feel of skeins to the way I encountered people.

I didn’t like working on simple stuff. I couldn’t be
bothered with a scarf, or some such beginner stuff. I wanted to
bust headlong into more intermediate or advanced work, and
that’s just simply my personality. I want to know the depth of
something, not just the common commands. I want to know how
detailed, how difficult, or better yet, how much difficulty I can
handle.

One of my first projects was a sweater, and not just any
sweater, but a sweater I passed in the mall, a beautiful crème
colored cashmere at J. Crew that costs somewhere in the league
of $300. I didn’t have that kind of money to spend on something
silly, but tried it on anyway. With my leanness, it fit (which is
difficult because American retailers stock only clothes for heavy
people). I liked the way it tightened around my abdomen, clung
to my biceps, and presented my long neck. I had to have that
sweater. Though I couldn’t afford it, I now had a talent, and
instead of wasting my time learning to make a scarf, I was
damned set on making that sweater.

I went to Joann’s, found a comparable yarn, not cashmere,
but alpaca, and bought one skein a week until that sweater was
finished, blocked, and on my body. Two months it took, but I did
it. I had made something admirable enough to wear in public.
And the best part about it was the adulation I got when I was
wore it.

“My, that’s a beautiful sweater!”
“Thank you,” I’d say with some little bit of arrogance, “I

made it myself.” Of course, you have to flash a coy smile after
that.
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But me mindful of arrogance….and drunkenness induced
by red wine. Flirting far too much, I spilled my glass of merlot
down the front of me. Nothing I did could fix that stain, it was
always there, staring at me, this massive screaming, purple
monster that ran from the neckline clear down to the waistband. I
just crumbled up the fucker and threw it in the trash. I know I
could have salvaged the rest of the yarn, but I’ve never been fond
of that. I know its practical and advantageous, and awfully
thrifty, but I knew that if I were to make something with that old
yarn, I would be forever reminded of my arrogance and stupidity.
“Like the alpaca socks? Well, they’re the bits and pieces of a
dissected sweater I spent my ASS OFF WORKING ON ONLY TO
HAVE RED WINE SPILL ON IT!!! Comfy, though, aren’t they?”

Knitting became the thing that I did. I’d leave work and
rush home, eager to continue on something else that I was
working on. Nothing gave me more pleasure. I’d crack a beer,
reach for the needles and spend the rest of the evening creating
something, building something, and loving the accolades I got
when it was done.

I made gifts for people at work without their asking. For
Christmas one year, the entire management staff got beanies that
I knit for them….10 of them. One young woman was having a
baby, and I made for her not a baby blanket, no, because that
would be too simple. I made her arriving new girl a dress, a
bonnet, and matching booties.

Knitting was the thing that gave me an identity. I knit
socks, I knit gloves, I knit anything and everything under the son.

Its funny how interested you get in knitting, if you’re
serious. Nothing can stop you. There’s always another level to
reach, another pattern to conquer, another smile to earn off
someone receiving your handiwork as a gift. The level of my
intensity grew so strong that it wasn’t frowned upon when I
would take my projects to work. I’d wait tables, and while
waiting for the food, rather than stand around and gossip, would
reach for my current project and commence my stitches. My
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General Manager, Stephanie Bowden once proclaimed me “The
Silent Killer.”

“He’ll be working a 10 top, a 7 top, and a full section, run
food, take orders and still have time to sit in the corner and knit
someone a purse.”

“Should he really be doing that right now?” Asked
another manager.

“Are you kidding me? That purse is for m e, and it’s
flawless! And oh, yeah…the guests are fine, too.”

It’s true. Waiting tables was my career, not my challenge.
Completing something deciphered from hieroglyphic pattern
codes and making it look like something your grandmother didn’t
make was my challenge.

Would you like to know my idea of the perfect evening?
I’d leave work, snagging some of Houlihan’s massively awesome
spinach dip with lavosh, run home and work on my pattern while
sipping a beer and watching the new Battlestar Galactica (sorry,
dad, but love it a lot more than the old one!) Not long after, my
ego would be fully brimmed to the point of cocky, and I’d be off
to the local gay haunt where I’d flirt, curse, piss, get drunk and
snuggle between the legs of a very pretty darling...wearing
nothing I had knit.

Time flies wildly when you’re knitting. You get lost into
the same contemplative focus of a Cistercian monk. Really
intense knitters find themselves divulging their deepest and
darkest of thoughts and secrets into the project they’re working
on. Knitters spend their most intimate moments in deep thinking
with two needles and a skein of yarn. Television programs
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become insignificant, a party at a friend’s house not as interesting
nor as impressive, the telephone rings and you can’t bring
yourself to answer it because you need to finish a particular row,
cable, or round of your project.

Yes, unbeknownst to you, time passes hurriedly when
you’re locked in the movements of knitting and purling. You may
even stare, your hands may even cramp. And when you surface,
you find yourself having lost hours, perhaps even days of
cognitive thought. In my case, I had already lost years.

It had been three years since my father’s surgery, three
years since I had been back to Savannah. I had spoken to my
father often, had regained a relationship that had been lacking
when we were both younger. Often we spoke, and often he told
me of the treatments he was receiving to save his life, to keep
him alive 7 years as opposed to 5. My life had moved on, as it
should have. I was promoted to corporate trainer at Houlihan’s. I
was regarded as the patient one in the group, the grounded one,
level minded and deep thinking. Whilst they were running about
Orlando drinking wildly, I was at home spending valuable time
with my knitting projects: wallets, messenger bags, iPod cases.

Then came the phone call from my Diane that my father
had had a heart attack. The first organ to be compromised by his
disease.

“He’s ok right now. Don’t worry about coming home just
yet.”

“I don’t understand! I should be there!”
“Not just yet. They’ve stabilized him; he’s going to be

fine. He’ll be having bypass surgery soon, but he’ll be ok. He’s
going to be fine.”

“Yeah, but I should visit him, right? I mean, I should be
there. This is serious.”

“It is serious, but….He’s going to be ok. I’ll let you know
when you need to be here.”

Diane is a dutiful woman who has no other devotion than
to that of my father. Where he tried to hide certain aspects of his
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disease or condition from me, she was blatant and honest and
almost clinical about it. If she said there was nothing to fear at the
moment, then I trusted her. If she were to say to me once, “Come
home,” then I knew I was about to deal with the most severe of
honesties that one could summon. The passing of a loved one.

I took the day off from work, spent my time out in the
yard knitting and thinking.

George and I had built a beautiful back yard together,
complete with a Zen garden and bamboo privacy. Although we
lived downtown, one had to remember such a curse. The yard
was too perfect, too serene, too clean and tropical to have been
anything than a haven for the saddened.

George came out at some point to check on me.
“Are you doing alright?”
“Yeah, I guess so…” I was working on a dog sweater that

wasn’t coming along too well. It had multiple stitch holders for
the legs and weird increases and decreases that didn’t seem to
make sense. Patience is learned from poorly written patterns
found online.

“How’s your dad?”
“Diane says he’s going to be fine. Having bypass

surgery.”
“I wouldn’t worry about it. Ain’t a man his age I know

that hasn’t had at least a heart attack or bypass surgery.”
“I know. I just feel….distant or something. Like I should

be there.”
“He’s probably going to have a lot more problems, isn’t

he?”
“Well, yeah. Thanks for stating the obvious.”
He didn’t say anything, didn’t dare to provoke a man who

was troubled, but instead asked if I was hungry, to which I said,
“no.” I slipped the needles off the stitches, gathered up the
unfinished dog sweater and threw it into the trash.
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I spent hours that night watching the space station slip
through the sky. I was laying on a lawn chair, fully declined, beer
in hand watching this frail dot wisp its way past the stars, through
the trees and into a horizon I could not see. It was late April then.
The warm breeze in the evening would soon be blasted with the
impending scream of a summer heat in Orlando. My thoughts of
my father did not quicken, did not speed…they laid flat and
honest. Truth can be more frightening when it lays subtle, rather
than when it can overwrought one with drama and rhythm.
Heartfelt truth, the kind that can burn the soul and flip a new
switch in a man’s personality is often delivered when it is a thin,
quiet, unobtrusive line. And not some blasted, loud, chaotic realty
woven into action. If you’d like to make a man a cry, tell him the
truth in a whisper. Shouting at him will only cause him to sway
away from you and become defensive. Tell him the truth in a
whisper and he’ll hold onto you for support.

I saw that space station slip by slowly. “How unusually
rare to see such a thing so vividly…Enjoy it. It’s going to be gone
soon,” I told myself.

Yes, it will be gone soon.
George came out not long after I finished my third beer.
“What a beautiful night,” he said.
“I’m moving back to Savannah,” was my reply.
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For the next two months I worked diligently at the
restaurant, working double shifts until I felt I would collapse. I
saved every last penny I could, and spent money on
nothing….except, of course, for yarn. I had gotten myself on
Joann’s mailing list and waited patiently for the 50% off coupon
that came every two weeks. I’d buy one skein at a time, and like a
nicotine addict trying to wean himself from cigarettes, worked on
my projects moderately, savoring the moments I had the bamboo
needles in my hand, slowly working stitch after stitch so I
wouldn’t run out of yarn before it was time to buy a new one.

I was worried about moving back to Savannah, not for
emotional reasons, but for the usual logistical ones. Where would
I live? Where would I work? How long would it be before I
found a job? I had to make absolutely certain that I had enough
money to keep me safe, for uncertainty was making me a nervous
wreck.

My father kept questioning why I wouldn’t just stay at his
house, and I made it clear to him that I was doing more than just
moving back to Savannah to be near him, I was also claiming
some sort of independence. I had relied on George for emotional
security, financial security, and a dwelling for 7 years. It was
time to be a man, move on, and claim myself.

August 3rd was my departure date, specifically picked so
that I could gain employment long before the art students
returned in droves to the Savannah College of Art and Design
and gobble up all the jobs.

I had found a little carriage house to rent off of craigslist,
and although there was a small photo of a cute little white
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building with a picket fence and small yard, it was virtually site
unseen. It was $600 a month including the internet, which
seemed a reasonable price and within walking distance of
downtown, but to be certain I asked my father to drive by and
take a look.

“Son, are you sure? Really sure???”
“Why what’s wrong?”
“Well, it’s not the worst neighborhood, but definitely not

the best.”
“I’m running out of options, dad. And besides, it’s like a

five minute walk to the middle of everything.”
“I don’t understand why you just don’t live here at my

house.”
“I’ve told you. To begin with, you’re too far away, and I

don’t have a car, and secondly… I have to do this on my own.
I’m 35 years old. I have to be able to take care of myself.”

My last day at Houlihan’s was a testament to the effect
you have on people’s lives without your being cognitive of it. I
was going to work a double, then somewhere around 9pm, be cut,
clock out, and say farewell to the restaurant.

But, it wasn’t that easy. A line of people gathered outside
the front door of the restaurant just before it opened, all coming
in to either have lunch in my section, or to simply step inside and
say good-bye. My regulars brought gifts, tipped more than 50%
of the bill, and handed me their addresses and phone numbers so
that I would keep in touch.

Chuck and Sandy, who ate both lunch and dinner daily at
the restaurant, had adopted the staff as their own brood of
children. I was too busy waiting on other tables to tend to them,
but at some point they came over, Sandy hugging me and Chuck
shaking my hand and slipping a hundred dollar bill into it before
retracting with a smile.

But, of all the regulars, Mitch and Miss Shirley had
become the closest to me. They were a couple in their 70’s who
had become such a part of my life that I dreaded seeing them that
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day. I knew this would be the most difficult farewell. When they
did arrive just slightly after the lunch rush, they brought a
disposable camera to take pictures of my last day, and two CD’s.
Gladys Knight’s “Midnight Train to Georgia,” and Ray Charles’
“Georgia on My Mind.” Miss Shirley handed me an address book
to help me keep catalogue of all the addresses I had been given
that day, and Mitch handed me another substantial amount of
money. And when lunch was over, and it was time to go, I
walked them to their car. Miss Shirley began to cry, and hugged
me. I held her dearly and promised her that we would stay in
touch, that they meant the world to me. I shook Mitch’s hand,
helped them both into the car, and then watched them sadly drive
away.

As I turned and went back into the restaurant I asked the
host not to seat me for a moment. I went to the back, through the
loading dock, out the back of the restaurant where I could be
alone, lit a cigarette and cried. It wasn’t the weeping of sadness,
but the tears of overwhelming joy. At such a point in my life,
where I had become so focused on knitting, on working, on
simply surviving and tending to myself, I had never once
considered nor thought that the impact I had on people’s lives
mattered to any degree of real merit. But, the customers were
coming in waves to wish me farewell, to lay upon me their best
graces and wishes for the future.

The staff was just as emotional. It’s something of a
tradition in the restaurant business, that when someone who’s
been with the company for so many years finally decides to
leave, you smother them with whipped cream on their last day.
The last five minutes of my shift I waited for such a thing, but it
never happened. No, just after clocking out and gathering my
bag, the staff was at the front door in a group waiting for me.

“I guess this is it. Ok, ok, ok, I’m ready for my whipped
cream! Go ahead! Make a mess of me!”

No one said a word. I saw the glimmering sheen of
restrained tears on each of them.
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Wendy, the bartender I worked with everyday, a cold
woman at first, but one I warmed up to, approached me. “We all
wanted to say good-bye. We have some things for you. This is
from me.” She handed me a red Budweiser ball cap and a
Starbucks gift card, then hugged me with a sob. “I’m gonna miss
you.” Then one by one, they each handed me a gift, or a token of
affection, a hug, and a kiss on the cheek or a handshake. And
then I was left with nothing but the front door.

“I’m going to miss you all,” I said crying. “I have learned
an important lesson today about the quiet power you have over
people’s hearts. I love all of you.”

“We love you, too!”
I walked out of Houlihan’s without turning back. I was

emotionally drained, heart heavy, and scared to death about
moving the next day.

The next morning, Gina and I loaded all of my
possessions into the little bed liner of her pick up truck and we
were gone. Now, notice I’ve said nothing about my “good-bye”
with George. There wasn’t one. I knew in my deepest of hearts
that George had been too much a part of my life for there to be
any separation between us. We would no longer be partners, but
we would forever be friends. The most I said to him before I left
was, “What do you say after living with someone for 7 years?
You say, ‘thank you.’” George and I have remained truly close
friends, speaking to each other on the phone at the very least once
a week.
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It was funny to me that of all the things I owned, books
reigned supreme. Let’s say I had 20 boxes in the back of Gina’s
truck. 18 of them were filled with books. The rest were simple
clothes. I’m a jeans and t-shirt kinda guy. It’s rare that I go
shopping for clothes, I go through that chore only once every
year when it becomes a necessity, when my socks have become
holey and my jeans ripped. It’s even more unusual for me to buy
something that requires a hanger. I spend my time buying books,
lots of books, and have to this day a great library of some of the
most eclectic thoughts and ideas on my shelves. I buy books at
yard sales, thrift stores, used bookstores. I get them from friends,
from relatives, and many of the books on my shelf I have never
read, but find comfort in knowing that I could at some point want
to know something about some such topic and there at my
disposal is the very answer to my quest. I will say in all fairness
that I have a fondness for religion (of all practices), and corporate
business. (So, I’m a little more complex than you originally
thought). So, if a man were to be gauged by the books on his
shelf, I would look like an overly ambitious Buddhist.

If 18 of those boxes were books, then one entire box was
filled with my knitting needs. I had collected a stash of needles,
one set in every size, and for every possible project. Not only did
I have a collection of straight needles, but also circulars and
double pointed. There were stitch holders, stitch markers,
measuring tapes, straight pins, animal eyes (for crocheting
amigurami pigs), row counters, magazines with knitting patterns,
books with knitting patterns, and the wayward end pieces of
skeins left over from various projects.

Knitters have their favorite set of needles. Mine were a
size 7 made of hickory, darkened through the middle from the
oils off my fingers. This set I kept in my back pocket with a
simple skein of something, just in case I got itchy on the trip to
Savannah.

The ride to Savannah from Orlando is approximately 5
hours, depending on your speed. Gina was an incredibly safe
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driver (which makes her my hero!) and we arrived in Savannah
safely.

The extent of that trip had been filled with so much
laughter and gossip, good music, and the occasional coke with
peanuts in it. (I was going home to Georgia! I needed to
acclimate!) But, those last few minutes of the trip, when we
pulled off of I-95 and hit I-16, I got nervous, got quiet and stared
a lot. Gina took notice and just left me in my own head, to deal
with my thoughts, to deal with the reality of what I had just done.
Left the home I had been in for 7 years, left behind all of my
friends, left a great paying job that I loved, and was now jumping
into the unknown. And there was no turning back. She said,
“You’re going to be fine,” and mentioned nothing more.

My heart was racing, my mind vacant, my breathing
shallow and slight of pant, for there, at just the right moment on
1-16, we turned a corner, reached a hill, and upon its crest I could
see Savannah. Tree tops and steeples, old buildings never
neglected, the summer sun hitting rows of homes, each with a
gruesome story that could be told. I breathed deep.

“Shit. I’m home.”
We followed the instructions to my new house. Down

Whitaker we trekked over stepping a street, then turning back
round to Abercorn where I found the little white carriage house
with a picket fence. It set just off the road, away from the bustle
of both Drayton and Abercorn, quietly tucked behind a larger
house that was used as a boarding home for SCAD students. I
didn’t trust my own reaction, so I asked Gina what she thought.
She replied with an honest smile. “I like it!”

I opened the front door with the key the landlord had sent
to me in the mail. Hardwood floors, small kitchen, itty-bitty
bathroom, fair enough size bedroom…and the most incredible
lean you’ve ever seen in your life. From the front door you could
roll a penny the length of the place. The slant was so obvious,
you felt either drunk or paralyzed with vertigo the moment you
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walked in the front door. But it was clean, remarkably clean, and
had summoned some really good energy.

“The landlord said that most of the tenants that rent this
place are usually SCAD students, so it does feel… I dunno, like
there’s a lot of creative energy in here.”

I liked it, and quickly unloaded Gina’s truck. It wasn’t
long before my boxes were safely tucked into my carriage house,
and Gina was on her way to Charleston to see some family.

“Neither one of us are the sort to actually say long good
byes and promises to keep in touch,” I confessed.

“Yeah. If we see each other again, then cool. If not, then
that’s life.”

“Give me a hug.”
Off she drove back towards 1-16, and true enough, I

neither saw nor head from Gina again.

The first thing I did was plug in my computer. I still had
not found a toothbrush, nor a bar of soap. What I wanted was to
see the city that I had left behind some 15 years before, how it
had changed, where things were, and if old haunts still existed.
The extent of my life was still crammed in boxes, but I was
anxious, super anxious to explore the world around me. Before I
could even connect to the internet there was a knock on my
door…I think I would like to rephrase that. There was a bang at
my door.

“Who is it?”
“Jason! Your neighbor!”
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I opened the door slowly. “Dude, I’ve only been here
about an hour, don’t tell me I’ve pissed off the neighbors
already.”

I opened the door slowly to find a short, round, bald man
who claimed to be about my age, but upon further insight into his
life, discovered that he was actually much younger than me.

“No, I just wanted to meet the new guy! Say hi! Introduce
myself. I’m Jason!”

“Gregory. Nice to meet you.”
Look, I tend to think I’m a nice guy and willing to give

anyone and everyone some sort of insight into my life. I’ll
befriend anyone, really. As long as I think you’ve got good
character and you mean well.

“You wanna come over for a drink?”
“Oh, I don’t know. I’ve got a lot of unpacking to do.”
“Come on, man! How long is your lease?”
“It’s just month to month right now.”
“Great! So, worry about packing if you decide to stay for

at least another month. What’s a drink with the new neighbor
gonna hurt? Come on!”

Truth be told, I was anxious for a drink anyway. “Alright,
you talked me into it. But, I’d like to bring my own beer, if that’s
cool?”

“Sure, do what you want. But, I’ve got beer at my place.”
“Nah, I’d feel good bringing my own beer.”
“Suit yourself.”
“Is the El Cheap still a few blocks away?”
“Sure is.”
“And where is your place?”
He pointed at a home catty corner and across from the

carriage house with a broad, wrapping porch decorated with
beautiful ferns.

“That’s really nice, Jason. I’ll see you in about 15 minutes
or so?”

“Just walk on in and meet me upstairs.”
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I headed towards El Cheap and picked up my beer. I’m a
brand man. If I’m lounging around and shooting shit, then it’s
simple Budweiser. It’s always in my fridge. I remembered the El
Cheap because when I was 19 and fresh from Europe I shared an
apartment right behind El Cheapo with a lesbian cook in the
military. We had no money, but adored getting buzzed. So
pennies collected were spent on Cisco, a crappy, cheap screw cap
wine that reminded you of Nyquil and formaldehyde. El Cheapo
was nothing more than a convenience store stuck in that grey
zone between the have’s and the have nots. Apparently, with
Savannah’s resurgence (which I will get to later), much of the
city was like that. El Cheap was the last of the beat down,
punched up stores that catered to the poor. It made its money
selling cheap cigarettes, cheap alcohol and lottery tickets to those
who truly felt numbers devised from loved one’s birthdays would
help them win the big prize.

However, two blocks in any direction homes were selling
for $2 million, studio sized condos for $300,000 and it had
become the last stand for the poor man.

I bought my beer and returned to the carriage house,
dropped off my beer in the frail little fridge and carried one with
me to Jason’s.

I did as was instructed, walked quietly and carefully
through the front doors to a room beset with remodeling and
construction. I announced myself as I walked up the stairs.

“Jason! I’m here!”
“Come on up!”
Up the stairs I went, following the sound of a television.

On the second landing I saw an open door and cautiously stepped
in. The room was beautiful, complete with dark woods and
leather couches, banker’s lamps and fine art. And there sat Jason
at a desk that seemed as big as my new bedroom.

“Very nice office!”
“I had this room remodeled first. It’s where I spend all my

time. Its where I work,” motioning to his computer, “where I
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watch TV,” motioning to the 50 trillion inch behemoth on the
wall, “and where I watch the world,” thumb pointing behind him
towards the second floor balcony. “Let’s go out there.”

He poured himself a glass of Icehouse, then filled the
remainder of the glass with vodka. “You want some?”

“No, thanks, man. I’m good.”
 Dude, this guy was serious about his drinking. I followed

him onto the balcony, where he continued to ramble. “The sun
will be setting soon, that’s when the fun starts.”

“What do you mean?”
“Hookers! Fights on the bus…stabbings on that corner

over there. Great times! I don’t even know why I still own a
television. I guess it’s just for the Sopranos.”

I had begun to reconsider my cute, little carriage house
with the picket fence.

“You’re fucking with me, right?”
“Oh hell no! No, there’s always some shit going down

right here. Right on this,” bang went his hand on the balcony
banister, “this corner. You see that post down there? The one in
front of my door?”

I peered over. “Yep.” This guy was already weirding me
out.

“That’s where I get them.”
“Get what?”
“Not, what’s! WHOSE!” He started laughing. “I love

black women. That’s where I get my hookers. Right off the bus.”
He moved towards me slowly and with the confidence of a man
who has robbed a bank and gotten away with it. “I’m a repeat
customer.”

How much more beer did I have to drink? How soon
could I leave before it seemed rude? You see, this is the way my
head thinks, and just the way my mother raised me. Never seem
impolite. Ok, so despite the fact that I was obviously in the home
of a deranged maniac, I was still trying to be polite, and as he
spouted off about how pretty it was to see a pink vagina
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surrounded by dark skin, I was trying to figure out how to scale
the tree beside the balcony and make a quick escape should it be
warranted.

“So, what’s your story, Jeffrey?”
“Gregory.”
“That’s what I said.”
“Sorry. I guess I heard you wrong.” Then I went into the

very condensed version of what you’ve read already. Sick father,
going home, making a life for myself.

“What’s that in your back pocket,” he asked. “Some kinda
weapon?”

I reached behind and smiled. I had forgotten my knitting
needles were there. “Yeah. Those are my numchucks. I’m a
knitting ninja.” I chuckled a little to myself.

“What? That’s supposed to be funny? What are those?’
“They’re knitting needles, dude.”
“You knit?” Jason had that disapproving sneer that one

offers you when you mention that you smoke. “What are you?
Some kinda fag?”

Ok, I could rush past him, hit the far part of the balcony
ledge, jump a good two feet to the nearest branch, then scale my
way down to safety.

“Yeah, I am. Hardcore homo.” I pounded my chest.
He looked bewildered, as though no one had ever been

that honest. The same sort of look he might have made should I
had said he was a fat, crazy, weird ass alcoholic. Dude, if you top
off your beer with vodka, you are out of control!

“Well, I guess there’s nothing wrong with that.”
“Cool.” I said standing my ground.
“So, I guess that means you’ve never been with a black

woman.”
“No, I haven’t.”
“Do you take it up the ass?”
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“I think I’m about done with my beer. I need to get home
and start making all them phone calls, you know. Letting
everyone know I made it safely here.”

“No, you don’t have to go now! Ok, I’m sorry about
mentioning the ass thing.” He started laughing. “One of the girls I
pick up now and then likes it like that, too. Hey, everyone’s built
differently.”

I had obviously finished my beer. I crumpled the can.
“Well, thanks for inviting me over, Jason. It was nice to meet my
new neighbor.”

“No, don’t go. Have another drink with me. Here, let me
fix one for you.”

“I’m good, man. Thanks.” I started to leave the balcony,
but he stopped me.

“You can’t go. Don’t go. What’s the matter with you?
Just settle the fuck down and have a drink! Don’t be so sensitive
about the gay thing.” Loneliness does fucked up things to people.

I thought about it for a moment. Thought long and deep
for just a moment then took a deep breath and said, “Sure. I’ll
have another drink. You want me to uh….you know, pay for it
some how?”

He stopped.
“I could…you know, give you something in return.”
“Like what?”
“What are you in the mood for?”  I peered at his crotch.

“You know, it’s like when you’re in prison, if you just close your
eyes and enjoy yourself, you have no idea whose doing what to
you.”

“We’re done.”
“Are you sure? I could use a drink, you know. New guy,

no job, not sure what I’m gonna do for money….or food….or
beer. Maybe you could help me out.”

“Nah, we’re done.”
“Sure?”
“Oh yeah. You know the way out.”
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Don’t think for a moment, not even for a nano moment
that I was truthful…I have to give my readers better credit than
that. You knew what I was doing. (wink).

Once back at home I was able to call my father and tell
him that I had arrived in Savannah.

“Even met my neighbor.”
“Good! Making friends already!”
Then I called my mother who confessed she had a present

for me. “I got everything you need, son. Dishes, glasses,
silverware, a bed, a cute little television, just about everything
you need to get you set up.”

“Thanks, mom!”
“I’ll be there tomorrow to deliver it all.”
Once I was done with the phone calls I went online to find

some place to buy yarn. Upon some Googling, I came across the
usual chain stores, but then found a little boutique called Wild
Fibre that wasn’t too terribly far away. Then I went online to find
what craigslist had to offer in the way of jobs, but I found only
the usual cold call sales jobs that no one cares to have.

With no bed that night, I gathered up some clothes and
layered them on the floor, then grabbed a couple of winter coats
as blankets, nestled in to my makeshift bed and pulled out my
knitting needles and simply worked on stitches. No pattern, no
practicing a technique, just a routine back and forth to keep my
thoughts occupied.

I felt great that first night back in Savannah. There was
some hesitation, naturally, as I have admitted before, but here I
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was, and here new life had begun. And I was beginning to feel
more and more independent, and truthfully, more and more like a
man in control of his life. I had my little leaning carriage house
that was somewhat safe and clean, I had my knitting with me, dad
was only 10 minutes away by car, and mom was down an hour on
St. Simons. I was home. I could feel it. And I couldn’t wait to
wake the next morning and just go walking.

Savannah is a completely different town than what I
remember from 19 years old. I was now 35 and unfamiliar to
much of what I saw that first morning.

I walked out of the carriage house and went down
Drayton, towards Forsyth and the middle of town. The first stop I
made was at a coffee house I had seen online, The Sentient Bean.
As all good adventurers should, I popped in. Coffee houses
generally tend to house the more liberal, the more socially
intellectual, and the more artistically inclined. The Bean, as its
commonly called, was a travesty of nonconforming conformists.
It had the bohemian feel of scattered mix matched chairs and
wild art on the wall….Many of those establishments do that. It’s
chic. Trendy.

I approached the counter and purveyed the menu board.
All I wanted was a cup of coffee to keep me company on my
travels for the day, but I figured I’d look to see what they had in
the way of food. Vegan, vegan, vegetarian, vegan….
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When it was my turn, the hairy arm pitted girl behind the
counter, wearing only a tank top, a ratted pair of jeans, and flip
flops simply looked at me with despair and said, “Yeah?”

I was put off by the attitude quickly. Is it just a behavioral
thing with today’s youth? Is it simply commonplace to be devoid
of work ethic or customer service skills when your brain has yet
to develop? She couldn’t have been more than 25, and couldn’t
have been making more than minimum wage.

“Just a coffee.”
“What size?”
“A small one, to go.”
She rolled her eyes and went to pump my cup of coffee

out of a monster machine, then placed it roughly on the counter
so that some of it spilled, half-ass mentioned the price, then
waited to be paid. Let’s say the coffee was a $1.50. I gave her
three, yielding to server karma. Being in a profession where my
income is based on tips, I pray to the tip angels above that should
I tip well, then the same will come back to me. “No, change, I
said.”

She said nothing, placing the tip in her jar and moved on
to the next jackass dumb enough to spend money there. I stood
briefly with that capable stare that I have come to cultivate and
utilize on occasion. The one that speaks of a truth that you and I
both know would be paralyzing should I say what I’m thinking. I
kept my tongue still, picked up my coffee, and went to look for a
place to sit.

I found a collection of people sitting about plush, but
slightly worn comfy chairs and couches and headed that way, but
stopped the moment I got “the vibe.” You know that vibe, don’t
you? “You don’t look different, so don’t bother.” Although by
looking different they all looked the same so I couldn’t quite
understand the attitude. Silly me, trying to make friends my first
day back in town. Who did I think I was, anyway?

I found a chair off in the corner, away from the army of
aloof, artistic hippies with laptops and just watched, listened.
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Back in the early 90’s, SCAD had yet to flourish and
become the mega university that it is today. You had to go
looking for SCAD students back then. Now? No matter where I
turned, there was another one, and another, and another and
another and another and they drove in packs and moved in the
same uniformed fashion, wearing the same clothes and using the
same language. They all wore skinny jeans and rode 10 speed
bikes. They all claimed to be vegetarian or vegan and earth
conscious, and all I could think over hearing their conversations
was how much money their parents were spending to send them
to art school, because we all know the big joke is that SCAD
students (many, not all I should say) simply couldn’t get accepted
anywhere else. Now, there is a talent that exists in some of these
students, and those are the ones who will thrive and excel in
wondrous careers, probably working for corporate firms or
advertising agencies. The rest? The rest will be tossed to the side,
say they have a degree, and marry well, inherit daddy’s money,
and move to more urban areas when the “green” trend has faded.
They’ll recycle…for a while. They’ll eat organic….for as long as
its fashionable. And they’ll even shower on occasion. How very
bourgeois of them.

I’d had enough and went hunting down the yarn shop.

Just down Liberty, just past Habersham Street, was Wild
Fibre. It was an adorable shop, filled with bright lights and the
ambience of a European boutique. Cubbyholes filled with yarn
sprawled along one whole wall, and there off in the corner were
notions. Finished projects were hung with pride everywhere.
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Sweaters, shawls, socks, stuffed animals. I had never been to a
shop like that before. You see, the extent of my yarn excursions
had been to what was available to me, the mega chains like
Joann’s and Michaels. And they served me well. But, in a town
like Orlando, where just about everywhere you visit is big box
and corporate, such a boutique was never an option for me. It was
the first time that I had experienced the highest end of yarn and
notions.

I went to rummaging. I have a philosophy on picking out
yarn. I may have mentioned prior but I don’t care to look at my
notes just at the moment to see what I’ve written and what I
haven’t. But, I feel the yarn to extract a certain personality from
it. You can feel something in really good yarn, despite the price.
Perhaps its something conveyed from the hands that spun it, or
maybe even the one who dyed it. Despite what it is, there is a
personality in yarn that exists that I’m able to pick up on. I can
feel a skein and say to myself. “Nice, inexpensive, great
color….full of lies.” Or another skein, “Kinda drab, expensive,
weird color….it’ll be a great friend for life.”

So, I went to managing my hands over some green skeins
that called to me. And there just at the right place, at the right
time, I felt a skein, slightly rough, that said so much to me. “I’ll
be hard to handle sometimes,” it said, “and tough to manage on
occasion. You might find fault with me, want to be done with me,
but I promise you….it’ll be worth it. I’m not a skein of green. I’m
life, my friend. I’m new days and nights filled with anything and
everything you want to make of me.”

“Its from Scotland,” said a voice behind me. I turned
round to find a pleasant woman with glasses and a shy smile offer
her opinion. “Its Scottish wool. I’ve always liked it. Could never
figure out what to do with it. But, still a nice color.”

“It reminds me of the moss on the bottom of a forest
floor.”

She said with surprise, “Yeah! Yeah, I guess it does!
What are you working on?”
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“Nothing. Just thought I’d sneak something out, see what
happens.”

“I’m Jen.”
“Gregory. Nice to meet you. I love the selections here.”
“Well, thank you! Are you a student?”
“A what?”
“Student. Fiber arts?”
“Oh, God, no. I’m too old to be a student. I’m just a

knitter.”
“Well, that’s a great color.”
“I think so, too. I’ll take two of them.”
En route to pay, I saw out of the corner of my eye a room

guarded closely by curtains semi drawn. I could see something
happening in there, something to which I’d never actually
experienced in real time, but to which I was compelled to ask.
“Jen? What are they doing in there?”

“They’re spinning the wool they got from Oatland Island
last weekend.”

Spinning? For real? I’d never such a thing! “Is it…I don’t
know, is it a private thing?”

“No! Go on back, introduce yourself! Say hi.”
“Are you sure?”
“Oh, yeah. Just go on back.”
I paid for my 2 skeins and cautiously headed towards the

drawn curtains. I heard voices and murmurs, wheels wildly
oscillating, and feet pressing against the hard floors. There was a
rhythmic sound coming from inside those curtains, akin to voices
and percussion.

I made my way through the curtains and found three elder
women spinning wool from bushels of recently sheared sheep,
barely paying their hands any attention, behaving as though it
was a second nature to them. They talked, gossiped, talked about
their plans for the week, what they had done with their previous
weekends, and not a one of them seemed distinctly aware that I
was there, until I coughed.
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The one closest to me looked over. “May I help you?”
“Jen said it’d be ok if I came over and watched you spin.”
The other two women went back to their spinning,

ignoring me as though I were a spectator of sorts, bothering them.
“Have you ever spun?” Asked the woman closest to me.
“No, ma’am. Is it ok if I watch for a second?”
“Of course…for a little while. Would you like to do some

spinning yourself?”
“Sure!” I was eager, enthusiastic, ready to take my spot in

her seat, foot stomping pedal, hands pulling up raw wool.
“I used to teach children years ago how to spin using

this…” She stopped, reached over to her right and handed me
what looked like a wooden popsicle stick.

“This is a dowel inside the wheel of a toy truck. And there
at the end is a little hook screwed in. It’s the best way to learn.”
For real? No foot stomping?

She then handed me the yarn she was working on, a
beautiful sheen of grey and dark brown colliding in the most
natural color scheme God had ever blessed an animal.

I said, “It feels so different. So silky.”
“That’s the lanolin you feel.”
She seemed a proper woman, set on her vocation. I had

the impression she was teaching me, not out of kindness, but out
of habit. I was a knee jerk reaction for her, something she was
inclined to do, a void, a gap, and an imbecile who needed to be
given a primer. What you do with it? That’s up to you.

She patiently taught me how to spin by hand using a
“drop spindle,” and as clever and cute as the term is, I couldn’t
help but think, “I was taught to spin using the wooden wheel of a
toy truck.”

I kneeled next to her for the better part of an hour,
exploring and enjoying the method she taught me, the most basic,
primitive of means in which to yield yarn. And the whole while I
kept silent, wondering to myself why it was that processed yarn
we bought in shops didn’t have that same lanolin feel. Wasn’t
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that worth it? Wasn’t that worth spending hours with those skeins
and needles in your hand, to have that silky smooth, natural
lanolin against your dying hands?

I had all these admirable thoughts of a land far from
reality, of waking in the morning to a newly kissed land where
my own vegetables grew along side the sheep I tended to. I’d
sheer them, handle all that lanolin, and knit myself into an eternal
youthfulness.

“Where’s this wool from?” I asked.
“From the sheep at Oatland Island. There are three of

them out there. We sheered them this last weekend.”
“This sheep is the prettiest.” God, I can sound so naïve

and simple sometimes.
At some point she looked at me and said quietly, “You

should get yourself a library card and continue learning.” She and
the other ladies said very little while I was there. I felt like I had
crashed their party, had broken up their gossiping, and they were
eager to get back to whatever secret I had interrupted upon my
arrival.

“Thank you for showing me how to spin, ma’am.”
“You’ve only learned the basics. Take the spindle.” She

then handed me another small clump of the recently sheered
wool. “Now, go practice.”

Just a few steps away from Wild Fibre was Habersham,
and turning to the left I could see a little restaurant complete with
outside seating called The Firefly Café. I wandered over peeked
through the front door and asked the server if I could sit outside.
“Sure! I’ll be out with a menu for you in a moment.”
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I sat, pulled out my new skeins of Scottish wool and
considered what to do with them. The server brought me the
menu, and I took a simple glance. Being a server I rarely trust a
menu, I don’t feel it necessary. If I like a restaurant a lot, I’ll start
at the top of the menu and work my way down, ordering the next
item on the menu the next time I visit.

“I’m not eating enough vegetables. But, I’m not in the
mood for a salad. Something heavier.”

“Grilled Veggie Sandwich?”
“Ok! Sounds good.”
“What would you like for the side?”
“You decide.”
“And to drink?”
“Bottled water.”
“Saratoga alright?”
“Sure.”
As she left I caught a glimpse of Troup Square behind

her. It was not quite 11:30, and the late summer sunbeams sliced
through the old oaks to give prominence to the Armillary in the
center, rays fashioned like a spotlight on the monument. There
was a quiet here one wouldn’t have expected downtown. None of
the homes were rousing to greet the midday, none of the
neighbors clamored around to go on about their ways. It was just
myself, a warm stillness in the air, and a cascade of light falling
off the Spanish moss.

It didn’t take me very long to realize that I had made the
right decision in returning to Savannah. This was home. This was
where life had lead me, purposely. This is where I belonged. No
song, no moment of wild exuberance could have affected the
situation with more truthfulness than the quiet comfort I held
close at that moment. These few moments, the present
unhindered by the past, but supported by it, were reflective and
contemplative.

I looked down at my new skeins of Scottish wool. It had
all been so easy. I had found a safe enough place to live, had
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memories and histories of old haunts to guide me down streets I
was familiar with, and had a few dollars left in my pocket to
make sure I wouldn’t crumble while looking for a job.

I had my sandwich, biting into the beautiful thing while
considering what to do with my new yarn. There was only
enough to do something simple, nothing extravagant, and for the
price I paid for the yarn, I still wanted it to be something special.
I have no problem paying good money for good yarn, but I don’t
want to waste all the time, creativity, and thought on something
half-ass and typical.

When I finished my sandwich I left the Fly to go walking,
wasn’t sure where I’d go next, figuring I’d let the natural born
explorer in me simply take its place in my stance and guide me to
whatever adventure it could find. I was just past the cathedral, St.
John the Baptist, headed towards Pinkie Masters.

Everyone has a Pinkie’s story. It was far too early in the
day to go in, but I wanted to wander by and remind myself of a
time long gone, of my own youth, of my own idiocy.

One of my most memorable moments at Pinkie’s was the
middle of a late afternoon. I walked in and there was no one
around. At the time there was an older woman there by the name
of Ruby, I believe, who was the bartender. As I sipped my beer
and stared at the television, a gentleman appearing to be Ruby’s
contemporary strolled in.

“Do you believe it?”
She asked of the man, “What? What’s the matter?”
“They’re making another movie in Savannah.”
“Another movie? Well, who’s in this one?”
“I don’t remember her name, some big Hollywood star.

But apparently she’s naked in it.”
“Naked,” Ruby gasps, “That’s all Savannah needs is more

naked people in it!”
The older man stops, pauses for a second then gets hit

with the lightning bolt of remembrance. “Moore! That’s it! Demi
Moore!”
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Pinkie’s is the most high-class dive bar you will ever
come across. It’s a space no bigger than that of a large walk in
closet, and around its bar you will find the most unlikely
converting with a cocktail. You can walk in and find the CEO of
a fortune 500 company sitting next a homeless man, whose
sitting next to a SCAD student, each of them having been
stripped of their identity when they walked in, as if you’re shed
of the shit that binds you to your life when you go into Pinkie’s.
You can be anyone, talk to anyone. It’s the one bar where you go
not to network, not to socialize, not to be seen with the right
people, but where you go to simply drink without a history and
without a name.

As I continued on my stroll, I walked past a couple of
tourists who stopped me with a question: “Are you local?”

I hadn’t thought about it. I was sort of from Savannah, my
whole lineage was here, but I’d only been back a day. And here’s
the gist about where you find your associations in life. “Yes, I
am.” I was home, was in Savannah. This is where I was going to
continue my family’s history and carry on in my day-to-day life.

They confessed, “We’re looking for a place to have lunch.
Something not too expensive, just a nice clean lunch.”

“Actually, just down there, down Harris about a block or
two, is the perfect place. The food is delicious, the service
attentive, and the view of the square is just very comfortable. It’s
called The Firefly Café.”

“Sounds perfect! Thank you!”
“You’re welcome.”
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The tourist couple headed towards The Firefly and I took
two steps on my continuing adventure before stopping, turning
around to look back at them and thought, “That’s where I want to
work.” Hell, if I’m sending them business, I’d like to be in on the
action.

I headed back towards the restaurant, keeping a distance
between the tourist couple and myself. Moments later, they were
being seated, and I was asking for an application to the same
server who had recommended the veggie sandwich.

As I was filling out the application, the tourist couple
waved to me and said with a smile, “This place is perfect!” They
then motioned the server over and told them, loud enough for me
to hear, “That gentleman filling out the application is the one who
recommended your restaurant to us. You should hire him!”

Funny how simple moments in your day become life
changing. Had I not met the tourist couple near the cathedral, had
I not headed down Harris street in that direction, had I not slipped
down Habersham after visiting Wild Fibre, I would never have
turned around, come back and applied for a job at the Fly. And
why not? I don’t know. I simply don’t know. I was looking for
something that handed out burgers, fries, and pints of beer to
tourists. It was, I thought, the easiest, quickest way to make some
money as a server in Savannah. God knows I was an idiot then,
unaccustomed to the manner in which this town moves. I’ve
learned a lot, and learned to avoid any banking on the tourists.

But, there I was filling out the application, handing it to
the server, waving back at the tourist couple and taking my leave,
hoping as I left that I’d get that particular job.

I left my ideas of adventure behind that day and decided
to scurry home to my leaning carriage house and play with my
Scottish wool. I stopped at Brighter Day for something to eat
later, then El Cheapo for some beer, walked into my little place
and waited for “it” to happen, that moment every knitter
considers some mad sort of inspiration.
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You can start a pattern, a pattern you’ve been dying to
attack, but somewhere at the beginning you can lose interest, you
feel bored by it, you feel distracted. Perhaps the pattern is poorly
written, perhaps its written much more difficult than it needs to
be. Then there are moments where you come across a pattern so
awesome in its simplicity that you bite your nails and grab your
needles and start going quickly, and nothing can pull you away.
Nothing can stop you from getting to the next row.

I found a free pattern at Berocco.com for a newspaper boy
hat that needed just as much of that Scottish wool that I could
supply. The pattern was quick, clean, simple and after making
something weirdly Indian for dinner (that didn’t taste all that
different from regular ol’ every day cowboy chili), and cracking a
few beers, I got busy, the needles moving left and right, the yarn
whipping hurriedly through my fingers, the pattern coming to
life.

Time for music. I decided on Nitzer Ebb’s “Lightning
Man.” I figured the manic movement of my fingers with the
rhythmic, industrial monotony of the music would keep me
flowing. I was like a wild thing, a focused god creating life from
the materials placed before me. I was watching the hat come
together, looking at that weird green come into its own, no longer
needing me to approve of its beauty.

More beer, more of my wide eyes excited about how it
would look on my head, what I would wear with it, how I’d let
the brim come down over one eye, how I wouldn’t shy from
wearing it in winter, but would cling to it, how much I yearned to
have it done that night, so that I could admire it in the morning
light, how I loved this moment right here where-

…there was a knock on the door.
It took me a moment to realize there was someone there. I

was surfacing, you might say.
Halfway through a row I stood and went to the door.
“Who is it?”
“Jason!”
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Jesus, I thought, is this always going to be something I
have to deal with????

I opened the door cautiously. “Yeah, man. What can I do
for you?”

“Come over for a drink.”
“I’m actually busy right now. Kinda into something.”
“Fuck it. Come over for a drink.”
“Nah, I’m pretty comfortable here doing my thing, man.”
“What thing?”
“Just working on something.”
“What?”
“A project.”
“What project?”
“Dude….”
“You don’t like me do you?”
“I didn’t say that.”
“Then why not come over for a drink?”
“Cause I’m good now, man. I’m good being at home.”
“Oh….you’re one of those.”
“One of those?”
“Quiet, stay at home types. Doesn’t go out, doesn’t ever

socialize. You keep to yourself. Shit, I’m surprised you don’t live
in your momma’s basement.”

 I gasped. “My mom!”
“Shit, did I say something wrong?”
“No! My mom’s coming! Fuck! I need to get shit

unpacked. Jason, I can’t have a beer. Sorry, man! I forgot she was
coming! Man, I gotta a crap load of stuff to do.”

“Ok, well, I thought…”
He didn’t have time to finish his thought. I had closed the

door and cursed myself for forgetting that my mother was on her
way.
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My mother is a case study. She is one of the last of the
great ladies of the south. She is mindful of her approach with
people, she is forever courteous, and reared me with the ideas
that “Good manners have everything to do with graciousness. Be
mindful that when you’re being ill behaved, you’re reflecting on
me and the rest of your family.”

My mother had lived in Japan, France, and Germany
before she was 15 years old, and then lived most of her 30’s back
in Germany again. She is a divinely cultured woman by osmosis
and experience, not by things she heard about in conversation, or
read about in books. These things are never lorded over anyone.

She is a comfortable woman who can be strong when
summoned, but is generally gentile. After raising two kids, then
after being divorced from my father, she was now having her
own fun.

She called when she was just a block away from the
carriage house, and I took to Abercorn to show her the way.

“Hey, son!”
This is the dichotomy of my mother; the way she appears

in life is like the unspoken simple grandeur of the stock from
which I come. She was driving an enormous truck, the bed liner
stuffed with furniture for me, but as she slipped out of the truck
to give me a hug, there were the pearls, the obnoxiously large
diamond on her finger, and the scent of a woman who spends
hours finding a fragrance that will neither offend nor cause
flirtation.

“Well, I’m home!”
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“It’s so nice to have you close again, son!”
“Come on, let me show you inside!”
I took her through the little picket fence to which she

offered as “cute.”
Up the little stoop we went until through the front door.
Her big smile went a little drawn, and her hand went to

her head. “Oh, son…Gregory? Gregory, I’m not feeling very
well, I’m suddenly…..oh, no….son, I feel dizzy.”

I chuckled. “It’s not you, you maniac, it’s the floor! Look!
It leans!”

“OH! Oh, well in that case, its adorable! Perfect for right
now, don’t you think? It’s a great little starter. You can save
money while you’re here…..How long will you be here
anyway?”

“It’s month to month, I’ve not signed a lease, but I figured
I’d do the respectable thing and stay 6 months,” I heard Jason
yell for me from across the street. “But, I can leave whenever I
wish, really.”

“Who is that man?”
“Just a neighbor.”
“I can try and help you move the furniture, if you want.”
We moved the furniture inside (yes, she can still function

in the pearls) then decided what to do for dinner.
“Have you cooked in the kitchen yet?”
“Actually, I haven’t.”
“Gregory, I would love for you to make me that amazing

spaghetti of yours, with the new pots I got you, would that be
alright?”

“I’d love to!” I was anxious to start cooking, getting
settled, nest, that sort of thing.

Then she muttered, “Shit!” as if reminding herself of
something she had forgotten. “You don’t have any martini
glasses, do you?”

“Yeah, I keep them in the bathroom next to the
toothpaste. Come on, mom! Why would I have martini glasses?”
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“I was hoping to have a martini with dinner.”
“Nope. Not the first martini glass.”
“Then we have to go get you some. Let’s go,” she

motioned for me as she head for the door, “and we’ll have to stop
at a liquor store, too.”

We went to the nearest retailer for the glasses. Done. A
simple set that suited her. She asked if I liked them, if I thought
they were cute. “Mom, they’re yours to use whenever you come
to visit. Do you like them?”

“I do, I think they’re quite nice.”
Moments later we were at Johnny Ganem’s buying the

alcohol. I lurked around behind her as she scanned the vodka,
went, “Ah, that’s the one I want,” and then moved to the cash
register. Not long after that we were back at home.

As I was prepping for dinner, I watched my mother out of
the corner of my eye. She was telling me a story about some such
thing that happened to some such person. To be truthful, I wasn’t
even listening really. I just noticed her take some ice out of the
freezer, drop it into the martini glass, then add vodka and sip.

“…then she had the audacity to say to me something
completely rude.” Another sip.

“Mom, aren’t you going to put vermouth in it?”
“Oh, no, I never do that. Vermouth will get you drunk,

and I still have to drive home tonight.”
Ok….
“Well, don’t you want an olive or an onion in it?”
“Why? We’re about to eat dinner aren’t we?”
Ok….
“Mom, how in the world is that drink a martini?”
She raised her hand in a toast and said with a youthful

smile, “The glass, son. The glass.”
I laughed hysterically and asked her to never, ever

change.
We had dinner at the little dinette table she had brought

for me, and when it was time for her to leave, I got a little sad. I
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like being around my mother, she’s never formal with me with,
like the idea of child and parent. And sometimes in our history
together, those roles change, I parenting her on her behavior.
(Good children do that to the parents they love). We have a fine
bond that is similar to a deep-rooted friendship, and I get a little
forlorn when our time together comes to a close. She’s probably
my best friend.

“Thank you for dinner, son.”
“Are you kidding me? Thank you for the furniture…and

the pots and pans…and the dishes….and the vodka. You are
leaving the bottle aren’t you?”

“Of course!”
 “Thanks for everything, mom.”
She gave me a hug and handed me an envelope with

money in it. “It’s just a little something to help you out while you
look for a job.”

“Mom…”
“No, take it. And don’t thank just me. Your uncle and

your stepfather both contributed.” Then she paused for a moment
then reminded me of the beauty of why I had come back.
“Everyone’s really happy you’re so close again, that you’re back
home. We all just want to make this all as easy as possible. We
want to see you succeed.”

“Thanks, mom. I’ll come down to St. Simons as soon as I
can.”

Mom left and I went back to the hat, finishing it
somewhere about 4am, as I finished the bottle of vodka. I sewed
it up quickly, wove in the loose ends (I hate that part, hate it) then
tried it on….

Sadly, it was too big for my skinny man’s head. I folded
it, tucked it away to be a gift for someone someday, and sloshed
my way towards bed.
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In the few years I had been knitting monstrous amounts, I
had yet to own anything I had actually made.

I had come across a pattern in the magazine Interweave
Knits that I had to work on right away, especially since I now had
access to some good quality yarn. Most knitting magazines
obviously cater to women, and consequently the patterns are all
awfully feminine. When they do have a pattern or two for men,
they’re usually over the top and not the sort of thing you’d wear
in public, or a pattern so weird in its design to achieve something
simple that it doesn’t seem to make sense knitting it. Just go to
Target, buy the duplicate made from some machine in China for
half the price and half the hassle of having to care for it.

However, in Interweave Knits I came across the most
astonishing Cambridge jacket with a high collar and a zip up
front that would look perfect on me. The pattern called for 6
skeins of Heather Cascades for a guy my size, so I dashed to Wild
Fibre as soon as it was open and saw Jen. She helped me find the
right color for my skin. (Apparently, I’m an autumn, so we chose
a woody brown).

I thanked her, then dashed back to my carriage house
stopping by the Kroger on Gwinnett to get something to eat while
I rushed headlong into my pattern.

Let’s deal with that particular Kroger, if we may, for a
moment. Many of us in Savannah call it “Crack Kroger.” Maybe
its crazy location nestled in that once mentioned grey zone of
multi million-dollar real estate and the hood allows it to have
some reputation of low living. Jacked up, over age women, now
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skin and bones, ask for a cigarettes or a ride out front. Alcoholic,
unemployed blue collars pass out in the bushes. The sidewalk out
front smells like the fish department. Wandering through the
aisles you find the usual clump of black women with 10 kids,
SCAD students who generally look dirty and homeless, and
Savannah’s lower edge of the higher echelon vying for space in
checkout lines operated by uninspired girls named Lashanda
whose only comment to you is, “You got your Kroger card?”
And always asked with such a disinterest. As you fumble for it,
she waits for you, looking at her nails, rolling her eyes as if
you’re slowing down her day. Once she has your card and scans
it for the discount, she slaps your groceries across the scanner,
stopping on occasion to talk to the cashier behind her, sometimes
walking over to them and finishing the conversation.

I’ve bought things at the Crack Kroger that were expired
by a year and didn’t realize how hellish it was until I opened it
up, and the whiff caused me to wretch. I’ve had the misfortune of
buying something (JUICE!) that had already been opened and
returned to the shelf.

I spent only a few horrid weeks shopping at Crack Kroger
before finally giving up, spending the time and the extra money
to go to the Publix at 12 Oaks Shopping center past Ardsley Park.

(I asked a stock clerk at Publix to help me find falafel. 10
people went on a 30 second hunt to get it….I was sold, and have
remained a loyal customer).

With a bag of precious yarn in hand I sped through the
aisles of Crack Kroger looking for something quick and
nutritious, nothing that would take a lot of prep, and nothing too
time consuming, for I wanted to delve into the Cambridge jacket
and spend the rest of my night with it.

I found what I needed and headed for the check out. I
couldn’t believe what I saw. In line ahead of me was a toothless,
scrawny woman with dirty clothes buying ramen noodles and
peanut butter with pennies and nickels. It was the lesbian cook in
the military I had lived with over a decade before behind El
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Cheapo. I was startled and said nothing, made no mention of
myself to her. She was a few pennies short and the cashier just let
her go. As she walked away, I could see the track marks, the
bruises on her legs and arms, the broken blood vessels down her
calf muscles. I couldn’t believe it, but was given, I think, the first
lesson in my life about going home. It’s not always as you
remember it. It’s not always glamorous and beautiful and warm.
Life isn’t always a success. Sometimes it’s a downright disaster
for the wrong ones, for the ones who either give up, or had no
hand to help them.

I paid for my little groceries, and didn’t sprint out of the
store and head to the carriage house as I had intended. I instead
went towards Forsyth, walked towards my place on 33rd, but
instead of carrying on, found myself walking around the park
with head bowed, thoughts itching to scream into a blister.

Could I have said something to her? And what the hell
would I have said? Do you remember me? What the fuck
happened to you? She had obviously made a life decision and
had stuck with it. Nothing could have broken her free of that,
nothing I could have done, and nothing I could have said. But,
it’s still demanding on the spirit when you come across people
from your past that will have no future. The present, for as long
as its available, is all they have to cling to.

Why did it matter so much to me? Hell, I couldn’t even
remember the woman’s name!

As I was working on the Cambridge jacket later I was
thinking more about the lesbian cook, but only on the fringe. I
had thought about the circumstances I had available to me, the
ones that I had been blessed with, and wondered if I had stayed in
Savannah the first time and not retreated to Orlando, if I might
have ended up down the same road as her. We lived in a shitty
apartment in an even shittier neighborhood. We gathered pennies
to buy crap wine from a deplorable gas station. (The gasoline was
probably tastier).
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Keep in mind, those days of my first stint in Savannah
there was nothing to do here. Broughton is now a bustle of
boutiques and couture, while back then it was where you went to
get a hooker. You didn’t dare venture towards MLK Blvd, but
now it’s the chic spot to open a new restaurant or nightclub. I had
all ideas that getting fucked up quickly and cheaply was the only
thing I would have had available to me had I not left Savannah
the first time.

But, as I’ve said many times before in my life: life moves
as it should…and sometimes without your permission.

In the middle of all that depressing thought, and getting
ready to decrease the stitches for the shoulder on my Cambridge
jacket, my cell phone rang.

“May I speak to Gregory?”
“Speaking.”
“This is Sharon at the Firefly. How are you?”
“Great! How are you?”
“I was wondering if I could interview you tomorrow for

the server position.”
“Of course!”
“Is 3 o’clock ok?”
“Perfect.”
“See you then.”
“Ok!”
It was the phone call that would change my life forever. I

was looking for a job that would pay the bills, looking for work
that would finance my life outside my job, something that would
be a separate entity from my existence. I never in a million years
thought that the Fly would consume my entire life and nearly kill
me.
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Breakfast with my father is not only incredibly
entertaining, but dearly sentimental. It’s funny how much alike
we are. Our first breakfast together was the morning of my
interview at the Fly. My dad has a habit of finding those off the
wall greasy spoons that are just absolutely amazing when it
comes to cooking. Yeah, the building will look a little wobbly,
and not all the servers have teeth, but the food is always
comforting and delicious.

We start talking right away. Even as we’re entering the
door we’re still embroiled in the same conversation we half
finished the last time we met. Always about politics or
reminiscing about the time we spent in Berlin. We’ll sit down,
still gabbing to our hearts content, see someone we assume is the
server muddle over, bark the word “coffee” in unison at her, then
delve back into what we were talking about.

We’re both very passionate men when it comes to our
beliefs and we generally agree on everything when it comes to
politics and religion. And when we disagree, the conversation
just gets even wilder, with the two of us using our hands, loud
voices, subtle pounds on the table, and expletives being tossed
like commas to punctuate our thoughts. But we always end the
disagreements with a laugh.

Toothless server with a weight problem comes back over
and asks what we’d like for breakfast.

My dad says, “Shit, I didn’t even look at the menu.”
“Me neither. I tell you what. How about a couple of eggs,

over easy, some bacon, grits, maybe a biscuit?”
“I’ll do that, too.”
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And as we’re waiting for our food we’ll talk about some
such stuff you’d likely hear on conservative talk radio. I’m
wearing the red ball cap, pair of wranglers, some boots and a
white t-shirt, and there across from me is my father, the retired
military officer. Is anyone at all surprised that we’d talk about the
things we do?

Food is delivered and we’re talking immigration, forks
and knives flying as we both delve into our points, basically
agreeing with each other, but for different reasons. Halfway
through our food I noticed something particular about the old
man I call my dad. He ate his grits and eggs like I did. Picture it:
a plate of two nicely prepared eggs; hash browns crisp and
golden brown; grits not too thick, not too runny; bacon cooked
just to the point before it turns into charcoal. Can you see it in
your mind? Doesn’t it look awful and lovely at the same time?
Now take a fork, take a knife….and mash the whole thing up.
Slice up the eggs, the hash browns, grits and bacon and smash
them all into one heaping culinary disaster. That is how you eat
breakfast, but more so, that’s how I saw my father do it, too.

This was the best part about adulthood when it came to
my father and I. We didn’t need to play the role of father and son
anymore. We could be two men, very much alike, having
breakfast together.

“So, how’s your health, dad?”
“You know, I just don’t get it. I feel fine, but everybody

keeps telling me I’d dying! Ok, so every once in a while it gets
hard to breath, but its August for Christ’s sake! Damn near hard
for anyone to breath.”

“No change?”
“Well, I was on this experimental medication that stopped

the disease dead in its tracks, even looked like it was reversing
the effects.”

“What happened?”
“51percent of the people on the medication died. So the

other 39 percent-“
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“-49 percent.”
“-the other 49 percent it was helping have to suffer now.

They’ve canned the program, killed it. No more miracle drug. So
far the disease hasn’t kicked back up again, but it’s just too soon
to tell.”

“How about your heart?”
“I go walking for two miles every day. Diane’s got me

eating all low fat, no fat, no flavor food.” He stops, lifts his fork
and points it at me as though it was a weapon and says, “You tell
Diane I had this for breakfast and I will kill you.”

“Won’t say a word, dad. Scouts honor.”
“So, where’s this interview at?”
“The Firefly Café.”
“Oh, yeah. Nice little place. Very popular. Owned by two

very nice ladies. Bob Hudock cleans their grills every so often.”
Bob Hudock was Diane’s ex-husband, and although they

had not been married for more than 20 years, they had remained
friends, not foes, and even my father had treated Mr. Hudock like
a brother.

“You’re kidding me, dad. Mr. Hudock?”
“Oh, yeah.”
“Small world.”
“Small town,” my father reminded me.

I was not the only one Sharon was interviewing that day.
In the corner of the restaurant sat a woman not quite ten years
older than myself, wearing a colorful bandana, red pepper
detailed chef pants and a t-shirt that boasted the name of the
restaurant. She rarely looked at the applicant she was
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interviewing, but when she did, it was a stark blue-eyed gaze
over square bifocals.

One of the servers motioned me to a table close by and
offered water. “Yes, I think so. Thank you.” It was August in
Savannah. Ever experienced such a thing? The air is thick enough
to wash in, you take three steps and you’re a soaking mess of
humidity and your own sweat clinging to your skin.

I was close enough to hear her ask the gentleman she was
interviewing very simple questions.

“Have you eaten here before?”
“Uhhhh. No.”
“What do you want to do with yourself when you grow

up?”
“Ummm. I haven’t found out yet,” he laughs nervously,

“was just kinda looking for a job.”
“How did you hear about us?”
“A buddy of mine said you were looking for a server.”
I didn’t dare look over at them, but kept my eyes on the

table, hoping and praying that he was my only competition.
She said dryly, “I’m interviewing a few more people

today. I’ll make my decision after that. I’ll call you if I think I
can use you, ok? Thank you.” She shook his hand then head into
the office behind her.

I waited only a few minutes before she reappeared.
“Gregory?”
“Yes.”
“I’m Sharon. Have a seat over here.”
She seemed didactic, unaffected, callous a little, and

maybe remote. I couldn’t figure her out. The general idea of a
restaurants mood is this: it starts at the top. If everyone feels
satisfied and happy, if the energy in the room is vibrant and
active, then you can be sure that the owner, or general manager is
responsible for it. If you walk into a restaurant where you feel
constrained, dark, moody and irritable, then chock that up to
whomever is in charge, as well. The Firefly had no ambience of
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misfortune, but rather held homage to the former. Guests and
servers alike seemed so pleased.

I did was told and sat before her. “This is for you.” I
handed her a flower. My father had said two ladies owned the
restaurant. What better way to brighten the day of any lady than
to offer a flower? I wanted to make an impression.

Her impassive face lit up. “Thank you! That’s so kind of
you! Thank you so much!”

“Its my way of saying thanks for agreeing to interview
me. This is my first interview back in Savannah.”

“Where did you come from?”
“Well, I guess I’m technically from Savannah, but I’ve

been in Orlando the last 15 years or so.”
She placed the flower down. “I was looking over your

application, you’ve got quite a bit of experience. And the position
at Houlihan’s caught my interest. So you were there corporate
trainer?”

“Yes, ma’am.” I then went on to explain my duties, both
professional and not so much. (Being the friend, brother, father
figure, voice of peace that any of the staff needed).

“I worked for Houlihan’s, too. In Chicago. Why did you
leave?”

I told her the truth. I had no problem telling people why I
came back to Savannah. I didn’t want it to sound in any way as
though I was anchoring for pity, so I said everything in a matter
of fact tone. “My father is terminal. I came home to spend time
with him. I felt it was time to start nesting, maybe start a family
of my own. Otherwise, I wouldn’t have left. I loved the staff, and
the restaurant, the whole company. I thought I could have built a
future there.”

She said nothing about it, but moved on to the next
question. “Have you eaten here before?”

“Oddly enough, my first full day in Savannah.”
“When was that?”
“Two, three days ago?”
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“How did you hear about us?”
“I was buying some yarn at Wild Fibre and just happened

to walk by.”
“Do you knit?”
“Often.”
“What’s your sign?”
“Capricorn.”
She peered at me over her tiny, square bifocals.

“Interesting. What’s your favorite color?”
“It changes, but right now it’s a nice deep sort of Buddhist

orange.”
“Why?”
“Reminds of sunset and sunrise. I like transition periods. I

don’t mind change.”
“If you were a superhero, what powers would you like to

possess?”
I understood what she was doing now, although I had

never experienced an interview like it. She knew I had the talent,
she knew I had the experience, and she was aware I could handle
the job. What she wanted to know was if I’d be able to fit in with
the rest of the staff.

“I’d like speed.”
“Speed….Interesting. What sort of cuisine do you like?”
“That also changes. Right now I’m looking at vegan

food.”
“Are you vegan?”
“Oh, no. But I like to be knowledgeable of the products I

sell. If a customer comes in who is a vegan and orders something,
I need to know the particulars of that dish when I order it from
the kitchen so that I don’t accidentally give the customer even
that slightest ingredient that would offend. At Houlihan’s I once
had to hunt down the ingredients of every single dressing we
carried. She was Muslim and could not have even white wine
vinegar in the dressing.”
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Again she peered at me over those glasses. Alas, this time
the look was coupled with a slight smile. “I’d like you to do a
second interview, if that’s alright?”

“Of course!”
“You’ll be interviewed by someone on the staff. How

about tomorrow, same time?”
“I’m looking forward to it.”
“See you then.”

I spent most of the afternoon and later that evening
working on my Cambridge jacket while reading what I could
about the Firefly online. I first started with the menu. I’d read an
item’s description while knitting the RS (right side, for non
knitters out there), and then recite it back to myself while purling
the WS. (Wrong side, but I’m sure you deduced that).

Pasta Lorraine: fettuccine tossed with caramelized
onions, grilled leeks, white wine, topped with goat cheese and
roasted red peppers.

Got it.
Then I moved on to Googling what the rest of the world

had said about the Firefly. It was voted one of Savannah’s best
restaurants. It was not an overly ostentatious place to dine, but
rather quiet and unassuming. Its menu was eclectic, the dining
casual and comfortable. Although it was not a vegetarian
restaurant, it was voted the best place for vegetarian options. And
upon scanning the menu again, I could see the reason for its
popularity. There was a dish for everyone at the Firefly.
Something for vegetarians, yes, but more so, something for
carnivores, dishes for those craving something Indian (Coconut
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Curry Shrimp), or something Asian (Asian Scallops tossed with
linguine), or even those wanting something more southern and
indigenous to the region (Carolina Red Trout). Not to mention,
the prices were exceedingly fair.

Much of what I found on the internet were comments
made at various websites by customers who proclaimed that the
service was spectacular and loyal, that the food was genuinely
delicious, and that the total atmosphere of the Firefly, nestled just
on Troup Square, made it cozy, quaint, homey. It was not the top
destination for tourists (The Lady and Sons and The Pink House
take those credits), but was hunted down by many tourists who
wanted to break free of guide maps. Furthermore, one reviewer
on Tripadvisor.com discussed how in the 13-tabled little
restaurant it seemed most of the clientele new each other, and that
it seemed a concentrated hot bed of locals all out for dinner at
their favorite place. It was where your friends and neighbors
casually saw you.

As I worked back and forth on the Cambridge, I became
more and more excited about the possibilities of working there.

I arrived at the Fly the next day 5 minutes early. That’s an
old warrior mantra of success my father instilled in me: on time is
late. The short, auburn haired girl who was my server the day I
had lunch greeted me and asked me to sit down.

“Sharon said I was going to do your second interview.
I’m Jean. Nice to meet you. How are you?”

“Excellent, thank you.”
“How do you feel about women?”
“Sorry?”
“Its an all female staff. You don’t hate women do you?”
“Of course not.”
Sharon walked over. “How’s the interview going?”
“This is the guy who was applying while the people he

sent over were having lunch.”
“Rock on, sister!” And high-fived Jean.
“Yeah. Should we tell him?”
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“Sure, why not?”
“We didn’t bring you over today to do a second

interview.”
“You didn’t?”
“Nah, we have to give you a shirt before you start training

so we wanted to see if a medium was too big for you. You’re a
small aren’t you?”

“Are you serious? I got the job?”
“And the shirt,” said Sharon. “You got the job and the

shirt. But, if you want to get more shirts, then you have to pay for
them. The first one is on me.”

I smiled brightly.
“Thank you! Thank you very much.”
“So, which is it?”
“I’m a small.”

I started training two days later, following Jean through
the restaurant on my first tour.

The Firefly Café was positioned on the garden level of a
200 year old home, with two apartments nestled above it, and a
carriage house behind it. The garden floor is usually a semi sub
floor, beneath the parlor floor, which many would call the first
floor. (We do things so differently in Savannah).

We moved through the little double doors into the
kitchen, which was no bigger than a closet, then past that into the
dish pit, no bigger than a shoe box, with Jean pointing things out.
“To-go cups, silverware is there, coffee is over here…..” We
moved out into the courtyard, just past the dish pit.
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The courtyard was a disheveled break away from the
cleanliness of the restaurant, bordered by walls on both sides, and
the massive tower of a two-storey carriage house behind it.

“This is where we vent,” she said giggling. “Do you
smoke?”

“Absolutely.”
“Then let’s have a cigarette.”
The courtyard was where everyone freed themselves of

the restaurant even for just a moment, to get away from the
guests, from each other, or to just have a cigarette and wait for
tables. “The piles you see over there are for the recycling. Sharon
believes in being green. Plastic in one, metal in another, glass in
the third, and then we pile up the cardboard over there.”

I motioned to the carriage house. “Who lives over there?”
“Oh, Maria and her boyfriend. She used to work here,

now she just rents the place from Sharon. Sharon owns the
restaurant, the building, the lot, and the carriage house. Actually,
she and Lisa own it together.”

“Lisa?”
“Sharon’s partner. They’re a couple.”
“Got it.”
“Is that ok?”
“I’m sure you realize by now my own situation?”
“I didn’t want to assume anything.” She said smiling.
“Oh, yeah. I like boys. Incidentally, am I the only one

here who does?”
Jean cackled loudly, “No, not all of us are lesbians.”
Throughout my tour I was introduced to an all female

staff. In the dish pit, Dawn, an Asian lesbian who was prepping
herself and biding her time before she joined the coast guard; in
the kitchen, Corey (another lesbian) from New York who was a
spoken word performance artist; Olivia, (not a lesbian), who was
generally thought of as Sharon’s right hand in the kitchen,
Sharon’s Number One. Olivia was a former SCAD student who
had accidentally fell into the culinary world and fell in love with
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cooking. She was funny, witty, and a connoisseur of music. Then
there was Karol, the senior of the group, who had been with
Sharon since the restaurant had opened 7 years prior. They had
worked together at another restaurant and when Sharon had
decided to open her own, Karol hopped on board. She was just
shy of 60, incredibly hard working, and behaved as the den
mother to all of us 30 years her junior. (I still love Karol with all
my heart as a second mother).

The wait staff consisted of Jean, a Floridian who had
moved to Savannah with her husband, had gotten divorced, and
lived in the apartment above the Fly. There was also Lindsey, the
one who partied with rock stars, and if she didn’t, then she ought
to have made it her profession. Devon was the Auyrvedic one of
the bunch, who had been schooled in the craft in Iowa. She was
generally smiling, happy, and what I considered the modern
hippie. She bought her food organically, treated herself
homeopathically, and rationalized everything under the guise of
soulful betterment. Viva rounded out the group; the sort of
woman who is bound by nothing, and able to flee at any moment
in a Camero filled with roach clips and led zeppelin CD’s. She
had been in Savannah for three years, to which she would admit
was the longest she had ever stayed anywhere.

Now, if you’ve ever been involved with a restaurant you
know damned well that the staff can change on a whim, turnover
is a part of daily life. No-call-no-shows, kitchen staff walking out
during a busy rush, people moving on to other restaurants,
students finally graduating and leaving town. A wait staff, or
kitchen staff for that matter, can change at any moment, so I was
floored when asking each of them at one turn or another how
long they had worked there. 7 years, 6 years, 5 years, 4 years. No
one ever left.

Viva explained, “You’re working in the best restaurant in
Savannah. It’s hard to get a job here. When Sharon has an
opening tons of people apply, and only one gets it. Everybody
wants to work here. The money is awesome, the side work is
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simple. It’s an easy gig. Maybe that’s why I haven’t left
Savannah. The money is just too good here.”

Indeed, it was. In my first week of training I jumped in
like a soldier, ready to take part and become a member of this
vivacious team. I was complemented often on how well I did,
how fast I learned the menu, and how well I got along with the
guests. The second week I was on my own and making only a
fraction of the money the ladies were making because my section
was smaller, obviously to keep me from being overwhelmed
while I still got a handle on doing things. I was pulling in about 7
to 8 hundred a week, and happily going home to work on my
Cambridge.

Throughout my second week I was also introduced to the
regular clientele.

Mr. and Mrs. Dickson were a charming couple that lived
only steps from the Firefly. Mr. Dickson was austere, proud, and
wore one of the best fedora’s I’d ever seen. His wife was
cultured, exceptionally beautiful, and always gracious.

Mr. and Mrs. Bishop were the ones who always requested
“A1.” It was written in the employee handbook that we would do
whatever we could to honor table request, but that we could not
guarantee that the table requested would be the one they got. The
exception to this rule was the Bishops. They always got “A1” and
we all made damn sure that they did. Mr. Bishop would call a day
or two before their arrival and make the reservation. You can tell
a guest is in the pocket or good graces of the serving staff when
he knows the name of the actual table he wants. It had become
tradition. But, I have to confess, the one thing that always
impressed me about Mr. Bishop is that once you were introduced
to him, he remembered your name for life, and when passing you
on a random street for no reason through Savannah would call
you by name. “Good morning, Gregory. Good to see you.” I
came to find over time, that many of my regulars were not like
those I had come across in any other job in my restaurant life.
Not only did they want to know my name, but also wanted to
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know about my life, my troubles, my beauties, and all the things
that made me a requested server in the years to come.

The rules for serving wine at the Fly were the most
intense I had ever seen. Of course, there’s a story behind
everything. Some couple of years before I had started working
there, Lisa and Sharon applied for a beer and wine license.
Everything should have gone according to procedure, right? Not
in a town like Savannah. A couple of women around Troup
Square decided they wanted no part of the Firefly having wine.
Their pristine little square would become a haven for bar flies
(hey, sounds cool!), so they contested the application for the wine
license, sighting that it would undermine the value of their homes
and their livelihoods, and as one woman said, “It would be like
St. Patrick’s day, everyday.”

The city council meetings got so packed, the whole
situation so out of control, that the women were asked to leave
one evening, because the men were becoming raucous.
(Apparently, Mr. Dickson threatened to beat the crap out of
someone). Eventually, the whole dispute carried over into the
news. You see, these were not just normal, everyday people
fighting for a little café’s right to sell wine. No, thank you. These
were Savannah’s elitist bashing each other with old victories and
old war wounds using the Fly as a scapegoat for reasons to get
back at each other again. Let’s face it, I can’t think of a house on
Habersham, with maybe the exception of the Cohens, that doesn’t
have piles of wine bottles in their recycling bins. This fight had
nothing to do with wine, this fight had everything to do with old
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scores to settle, and the ladies from the Firefly were simply the
battle of the day. Then one might ask, what on earth had Sharon
and Lisa done to cause so much resentment that someone
challenges their application to sell wine?

Do you need the answer? Really? They were lesbians,
out-of-towners, and some people just did not want them to
succeed, in my opinion. And the worse the fight got, the more
determined the opposition was in not allowing lesbian out-of-
towners to beat them.

Finally, Otis Johnson, the mayor (an honestly nice guy),
said that the whole thing was out of hand, especially the comment
about every day being St. Patrick’s Day, or that it was too close
to the cathedral (as if they don’t have wine….and what about
Pinkie’s anyway?) A new precedent was set. The Firefly would
have its own wine license specially catered to them.

(Ahem….)
1. You must order food in order to have wine. The

Firefly is only allowed to sell wine. Not beer, not
alcohol.

2. You can only order wine by the glass, but bottle sales
are not permitted. (I would like to note, there was
nothing on the books stopping people from buying 6
or 7 glasses).

3. Wine sales can only begin at noon. All wine glasses
must be cleared by 10pm. (Now, notice I said they had
to be cleared at 10. At 9:45 I’d rush around reminding
everyone they had to finish soon. The more ridiculous
of customers, thinking they new every law under the
sun, challenged me. At 10pm, I’d take that fucking
glass in a heartbeat, regardless of how much was in it.
When they protested? “You’ll have to take that up
with city hall.”

4. To-go cups for wine are not permitted. (Everyone else
in America may not think twice about this last one,
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but this last one is the stinger. This town thrives on
sipping and strolling. As I said, we have no open
container law downtown. It’s part of our culture to
walk around town with a cocktail. You can walk into
any bar, restaurant or café and ask to have your beer
or vodka tonic to-go. And just about every home has a
collection of to-go cups, if not for your drink, then for
your guests, so that you can send them on their way
with a traveler).

The whole wine license situation had passed by the time I
got there, but even in the years that followed the matter was still
of some contention.

Tourists when asking for the beer list would be told that
we were only allowed to sell wine. They would then offer in
some huff, some manner of rolling eyes that you were lying, that
there was no such thing as a wine only license, and that the
Firefly was just a pretentious restaurant that didn’t want to slum
down to beer drinkers. (Seriously, someone actually wrote that
online, and even went so far as to say that someday the south
would learn to have beer in a glass rather than out of a can).

Oddly enough, others who wanted only a glass of wine
were told they had to order food because of the tailored wine
license. They’d scoff at you and say that you were just trying to
get more money out of them; they’d go someplace else and
wouldn’t be back.

Then there was the last group that infuriated me to no
end: the group that had fought tooth and nail, pitting themselves
against their neighbors so the Firefly could have wine, would
sometimes try their dandiest to get around the rules. They’d show
up with their own plastic cups filled with something that had
them tanked. We’d stop them at the door and ask if they wouldn’t
mind finishing it up outside before coming in.

“Oh, that.” Then they giggle. “I helped them get the wine
license, you know. It’s because of our support they actually got
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it. It’s ok if we are allowed to bend the rules a little.” Mind you,
these weren’t the principle players like the Dicksons and so forth
that tried to bend the rules, these were the bandwagoneers who
saw a cause everyone was talking about and used it as a way to
social fuck their way into prominence.

My only question was always, if you know how hard it
was for Sharon and Lisa to get the license, then what the fuck are
you doing compromising it now????

“Sharon won’t mind. We know all about it. You must be
new.”

Now, let’s get something straight. I’m a hard worker, a
great and loyal employee to have a round, because I don’t care if
I’ve been with a company for 20 years, the rules are the rules and
I prefer to keep things nice and tidy and lawful.

Or they’d ask for a to-go cup, which is a knee jerk
reaction in Savannah. Sky Vodka, neat, splash of soda, no
lime….to-go. It’s part of ordering your drink here.

“I’d like a glass of the Cabernet….to-go.”
“I’m afraid I can’t give you a cup to go.”
“Of course you can. I know Lisa and Sharon. I helped

them get the wine license.”
So, this is how you show your loyalty? By breaking the

very rules you fought to get? I just don’t understand you.
Actually, I think I do…This becomes another one of those
moments in life where you run into someone who is discourteous
to their acquaintances, who name drop without really knowing
anything about the person other than their name. You take
advantage of a moment you had nothing to do with then ask for
something in return. You arrogantly impose upon others the risk
of them losing their livelihoods so that you have the distinct,
proud, and ostentatious purpose of being able to say, “I know the
owners. They won’t mind.”

You saw that kind of shit all the time with lesser known
social climbers from out of town who had bought a home stuck in
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between two old school families and decided that’s how you get
ahead in this town: you name drop.

“I live next door to the Suchandthats.”
“Yeah, well, Mr. Suchandthat thinks you’re an asshole.”
You could pick them out the minute they showed up on a

Friday night edging their way past the crowd for a table. The
Firefly would be packed, the reservation sheet tossed to the side,
no one was getting into that tiny 13-table restaurant if they didn’t
have a reservation.

They’d always approach with two lines. “I’ll have a table
for two.”

“I’m sorry, but we’re booked for the rest of the night.”
“Oh, its ok.” And they smile like you’re an idiot for not

knowing who they are. “We’re locals. We just live around the
corner. You can make an exception.” (Actually, you’re not locals.
You only live here when the weather is fine, decide you want
things your way while you’re here, then dash back when the
humidity gets to be too much for you. Yeah, we know who you
are: carpetbaggers).

To pacify and show them how much power they actually
don’t have, you offer this: “Ohhhhh. If you’ll have a seat on the
bench, we’ll come and get you when your table is ready.”

There they sit for an hour while you wait for a reservation
to cancel, smiling the whole time as if the little bit of, “just so
you know,” has gotten them a table.

And the other line that made me laugh: “Is Sharon
cooking tonight?” They look back at their friends (other out-of-
towners) as if it’s impressive that they know the owner’s name.

Well, of course she’s cooking, you dumb ass. She cooks
every night; she’s been cooking since breakfast! The woman
never takes a day off!

“Yes, Sharon is here this evening.”
“Oh good. Show us to our table and tell her I’m here.”
“Do you have a reservation?”
“I don’t need a reservation.”
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“I’m afraid we’re booked for the night.”
“Just tell her I’m here.”
“And you are?”
Again, that insipid way of trying to show some sort of

prominence. “You must be new….”
It never seemed to surprise me. Even after I had been at

that restaurant for 3 years I still had people who tried to break the
rules, or muscle their way in on a Friday night and still claim that
I was new. Which went to show you how often they actually ate
at the Firefly, or even paid attention to the staff that never rotated.
I even had one disastrous moment, two years into my stint, where
a woman insisted on some whacked out order that I knew Sharon
would never have appreciated my bringing back to the kitchen….

“Oh, its ok. You must be new. They know me here. I’m
here all the time.”

To which I couldn’t help my overworked self and said,
“No, ma’am, I’m here all the time. And I’m they and I have no
idea who you are.”

Sunday’s at the Firefly were brutal. Profitable, but brutal.
People lined up around the block before we opened, and once it
started, it didn’t stop. It was the longest day of the week, which is
probably why Sharon didn’t open at all on Monday. Every single
one of us needed a day of rest after the madness that happened on
a Sunday. It was a $300 day during season. Notice I didn’t say
easy $300 day. It was never easy. You were cranking out tickets
from the moment Karol flipped the sign from “closed” to “open”
and then back again at 3 in the afternoon. Often in the middle of
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the day you had three seconds to spare and would rationalize
which you’d rather do: take a piss or have two puffs of a
cigarette. There wasn’t time to do both, so you had to decide
which was more important to you.

My first Sunday was just two weeks after I started and to
be truthful, I nearly did consider giving up the job. It wasn’t the
work, for the work was part of the trade. It was the clientele. The
cubicle dwelling, 9 to fivers were at their absolute worst on
Sunday. They brought children with them, children that were
given Cheerios that were never eaten, but thrown everywhere.
Children just slightly older than that and able to comprehend
some sort of English were even worse. When taking the order
you’d politely ask, “What would the young lady like?” And
instead of proper parenting skills coming to the rescue, the
ridiculous would surface in people. Mom or Dad would actually
ask the five year old, “Sweetie??? Do you want pancakes or
eggs?” Meanwhile Sweetie is chewing on a crayon and you’re
standing there with 500 things to do while waiting for Sweetie to
answer the damned question. So you pull little things to suggest
you’re in a hurry and don’t have all day to wait for her to decide.
You look behind you at the other tables you’ve got to see what
you need to do next, and you politely suggest “maybe the
pancakes?” And then Sweetie finally makes a decision and pipes
up with, “CHICKEN!!! HA HA HA AHHA! (SQUEEEEEL)!”

“You don’t have any chicken fingers, do you?”
Does this look like a McDonald’s to you? And what the

hell are you feeding Sweetie that would make her want chicken
fingers for breakfast????

“I’m afraid I don’t. She might like the pancakes, though.”
“Oh, I don’t know. They’re so filling and she’ll probably

eat only half of one.  Give her two scrambled eggs….”
Then why the fuck did you even offer her the choice

anyway????
“Oh, and can you put cheese on them? Do you have

American cheese?”
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Where the fuck are you people from? You want Kraft
Singles on your eggs????

“No, but I do have cheddar.”
“Sweetie, do you want cheddar cheese on your eggs?”
“HA  AHHAH” (munch munch on a purple crayon while

the infant next to her throws a Cheerio in her hair)  “HAHA
CHICKEN!!!! (SHREEEEEEEK)!”

The clientele came in three waves, and you knew what
you were getting into when the clock struck a certain hour. Those
early at bat when the restaurant opened where one of two crowds:
tourists ready for a busy day of sightseeing, and the yard-sale-up-
and-at-em’s. I love this group. They’re in as much of a hurry as
you are. They want some sustenance, and they want to get on
about their day. Mr. Donohue and his wife are the most loyal and
beautiful about this. Traditionally they would be the first people
in line, wait patiently outside, have a seat with no menus needed,
then proceed to order breakfast, ask how your life was, then
move on about their day. At some moments when you saw them
coming you went ahead and wrote the ticket, had the drinks on
the table before they even sat, and shook their blessedly good
tipping hands.  (Yes, Mr. Donohue, you’re a really good tipper. I
miss serving you and the Mrs.).

The tourists were also ready to be free about their day.
They simply scanned the menu for something that looked
familiar. Eggs Doolittle, Huevos Rancheros, Shrimp and Grits?
“Eggs, bacon and hash browns. I’ll have that. With a coffee.”
And off they went. (Sounds like me and my dad).

Next at bat? The church crowd. A little more difficult, but
not exceedingly so. The only thing that made them time
consuming is that if you know anything about a church crowd out
for brunch in the south is that they come in large numbers.
Sometimes you have the dapper dressed family of four, but it’s
usually a party of 8 to 10. (It would be impolite to run into
someone at the Firefly you had just seen at church and not
suggest you all sit together, right?) And often times, if it’s an
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oooooold Southern family, you have not only Mom and Dad and
the 5 kids in tow, you also have Dad’s parents, the Mother in-
law, and whatever strangler they picked up on the way in.

The church group usually ordered things a little more
impressive. You can’t be seen ordering just anything. You’ve
spent good money on good clothes so that the congregation
knows you’re doing well. No problems here! And eating at the
Firefly can be costly. Fair, but costly. So you can’t be seen eating
the cheapest thing on the menu. You go big. You order Eggs
Benedict (thump on your chest now) and freshly squeezed juices.
Going to church is expensive.

And last, but not least, the most repulsive group to come
slither in, just after 1:00 in the afternoon? The younger, hipper,
vacant minded SCAD students. It takes them that long to get to
breakfast because they have no work ethic and therefore, sleeping
until noon is perfectly acceptable. And of course, they’re all hung
over from the night before and can’t get a Bloody Mary until
after 12:30. Yes, that’s correct. For those of you outside of
Georgia, it is illegal to serve alcohol until after 12:30 on Sunday
and it can only be purchased in an establishment that sales food.
Now, this isn’t part of that wild wine license ordeal, this is a
statewide law. Many will scoff, and many tweak when they
realize they can’t go to their local convenience store and buy
beer…but hey, we get to walk the streets with our booze, so it’s a
nice trade. The law only asks you dry out for a few hours on
Sunday morning and get a little food in your belly.

This crowd is appalling for the simple reasons that some
animals eat their young, or that Darwin was right when he said
that all species either adapt or die…and trying to be trendy isn’t
adapting.

Some young thing, barely into her twenties will sit at a
table with 7 of her closest friends, all of whom are wearing thrift
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store clothing sold to them by Civvies1 at a ridiculous price and
each of them will pipe in with the most ridiculous of things.

“Ummm,” try and hear this in your head with a winy tinge
to it…oh, and while she’s twirling her unwashed hair, “…can I
get an omelet done vegan?”

Do what????
“You want a vegan omelet?”
“With goat cheese. And can I get the stuff in it on the

side?”
“Which stuff?”
“You know, like the….the stuff that’s in it?”
“You mean like the eggs and oil and the salt and pepper

and all of that stuff in it? Sure.”
“And the goat cheese. I want that on the side, too.”
I just stare at her. Can she read my mind? Are the words,

“Stupid bitch” really being heard in my eyes?
“And to drink?”
“Can I get a water????”
Move on to the next one, twirling her hair, bad clothes,

shitty hair, deplorable social skills.
“Can I get the shrimp and grits, but can I get the grits on

the side?”
“Ok….”
“And maybe some like pasta instead?”
“Well, do you not want the grits?”
“Yeah…but I want them on the side. With some pasta???”
“Ok….Do you just not want the grits?”
“Yeah, cause I like just like a spoonful, but they’re like

too much.”
“Ok. So you want the grits on the side with a side of

pasta.”
“Yeah…and can like I substitute the shrimp for chicken?”

                                                  
1 Retailer on Broughton Street selling second hand clothes at first-rate prices. For

instance, the same worn shirt at Goodwill for $3 will cost you $30 at Civvies.
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Chicken. I got it. You are this way because you ate
crayons as a child. Crayons are toxic.

“And like, can you put like American cheese on it?”
When I went back into the kitchen, I heard Sharon

laughing hysterically while cooking omelet after omelet after
omelet. She slung the food in the window with zeal and would
call out the server by their nickname, “Jeanno! You’re up!”

I hung the tickets I had. Sharon stopped me. “Gregorio!
You’re up…..and are you going for a record or something? Jesus,
look how much you’re selling! Let’s have a beer after work.
Viva!!!! Rock it out, sister! You’re up!”

A beer after work. I loved the idea. And I paused for a
moment to watch them all do their kitchen dance on the line.
Olivia, Sharon, Corey, all enjoying the speed, the roughness, the
quick madness of it. Like an assembly line of robots, their arms
moved in a certain method and acceleration, allowing their
personalities to shine. They didn’t have to think about what they
were doing, for they had done it for so long and in such a way
that the food was always consistent, delicious, beautiful to look
at….and most importantly, on time.

How could I ever think about leaving the Firefly? I was
making a shitload of money and despite the “yuppie scum” as
Viva called them, you knew the moment you walked through
those kitchen doors you were in the company of family…and the
free zone, the bitch-it-off zone, the courtyard, was always just out
back.

Sure enough, at the end of my first Sunday brunch, I
counted nearly $300 in tips, and the group of us sat in the
courtyard having beer, Miller Lite, to be exact. Lesbians love
Miller Lite.

“You did really well for your first Sunday,” Sharon told
me. “Nice job.”

“Thanks!”
“What are you knitting these days?”
“An awesome jacket slash sweater.”
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“What else can you make?”
“I can make just about anything, I guess.”
She looked at me seriously, but inquisitively. “Can you

knit underwear? Thongs?”
“Do what?”
“I’ve always wanted a hand knit thong…you know? For

the winter. So I can still be sexy in the winter.”
“Sharon, I’m not knitting you a thong.”
“Well, what about just some regular tighty whities?”
“No.”
“You know you almost didn’t get the job.”
I was stunned. I thought I was perfect for it. “Really?

Why?”
“Because we’re both Capricorns and they usually don’t

get along. We end up being stubborn and pig headed, resentful of
each other….Thank God I don’t believe in horoscopes.” Then she
laughed. “I don’t know shit about horoscopes. Have another
beer….”

I loved my new job.

I have a tendency to wake early in the morning. I hate to
get up after the sun does. I enjoy watching sunrises; a metaphoric
moment for me to clean away the day before and start again. As
the black speckled night slowing releases into grey, and then
highlighting itself with genuine hues of purple, then orange, I
allow myself the prospect of life, real life. I allow myself some
kind of redemption, that all the mistakes made yesterday are
washed with the crisp, star lit intensity of darkness. Brightness
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comes to encroach, settling itself with the promissory brilliance
of newness.

I was up by 6 am the following morning, made a pot of
coffee, and before long the Cambridge jacket was done. I took
the bus down to Joann’s to buy a zipper for it, stopped at Publix
for two weeks worth of groceries and headed back home to sew it
all together.

It fit my body wonderfully, the waistline dancing just
below my belt, the cuffs reaching that fine line that a gypsy
would tell you is the start of your lifeline, the high collar reaching
just shy of my chin. I set it on the doorknob of my bedroom to
keep it out of the way when my phone rang.

It was Jean calling just shy of 11 to invite me to lunch
with her and Viva at a little spot on Bull called Jenn’s and
Friends. I offered to meet them at 1 in the afternoon. This
meeting would become the first of rituals that involved an awful
lot of alcohol, lovingly referred to as Drunken Mondays.

I was the first to arrive, snagging a table outside. Viva and
Jean soon arrived.

“Afternoon ladies!”
“Hey, man!”
The server popped out to gather our drink order.
“I’ll have a diet coke,” said Viva.
“I’ll just have a water,” said Jean.
“I’ll have a Bud draft,” said I.
The both of them looked at me oddly. “A beer? For real?

It’s so early! Are you sure?”
“Why not? It’s a beautiful day, I’ve got nothing else to

do, the restaurants closed so its not like any of us will get called
in to cover a shift. Come on! Have one with me!”

Jean looked at Viva and smiled. “Should we?”
“Fuck it, I’ll have a cocktail.”
“Yeah! Go Viva!”
“Have you already had one? How long have you been

here?”
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“Nah, I didn’t want to start without ya’ll.”
Then Jean decides with much reluctance, “I don’t drink

very much, so I wanna try something a little summery and
afternoony.”

Viva recommended a chocolate martini.
And we were well on our way
There’s something beautiful about that aspect of

Savannah. It’s a lot like Key West in that respect. It’s a drinking
town, as I’ve mentioned, and in August there isn’t much more
you want to do in the 120-degree humidity. You sit, you sip in
the shade, and wait for the blister and burn of the sun and heat to
reprieve. No obligations for the day, nothing required of you.

We naturally did not stop with one round of drinks, nor
did we end with three, and by the time we were on round four, we
were swank and fun. We flirted with tourists that walked by,
(should they be attractive), and were vocal about the ones that
bitched and moaned about the heat. There’s an element of
Connecticut seething that you see slinking the streets of
Savannah in the late summer heat. Because it is so hot room rates
are cheaper, because no one in their right mind would be dumb
enough to walk all over town looking at sites with the fear of heat
stroke looming over you. August is off season. So, you get a wide
array of people looking for the cheap vacation prices, and you
know the type don’t you? They buy sandwiches and share them
in their hotel room, they order water, pop into restaurants only to
use their toilets, and wear high heels, nice blouses, way too much
make up, and carry a fake Coach bag that they bought at a flea
market. They’re cheap on the dime, but don’t want you to think
that…but who in the world would go tourists tromping through
cobblestones wearing heels? These are the ones we picked on.
The over bloated Midwesterners wearing tight shorts, carrying
hand held fans, and t-shirts that say “Proud Mom of an Honor
Student at PlunkaDunka Middle School.” But when the trolleys
came by is when we really showed our asses. We’d stand and
wave enthusiastically, mocking them, making it apparent that we
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realized as they rolled by that we were nothing but a display for
their tourists dollars.

But we soon realized by round five that our little table
was starting to have a crowd. We had people sitting to our left,
then to the right, and before we knew it there were approximately
15 to 20 people sitting about having drinks.

I recognized one lady from one of the trolleys that went
by and mentioned it to Viva.

“Remember the woman who laughed hysterically when
we all stood and waved like crazy people?”

“Yeah!”
“That’s her!”
The lady over heard me and said, “I had to! You guys

seemed so much more fun than that tour group! Oh my GAWD,
that was BAW-RING!!!” We laughed, introduced ourselves and
spent round six telling the lady (and now her friends) where to
go, what to do and the best parts of Savannah away from the
tourist map.

It was now 4 o’clock and Viva suggested we head to
Pinkies for round nine.

I was having the most enjoyable time with Viva and Jean,
and quietly told myself that I had fallen, by God’s graces, into the
good graces of a remarkable life. We played Depeche Mode and
Public Image Limited on the juke box, tried to toast each other
with our feet (I have no idea why, seemed like a good idea), and
spent the rest of the evening doing our best to keep from passing
out.

Viva asked through a slur, “What time do you have to be
at FlflAh.”

“What time do I want a falafel???”
“What time….” She sways back and forth attempting to

use the idiot version of sign language, pointing at her watch,
“….do you….” pointing at me, “…have to be….” pretending
their was something swarming in the room, “….at the FIRE”
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clicked her lightered, “….FLY?”  Again, something buzzing in
the air.

“Shit! I forgot I have to work in the morning! Dammit!”
I stumbled home in the dark, clutching at each and every

tree that bordered Forsyth Park, leaning onto them to keep from
stumbling, then moving on to the next one.

My front door creaked open to reveal darkness, my hands
fumbling for the light switch. I just kept swatting at the wall
before going, “Fuck it,” and head for the couch. Plopping myself
down with a huff I managed to rest for just a second before
making my way back to my feet, stumbling through the dark to
my bedroom, grabbing a bunch of laundry off the floor, off the
bed, hanging on the back of my chair, and swinging from the
bedroom door knob.

Should I have a beer while I waited for them to wash?
Dude? Another beer?
What the hell? Why not?
I threw my laundry into the machine, set the thing with

soap and such, grabbed a beer and head back to the couch. I was
passed out before I could even reach for the remote to the
television.

A pounding on my door at 2 in the morning woke me. It
was Jason. “Hey, man! Hey! Let’s go get a beer!”

I said nothing, wiping the drool from my chin.
“Gregory! Come on! I know you’re up!”
How the hell could you think that, you freak! The lights

are all out, there’s not a sound coming from in here! Still, I said
nothing. I doubt I could have, should I have wanted to. I was still
shitfaced.

I heard him stomp away and close the little picket fence
behind him. Since I had to get up to pee I figured I’d put my
laundry in the dryer. I then properly head to bed, the real one,
with sheets and pillows and such.
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I was up at 6, dashing for the coffee, jumping in the
shower, popping out, toweling off then checking how dry my
laundry was. Nice and warm….

And as my hands grappled through the mound of clothes
to find a work shirt, I grabbed something that felt like….felt. I
looked to my left, towards the bedroom. There was nothing
hanging on my bedroom door. I pulled the felt out to find my
Cambridge jacket the size befitting a Barbie Doll.

I was late for work by 5 minutes, taking a slower stride
with the head bowed.

Its funny I don’t own anything I’ve knitted. Things
happen, situations happen, or better yet, I often used the craft as a
manner of seducing someone, or showing some love for
someone.

I love working on socks. But, they can be terribly
dangerous for me. I get locked into that contemplative zone that
is without hours, without time. Only when turning the heel, or
decreasing the toe do I actually become cognitive again. If I’m
focused enough I can bust out a pair of socks in a two day span,
granted I have nothing else to do and I have all the provisions
necessary to keep going (plenty of beer, enough cigarettes,
coffee, and a collection of crap foods in the fridge to nibble on.)
But the trick of all this, which I discovered a few years later, is
that I have to pay very careful attention to that quiet place where
all time and life come to a complete standstill.

I cast on 48 stitches using a size 2 double-pointed needle.
I’ll divide those stitches to three double pointed needles, 16
stitches on each needle. Then I’ll work the first round of double
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ribbing for about 2 inches, then begin knitting round and round
and round….and that’s where I lose it, becoming completely lost
in the monotony that I forget where I am, who I am, or even what
I’m doing. And God forbid it should be self-striping yarn, or
something that’s variegated, because that just increases the
intensity. Subconsciously my mind will keep going, don’t stop
just yet, keep going round and round until we come to the next
stripe so you can see what it looks like, or how this color will
fade into the next. Just keep going, round and round and round.
Socks are dangerous for me because of that. I’ll have a tendency
to forget about the rest of the world.

Instead of doing socks at home, I opt to do them out in
public, the sounds of life prompting me to surface quickly from
my meditative state. Knitting socks in the outside world will keep
me on my toes, keep me conscious of where I am and what I’m
doing. I decided that after one morning at home. I had gotten past
the cuff and just kept going round and round until it was time to
turn the heel, where you’re forced to focus again. I had gone
round and round on those three needles so much, that I had
basically knit hosiery, long enough to extend from your upper
thigh to down the street.

So I went to Gallery Espresso to work on the socks on
Saturdays. I hate knitting in public. I’m a spectacle, and I don’t
care to be stared at while I’m trying to disappear. I rarely knit in
front of people. Knitting is an intimate moment for me, but the
reason I prefer to knit alone is for reasons of pestering. When I
woman sits out in public and begins knitting, there’s something
natural and expected about the whole scene and people rarely
question her. However, when a man is seen knitting in public,
suddenly it becomes a vision and people want to know more.
How long have you been knitting, where did you learn, what are
you working on now? And meanwhile, you’ve lost count, or lost
your place or your train of thought and the whole thing just
becomes a debacle.
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But, I’d sit there, the ball cap lowered, the boots tucked
under, the knitting commencing under the table to keep too many
people from seeing what I was doing. I’d relax often, break from
the needles long enough to smoke or just watch the people stroll
by on occasion, and if you ever have the opportunity to be at
Gallery Espresso as early as 8 am in the morning on a Saturday,
the best way to get your attention distracted from knitting socks
are the cyclists, the multitude of spandex clad hotties waiting to
go on a ride.

Despite all this I learned to realize something about the
Savannah I had left versus the Savannah I had returned to. These
were not the same cities. Being at Gallery Espresso on Saturday
morning affords you the opportunity to realize just who is
wandering around our town on the weekends. And why the
weekends? Because these are the cubicle living 9 to fivers we
discussed earlier who have only the blessings of Saturday and
Sunday morning to socialize. They were all Yankees who did the
trendy thing. Wife wears some kind of tight exercise outfit and a
ball cap with pony tail pulled through the back, husband in his
best khaki shorts and flip flops wearing a sun visor pushing a
stroller that’s as big as the SUV they drive. It’s expected of them.
I can’t blame them. And is there really anything wrong with it? I
suppose not, not for them, at least.

I’ve always been so far away from normal living that the
procedure of life, or the formula of it has always given me quite
the headache. In just about everything I’ve done I’ve always
ended up the odd one out, and often not by choice, but simply
because I’ve never really cared to find myself subject to the
approval or disapproval of the masses. Like knitting for example.
When you first see me, you think of a guy who puts roofs on
houses, or digs ditches. You think I listen to country music, you
gather ideas about a pick up truck I might own, or a twang in my
voice. Then they find out I knit and suddenly it becomes this
saving grace for them. “Oh, my God! That’s so fucking
awesome!” It’s not really. Knitting is something to keep my
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hands occupied, something to keep my thoughts focused, and
something that I can control in a world filled with endless
upheavals beyond your reproach. It is, in fact, the only thing I
have found recently that I can trust and find comfort in when the
darkest of situations are upon me, and when the brightest of
moments want to distract me.

It didn’t take long for me to become part of the family of
Flies.

Jean and Viva became likes sisters. Devon became the
philosophical soundboard you run deep thoughts by. Sharon and
Lisa became like sages, and Karol had become something of a
surrogate mother, always offering to pick me up in the morning
so I wouldn’t have to walk from that part of town. On Sundays
Karol hosted at the Fly, and would arrive so smartly attired in
nice outfits, her hair done up, her make up so fine that I’d greet
her when she arrived with, “Good morning, Madam President.”

It’s easy in the restaurant business to become close with
the people you work with. They see all of your emotions in the
span of about 3 hours daily. Your excitement, your lethargy, your
anger. You see in the people you work with who they like and
why, who they loath and because. You can see with their
interaction with guests how genuine they are, or how plastic. You
know where to find your allies in the restaurant business. The
good one’s will sabotage you. Those are good servers. Because
when it comes to this business, you have a short window to make
a shit load of money and your only concern should be the brand
of the restaurant and your own livelihood. The ones that are
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always helping you are the ones sabotaging you. They make you
look bad, and they’re doing it on purpose, so that anyone at
anytime can look and see that you can’t handle it.

There’s a difference between what I just mentioned and
team work. You can tell the difference in this business. You can
tell when someone’s got your back, and when someone’s refilling
a drink at your table at just the wrong time to make you look
terribly ill equipped to handle the job. You find your allies and
you ask them and only them for help. And after work you all go
out for drinks, spend days off together, and you share some
aspect of your life with them.

It was different at the Fly. While most servers in the same
restaurant tend to spend hours sipping cocktails and gossiping, or
rehashing the day they had, we at the Fly took no real part of that.
Ok, for 5 minutes at Six Pence Pub on Sundays we’d lambaste
everything under the sun, but eventually moved to more realistic
conversations that friends, genuine friends have, or better yet, the
kinds of conversations that families have. While the table of
servers to our left was getting off their chests the madness of the
day, we behaved more like a family sitting around our table at
dinnertime. Anything was up for discussion. Even menstruation
cycles….

They all warned me that at some point, like most women
do, that their menstrual cycles would sync, and that there would
come a day or two where the whole group of them would be like
a flock of mad cats ready to scratch my eyes out for only being
born a boy.

The next day at the restaurant I found the First Aid kit and
put amongst the bandages and suture a bottle of Midol and a
chocolate bar.
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Being a server is a dog’s life. It truly is. And everyone in
the world knows that we are paid well, not to serve, but to be
treated poorly by the customer. That’s our job in a nutshell.
We’re the barriers before the customers hit a corporate office
phone number. Problem with the food? It’s the server’s fault.
Problem with the time it took to get to the table? The server’s
fault. Problem with the temperature in the restaurant? It’s the
server’s fault, of course. I get the brunt of not only everything
wrong in the restaurant, but everything wrong in your life.
Husband treating you badly? Take it out on the server. Boss
denied you your much-anticipated raise? Take it out on the
server. Kid failing in school, got caught with a joint on campus,
hiding porn under his bed? It’s the server’s fault…

In my time at the Fly I encountered every possible worst-
case scenario you could consider when it came to a guest
requiring someone to beat up.

Lunch was a solid mix of local 9 to 5ers and tourists. The
tourists sitting at the outside tables always had the same sort of
thing to bitch about. With handheld fans waving wildly, they’d
spit at you with demands through sweaty lips that were simply
absurd. “Can you do something about this heat? Don’t you have
outside fans or something??? They have misters outside Paula
Deen’s, why can’t you do that?” Because this isn’t a water park,
it’s a restaurant, and it was your decision to sit outside, God only
knows why.

The gnats, mosquitoes and flies rule Savannah in the late
summer. It’s just a part of daily life. The tourists, though, have
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some idea that I have the power to rule the bugs, that I have some
control that would cause them to heel upon my command.

“Can you do something about these bugs? Ugh!” We did
have a bottle of Skin So Soft for a while, but eventually it was
being stolen almost daily. One tourists couple in their 60’s
demanded we get an electric bug zapper or fly paper for outside
very soon or they would not be back while they were in Savannah
for the week. I’m not sure where people like that eat on occasion,
but the idea of having dead bugs either hanging or falling about
cannot do anything to enhance the dining experience.

The locals, the business execs, the lawyers, the realtors
are all a treat to deal with. They come to know your face, know
your life, and they put their lives in your hands. They’re busy,
they don’t have time for chit chatting and lengthy conversations,
and they’re accustomed to opening a door, or pressing a button,
and dictating an order. You’re not that much different to them, in
their world. As a server, once you come to know their likes and
dislikes, diets and dietary restrictions, they request you, because
there is no spieling of specials, no questions about the menu.
They come in the front door, you point to your open table, and
they sit. You ask one question. “The usual?” And the answer is
inevitably “Yes, thank you.” You order the food, prepare the
check, the food hits the table, you drop the check, they slide a
credit card out of their wallet while still munching on lunch, they
pay, they thank you with a nice tip, and they leave, all in the
space of 20 minutes. Then they’re back to work.

Their secretaries are a different issue all together. They
have this weird social tier in their head that tells them they’re on
a higher ring of social acceptability than you. They work in the
office of a highly successful firm or company. Their view of
leadership and social status are the gentlemen I just waited on
that took 20 minutes to order, eat and leave.

Now, there is a difference between dictating action and
barking orders. Perhaps it’s the television shows they watch, or
perhaps it’s the magazines they read, but they all come across as
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thinking that being a bitch is how you get what you want. And
you can see clearly, no psychology needed, that from 9 to 5 they
are at the demands of their bosses, and when they get home in the
evening they are at the demands of their husbands and children,
and for the hellishly long time they are at the restaurant for lunch,
you are at their demand, and they are going to exercise that right
to the extent to which they can. You see, with people like that
there is very little identity. There isn’t much question about who
they are or what they want out of life. They are invisible.
Ordering food is the only time they are offered the chance to
show some identity.

Everything is on the side. Everything is without
something, or something added to it. Everything is questioned.

“I’ll have the Cranberry Spinach Salad, but can I have the
dressing on the side?” Like the woman her husband is seeing…on
the side. “And can I have some extra cranberries added to it?”
Because she’s not getting paid for what she’s deserved, she’ll
take extra cranberries instead of a raise. “Is that goat cheese
processed?” Its like trick questions to see how on your toes you
are, not about the menu, mind you, but just to trip you up. It’s
like when she asks her husband who just called at 9pm, or even
better, if Sweetie no longer chewing on crayons (now an
adolescent), is now snorting coke. “I’ll also have only 5 pecans,
just a slice or two of the red onion….or can I replace that with
white onions? And maybe a piece of salmon, but cooked without
any oil, and served on a little plate on the side.”

You see? It was her turn to be demanding. I was the only
one who heard her all day, and she was going to make ample
opportunity of it. The rest of the day, the only thing she was
allowed to say was “yes,” and “no,” and was only allowed to ask
the occasional question that was answered with “nothing,” or
“don’t worry,” by her boss, husband, or child.

Life is better than that. It truly is.
Nothing gets my goat better than two things: 1) obvious

bad manners, and 2) the fake allergy.
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1) “Afternoon ladies, how are you?”
“Water, no ice. Lemon on the side.”
“So glad to hear your day is going well…..”

2) “I’m allergic to wheat, garlic, oil, salt, vinegar, soy,
cornmeal, cheese, meat, and anything processed. What
do you recommend?”
I recommend you stay at home, lock the door, sip
gasoline, and light a cigarette.

After 10 minutes the secretarial pool is already looking at
their watches, arms folded and giving you the look. You know
that look. It’s a cross face, pinched-lip-helluva-doozy. More than
likely the same one they carry every evening while husband is
away. Being denied is one thing, but being denied while the man
is cognitive that you are there is another all together. And while
you’re juggling five tables, all of which have decided to order off
the menu and request things we don’t even make, said secretarial
pool is all aflutter that they haven’t gotten their food yet.

“Excuse me. Is our food going to be here anytime soon?
We have to get back to work.” Tap-tap-tap at the cheap watch.

“You made a special order, it’s going to take a minute or
two longer to make them.”

“You’d think that a restaurant like this would be better at
handling people with special diets.”

And boy did you see some people come in with so many
needs. Unfulfilled with the life that they’ve been handed, or had
even attempted to seek out themselves, they still yearned to be
seen by anyone and everyone who passed them, or encountered
them on a daily basis. Vegans, Freegans (don’t know what that
is? Try a vegan who eats only what’s given to them, or found in
the trash…yes, Free-gans), vegetarians, low sodiums, anti-farm
raised, only organic, only local, gluten free, only cooked by
lesbians, and non hazardous to the world at large. Who the hell
are these people?

Trying to spiel off the London Broil special at dinner,
you’d get the lesbian vegans from Vermont who’d hold a shaky
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hand up to you in the middle of your sentence and profess,
“Don’t bother. We’re vegans.”

Don’t be so rude. I don’t need to know that. Politely
listen, sit there quietly, and find something on the menu that suits
your appetite, and then order accordingly. Don’t make me have to
do a song and dance number just so at the end of the day when
you fall into your organic sheets you can say, “Ahhh! I’m a
lesbian vegan from Vermont….I’m finally somebody!”

Then, of course, we have another brand of tourists that
love to spout off loudly. And I don’t mean that metaphorically,
they whine loud enough so that someone in earshot will go,
“Yeah!” agreeing with them so they don’t feel alone.

“Why is everything in the south froyed? Oh, my gawd!
I’m so upset by this! Harvey can’t eat froyed foods, my gawd. It’s
like you people are trying to kill us or something. Is that what this
is? Answer me, young man! For Chroyst’s sake, you shut oyl be
given some lessons in cooking! My muthuh knows how to make
delicious food from the old country that doesn’t need to be
froyed, how come you people all think it has to be froyed? Why
so much collahd greenz? You can’t use KALE sumtoym?”

“…..I’m sorry, ma’am. What did you say?”
This is a cuisine indigenous to my people. Would you

then be the sort who was adventurous enough to have whisked
herself away to Japan only to ask everyone why there was so
much Japanese food? This is the spoiled rotten lot that has
become the consumer. They want everything like it is back home,
wherever home is. Maybe its comfort? It’s like living in a bubble.
A nice big, everything is safe, central place to complain to,
bubble.

“My tourists dollars are helping to keep your economy
alive! We’re spending a fortune on a hotel room, and going out to
eat. Not to mention the airfare to get here! We want things our
way! We’re entitled to it! We’ll complain to guest services!”

Guest Services???? This is a city, not a goddamn
amusement park.
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The only thing that kept me from flipping out right there
in the restaurant was the yearn to return to my yarn. Working my
socks, or any such pattern made me feel better always. The
thought of being able to go home and lock myself away from all
that crap, grabbing some beer, locking my door behind me and
setting about into my usual routine of knitting was all that I
looked forward to.

My yarn kept me safe, kept the shit at bay, and made me
concentrate on something other than anger.

Here’s a simple pattern for you that I developed if you get
pissy with the world:

Cast on 33 stitches
Row 1: Light a cigarette and just hold onto the yarn for

the extent of the smoke. When cigarette is finished, do a double
ribbing until the end of the end of the row.

Row 2: Continue double ribbing pattern.
Row 3: Crack open a beer, take but two sips and continue

in pattern.
Row 4: Light another cigarette. Look up to computer to

see if anyone has IMed you.
Row 5: Continue in pattern. Put on Madonna’s

“Confessions on a Dance Floor.”
Row 6: While continuing in pattern, sip beer often, until

row is complete.
Row 7: Get some sense about yourself. Complete 10 rows

in pattern.
Row 8: Are there any good reruns of 30 Rock online you

can watch?
Row 10: Think about how Tina Fey could actually make

you a heterosexual Or Michelle Yeoh, for that matter.
Row 18: Have you had any more beer since then? No?

Rest from the needles and catch up with a couple more.
Row 19: Not buzzed yet? Haven’t made any mistakes in

pattern yet? Then get another smoke, have two actually. And
dance a little to Depeche Mode’s “I Feel Loved.”
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Row 20: Still coherent? Then you’re not drinking enough.
Wipe out entire 12 pack and consider what you’re going to eat for
dinner. Something bready to soak up the beer.

Row 21: Do I really wanna work this pattern? It’s just a
scarf, right? Do I even look good in scarves? Maybe it would
look better on someone else? Ah, fuck it….I made a mistake on
row 15.

Row 22: Would anyone even see the boo boo? Or should
I back track, unwind and put all the yarn back on the needles?

Row 23: Go to bed…Reconsider whether or not you
wanna keep going with this pattern in the morning.

I know I make it sound like everyone who came to eat at
the Fly was needy and required special handling, but that’s not
the case. Those are simply the ones that stuck out in the worst
possible way. There was an army of loyal regulars that came to
eat weekly, if not more than that. It was a pleasure serving all of
them at the Fly: The Bishops, The Dicksons, and The Hultmanns.

The Hultmanns would come in after their yoga sessions in
the evening for a light dinner. Mrs. Hultmann was always eager
to ask about my writing, my life, and my mother. One afternoon
my mother had come up from St. Simons just to have lunch at the
Fly (and probably to make sure it was a suitable place for her
son), and was sitting alone when Mrs. Hultmann walked in.

Mrs. Hultmann was sitting with some ladies and said to
me, “My husband asked where I was going for lunch and I told
him Firefly, and he said, ‘so you’re going to see your boyfriend,
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Gregory?’ I laughed and reminded him that you and I weren’t
exclusive and that you had girlfriends all over this restaurant…”
A woman sitting but two feet from Mrs. Hultmann laughed.

“Am I right” Mrs. Hultmann asked the woman? “He’s
such a good guy and a sweetheart. I mean, you’re probably one of
his girlfriends, too!”

The woman just laughed more and said, “No, I’m actually
his mother.” Yes, mom came in for lunch to see if the Fly was
befitting her son…She loved it.

The two of them laughed and had a pleasant conversation.
From that point forward Mrs. Hultmann always asked how my
mother was.

Mrs. Hultmann brought Paula Deen in for lunch and had
me wait on them. I found the afternoon pleasant, not at all
intimidating, and learned that Paula Deen does not care for goat
cheese. And it was nice to be introduced to Paula, then asked by
Mrs. Hultmann, “So how is your mother? She was such a delight
to talk to.”

Shannon Burns would come in by himself on either a
Tuesday or Friday at lunch to have the exact same thing every
time. Blackened Chicken Sandwich with Pasta Salad, a cup of
Chicken Corn Chowder to start and a diet coke. He’d sit there
quietly with his Kendle and his iPhone in his own little world.
We loved him so much we didn’t even bother writing out the
ticket completely. Normally the ticket would have read, for
anyone else, “Blackn Chickn/Pasta, Cup Chick.” But Shannon
had come so often to the Fly and with such regularity that we just
started writing, “Blackn Chick Guy” on the tickets…and
eventually just started writing, “Black Guy.”

Brian was another of my favorites. He’d come in often
alone, I think sometimes amazed that after having waited on him
once that I remembered what he had the time before. But, I thank
Wilfredo for that, you know. Brian had owned his own restaurant
on Broughton, a successful establishment that catered to the wine
bar crowd, the younger mid 30, urbanite set. Unfortunately,
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Brian’s brother had run off with the profits and left him dealing
with an IRS bill that caused him to close the restaurant. I
remember one afternoon I was waiting on Brian, where he was
always matter of fact about the situation with his brother, where
he just seemed so depressed by the whole situation, but gathered
his momentum back up and exclaimed, “I’ll have another
restaurant one day, I will!” He was always so impeccably
dressed, so well refined that it was off my radar. As he stood,
wearing this most amazing sport coat I had ever seen, and
looking beyond handsome and swank, I reached over and pulled
an enormously long hair off of his shoulder. “Didn’t want you
walking out of here with that hair on your shoulder. You look
great, can’t have something that simple ruining your nice jacket.”
To which he replied, “It’s a horsehair jacket…Its supposed to
have them.” (OOOPS!)

There were those wonderful nights in the winter where
you’d stroll through the dining room and realize that every table
was filled with neighbors around Troup Square and slightly
beyond. Judge Stokes, whom we referred to as the Hot Judge,
because she really is GORGEOUS (no offense, your honor, but
you’re beautiful); The Kanes, who always requested me, brought
their friends and family from out of town, and always invited me
out for wine and a possible visit to their summer home on the
Outer Banks of North Carolina; Leslie and Collin, a mother and
son who had date night when he was home from college; Miss
Katherine, a woman in her 80’s with severe osteoporosis who
still walks everywhere; Janice and Patrick Shay, she a publisher,
he a county commissioner there so often that Sharon named a
sandwich after him; the Newmans, always requesting me because
I knew Mr. Newman loved McWilliams Shiraz and didn’t like
cheese; the very people you saw at the market, the ones in line
with you at the post office. The Fly was filled with the very lives
that fueled this town into action.

Table B2 would get up and shake hands with A4, and A3
would wave as they passed. C2 and C3, living side by side, were
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now having dinner side by side. The little white lights in the
window and the chilly air outside, the laughter in the room
coupled with the hushed sounds of Sinatra playing in the
background made the Fly in the wintertime a magical place.
There were no tourists, just friends and neighbors having dinner.

Let this be a lesson to anyone in this vicious business.
Don’t rely on the fly by nights when you’re in a touristy area. If
someone has eaten at your restaurant twice, then it’s your job to
get them to eat there two hundred times in their lifetime. You’ve
only got a few months, possibly three to capture tourist’s dollars
in Savannah. It is your repeat business that keeps you alive the
rest of the year when things get very lean. And don’t call them
customers, and don’t call them guests. It’s slightly permissible to
call them regulars, but at the heart of it, these are loyal friends
and neighbors, like Wilfredo taught me. Your restaurant is your
house, and all your friends and neighbors are there for not only
dinner, but for your company and personality.

On those nights in winter, I was no longer a server; I was
a reliable confidant and friend to many of them.

Restaurant shoes suck. Yeah, they’re great when it comes
to keeping you from slipping on wet or oily floors, but the smell
they create on your feet is insane! Buy inserts. And don’t rely on
them as being true to the form of a foot. Don’t make the mistake I
did and wear your knit pair of socks to work one day because you
didn’t do laundry, only to come home and find them shredded
from all of your running and maneuvering, and smelling like a fat
man’s armpit.

Yet, again…another project I don’t own.
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By the time winter broke and spring came to claim its
pleasantry, I had decided to leave the leaning carriage house. The
neighborhood was shady, Jason was intolerable, and I didn’t want
to face another 6 months subjected to being stuck in the house
after dark.

I mentioned my predicament to Sharon who quickly
uttered, “The carriage house behind the restaurant is about to be
open, in about two weeks or so. You wanna rent it?”

“Really? You’ll let me rent the tower?”
“Absolutely! I’d love to have you living there!”
I jumped at the opportunity, to not only live smack

downtown in a posh neighborhood, but to have a 14 second
commute to work.

By March I was in the tower behind the Fly, and was no
longer just a server to my regulars, but now their neighbor.

I was initiated into another aspect of “new” Savannah my
first morning in the tower. I wasn’t up with my usual early
morning sprint. Having spent most of the evening prior moving
boxes and furniture, I decided to sleep in, and woke to the bright
light of sunrise sheering its way through the balcony window into
my bed. That, I think, was the best thing about the tower: that
morning burst of sunlight that came right into bed.

I trotted downstairs to make some coffee, flipped on the
radio to get the morning news, and realized the downstairs didn’t
get as much light as upstairs. There were only two windows the
whole extent of the lower level, one window facing the street,
and a large window in the front door. I needed that beautiful
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sunrise to come bursting through there and breaking up so much
dreariness. So I pulled open the shades on the front door, the
warmth of the sun through the glass hitting me in my underwear.
I smiled, happy that I had moved, that I was so close to work, that
I was now in the neighborhood of my clients, that I could leave
my house at night feeling comfortable walking to Parker’s for
beer, or smokes…and WILD FIBRE! Wild Fibre was literally
around the corner!

I went back into the kitchen, pressed my coffee (yeah, I’m
a French Press kinda guy, a coffee snob. I work hard for my
luxuries, let me enjoy them), and headed back into the living
room to enjoy the sunrise.

Faces startled me. Sneering, leering older faces peeping
through the front door window. I heard one of them say, “Looks
like only boxes. It must be for storage. I wonder if you can get
in.”

And as one pulled back to take a picture through the
window I could see the dreaded sticker on their shirts. The sticker
of shame. The decal of doom. The trolley sticker that lets them
get on and off the trolley at designated locations so they can
rummage around Savannah then head back to their hotels. Before
they had a chance to take the picture I opened the door fully (yes,
in my underwear) to exclaim quietly, but firmly, “This is a
private residence, thank you.” Slam, went the door.

“How, rude!” I heard the woman say. I pulled the blinds
closed and went back up to the balcony, putting on a pair of jeans
before heading out to enjoy my coffee above the street.

A trolley came by and slowed in front of the tower. I
couldn’t hear what the tour guide was saying, but could see in an
instant anyone and everyone with a camera in that bloated bus
raise and take a shot of me shirtless, cup of coffee, wearing only
jeans on that balcony. The trolley then strolled on, but it was only
20 minutes later when another trolley came by and did the same.
Fine. Let them take my picture. I’m a cutie. I don’t care.
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Throughout that cup of coffee or two that first morning I
saw more tourists peeping through the windows of the row of
brownstones across the street. That was went it first dawned on
me that Savannah had become something of a theme park. The
tourists that strolled by were under the impression that these
homes were fakes, props, decorated scenes to enhance the
historic experience. And the trolleys that came by, they were
nothing different than the monorails at Disney World. And we
citizens of Savannah? We were cast members employed by some
super corporation, actors portraying main street USA. You could
hear them…

People don’t actually live in these.
Why aren’t the women wearing hoopskirts? That would

have made it more authentic.
Where can we find a cotton plantation? Is there one on

the map?
We saw some negros, but we crossed the street quickly.

Be mindful when passing the Juliet Gordon Low House
on Oglethorpe and Bull. There’s forever a stream of Girl Scouts
swarming in multitudes out front. If you can, simply cross to the
other side, because if you accidentally knock one of the Girl
Scouts over they’ll crack open and the demon will pop out.
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I told Sharon about my first morning later that night when
I was at work. “Oh, yeah. The carriage house was in the movie.”

(For those of you unaware, if anyone ever says simply
‘the movie’ or ‘the book’ they’re simply referring to Midnight in
the Garden of Good and Evil).

“Awww, shit!”
“The Lady Chablis comes out of it after getting her

hormone shot.”
“That’s why people are peering in the window? And the

trolleys slowing down?”
“Yep!”
“Great….”
So if you ever happen to see the film, that simple scene of

the Lady Chablis coming out of a doctor’s office was my tower,
my home for the better part of two years.

Within days the window in the front door was frosted
with Sharon’s permission. I had my morning sunlight, and only
the occasional shadow of a tourist passing by. Yee- haaa!

Now, be mindful that this was the beginning of March
and Savannah’s biggest day of the year was only around the
corner. We start getting ready for St. Patrick’s Day 6 months
prior. This town is filled with people for a week, overshadowing
Mardi Gras by far. We have the second largest St. Patrick’s Day
in America and people are often confused to why this little town
could have so much prominence. One could say it has to do with
the huge Irish population. (From when we were a penal colony
and the Irish were sent here to work off their debts), and others
will say its because of our huge catholic population, but the best
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reason I heard was by a gentleman whose name I can’t
remember, but said quite matter of fact, “It’s 72 degrees, the
azaleas are blooming, and no one will stop you for having a
cocktail on Bull Street.” So everyone was in a tizzy about getting
down to the wire. However, St. Patrick’s curse was looming.

Oh, yeah. There’s a curse placed on this city if ever the
parade falls on a day that isn’t St. Patrick’s Day. This particular
year (2008), the church asked if the parade could be held on a
Friday prior, because St. Patrick’s Day was Monday and during
Holy Week. I guess they didn’t care for all of that drinking and
mayhem during a time of lent. So, the powers that be decided to
follow along and have the parade on a day that wasn’t St.
Patrick’s Day.

The Friday of the parade it rained, not badly, but enough
for it to be a nuisance. The Saturday following, a massive wind
came rolling through the city, moaning with displeasure to some
ill will…and suddenly, at roughly 8pm, maybe 9, the entire city
went into a blackout. All the tourists down on the river were
asked to pay up and head out and go back to their hotels. The
police set up barricades at the major intersections and told people
if they didn’t live downtown to simply turn around and go away.
The blackout lasted all night, into the following morning, and by
noon or so on Sunday, power was restored just as all of the party
revelers were heading out of town. We later learned a tornado
had hit the city’s power plant on the outside of town. Monday
was St. Patrick’s Day…a number of people got drunk, but not
because it was St. Patrick’s Day, but because it was Drunken
Monday….I don’t recall anyone wearing green.
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And why are there so many kilts and bagpipes on St.
Patrick’s Day? Those are Scottish traditions, not Irish. Does
anyone else feel…bamboozled by opportunists?

With all the fakeness around St. Patrick’s Day, my
mother’s experience of St. Patrick’s Day is, I think, the most
genuine of what that particular holiday is all about in Savannah.
She and some girlfriends rented a hotel room downtown to enjoy
the festivities. The evening prior to St. Pat’s, she and the ladies
got wildly drunk. The next morning, still quite snockered, she
and the girls went looking for breakfast and a Bloody Mary. They
took the convertible my mother had at the time, all in their
pajamas, hitting this massive crowd of people as they drove out
of the hotel’s garage. They took a left accidentally and slipped
inadvertently into the parade route. Yes, there was my mother
and her friends in their pajamas, still drunk, looking for a Bloody
Mary, smack in the middle of the floats and clumps of Irish Jig
Dancers.

“Shit,” my mother said laughing, “We’re in the parade!
Holy shit, we’re in the parade!!!”

What does one do in a situation like that? My mom drove
on as though she was supposed to be there, chin up, flashing a
smile, while her two girlfriends climbed on the back of the
convertible and began to wave to the crowd. That is St. Patrick’s
Day in Savannah. Not Scottish Kilts and bagpipes.
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Over the following months I made every attempt possible
at the knitted teddy bear. Countless hours I spent trying to perfect
the damned little beast. Over and over I tried and tried to no avail
to knit a freaking teddy bear, but nothing was working for me.
My knitted teddy bear kept looking like a goddamn knitted
potato.

I had developed for myself this kind of beautiful ideology
of bachelorhood. I had this awesome place downtown that was
apparently famous, I also had this great job that made me lots of
money, and I had a nice, handsome face and a lean body. Don’t
think for a moment that I didn’t do what I could to work that in
the scene, as its called. I was the bachelor, the unattainable one. I
pursued and cruised our little gay scene in Savannah and made it
perfectly clear when meeting a potential suitor that I was not
interested in anything other than quick sex. Hell, I really didn’t
even need to know your name. But, sex in Savannah’s gay scene
isn’t that different than being at a small high school in a small
town. You walk into the cafeteria (the bar) and every table is
filled with someone you’ve had, or have attempted to have.

Within a matter of months I had made the rounds of
anyone worthy of bringing to my bed, and within that first year in
Savannah I had made the rounds and done everyone. I had
developed a reputation for being the guy you could sleep with,
but couldn’t date. And to be realistic, I wasn’t interested in
dating; I wasn’t interested in someone else’s happiness. I was
freed, finally, of all constraints I had known while living in
Orlando. I was 36, monetarily stable, and cute….(hee hee).
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There was an evening where I realized, yet again, how
small a town this was, and how the six degrees of separation
theory here works in the philosophy of two. Two degrees of
separation in Savannah.

(“Small world,” I said to my dad. “Small town,” he
reminded me).

I had been at Club One on a Sunday, considering there
was nothing to do on a Monday except drink. So I went out to
drink and watch the drag show (Zoe, may you be well). Now,
there were a number of potentials, plenty of fellas to bring home
to bed, and with enough whiskey in me I couldn’t decide which
one I wanted. I had an itch for something but couldn’t pin point
the flavor. So the small one, the tall one, the bear, and the pretty
one all came back to my house. Yes, I asked all of them to come
back to my house and once at the tower, I insisted that they all
earn my attention. After an hour, I had made my decision,
dismissed the others and sent them packing (some more
disgruntled than others), and kept the pretty one. Too much
whiskey and far too much ego kept anything truly serious from
happening and we just passed out and slept.

The following morning I woke to find the pretty one
unaware of what had happened the evening prior.

“I’m sorry,” he said. “I don’t remember anything from
last night.”

“You’re downtown. Do you remember where you
parked?”

“I think I’m by Club One. Its ok. I can walk.”
And as he walked out of my front door it struck him,

some familiarity. “Oh, my god! I know where I am! My best
friend DRUNK lives right there!”

That should have been a sign.
I’ve never been good at relationships. Not even of the

overnight variety.
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I came home from work to find an invitation slipped
through my mail slot to a soiree at Troup Square. Apparently,
there was an annual get together at Troup Square for all of the
who’s who of neighbors surrounding the Armillary. Each year
they all took turns printing the invitations and getting the permits
to close off the square for a private party. I thought it a great
chance to pull up my chair in the neighborhood and say, “Hi!” It
didn’t work out as well as I had hoped, and I was reminded of my
place in society when I arrived.

They all knew who I was, and don’t think for a moment
that they were kind of amiss at my presence. But, there was a
noticeable distance between myself and the rest of the group. On
occasion someone waved to me with a smile, but I came to
discover that I was invited by accident. I was not only merely a
renter (you can almost see them shudder when they say that) but
I was also a server, one of “the help.” I shouldn’t have been
asked to attend, but I was never asked to leave, and spent the first
hour of the evening drinking my beer and being certain not to eat
anyone’s food.

Two hours into the night everyone was shit faced, even
DRUNK, who was one of the few to actually come up and say hi
to me….then proceeded to put her hands in my back pocket,
“Don’t mind me,” she tried to say lasciviously, “I’m just trying to
get a cigarette.” Dr. Kramer kept confessing that he was the guy
in the robe who walked his dog. “Yes, Dr. Kramer, I’ve seen
you.”
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“I hear you write. Just so you know….if you ever write a
book, I’m the guy with the bathrobe who walks his dog.” His
drink spilled on my shoes.

Ok, Dr. Kramer, here is your passage in my book: you are
the guy who walks his dog in his bathrobe. Is that all you really
want to be known for? Shall we also mention that the
administration at St. Vincent’s Catholic Girl’s School asked you
to stop, because you were wandering by in your bathrobe and not
much more just at the right time the adolescent girls were
heading into class???

Mrs. Cohen came over to say hello and offered me some
of her nachos (I didn’t accept, not to be rude, but I didn’t think it
worked well with my beer). The young man, Bradly, whose turn
it was to pull the permit and send the invitations, spent a nice
long while talking with me and eventually introduced me to his
girlfriend who was Swiss. In German we had a nice little
discussion about my having lived in Berlin, that I wrote on my
time off and that I knit like a heroin fiend. I had a warm,
enjoyable conversation with two people who had stripped the
social elitism that plagues so many when cocktails are in hand.

By hour three Mrs. Murphy had flung her shoes into the
grass and giggled too much, the Serlings were behaving as
though they were the stars of the evening (who knows why), and
I was a little too buzzed to keep my mouth shut. I politely bid
anyone in my earshot a, “Good night! Thank you for inviting
me!” Only to hear as I left, “We’ll see you at The Firefly….”

Not, “see you around the neighborhood,” not, “welcome
to the neighborhood, hope you make it to next year’s party.”
No…you are the help. We’ll see you at the restaurant.

There are exceptions, you understand. DRUNK treated
me like a neighbor. Cliff Williams, the bass player for ACDC and
his wife Georgiana, treated me like a neighbor, and he was
always willing to stop and say hi while I played croquet in the
square (We’ll get to that madness later). Another Georgiana, Mrs.
Hillenbrand, was always anxious to cross the street and offer a
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drink. Maureen and Dennis were kind to me. Mr. Bishop, as I
mentioned, while walking his dog was a kind, cordial man. Mr.
Dickson playing Frisbee with his dog, Goat, on the other side of
the square would seem as though he were a little jealous that I
had a free life of drinking in the morning and playing croquet in
the middle of the day. I love running into Mr. Dickson. Such a
cool man.

Half of the people on Troup Square didn’t bother to say
hello, but the other half were kind to me during my stint in the
tower. Never assume you know someone’s history, nor their
acceptability simply by their profession. Always judge one by
their character. Seems simple enough, doesn’t it? It’s actually
more difficult than you think.

The ones who snubbed me while I lived on Troup Square?
Fuck ‘em.

Since we’re on the subject, a word on my business with
croquet. Croquet has been in my family for generations, it all
starting with the Saturdays my grandfather (this would be
mother’s father), and his two brothers Ed, and Red, playing on
their lawn when they were young men. I always felt kindred to
my grandfather, and found that I was just a generational version
of him in so many ways. He had lived in Japan, France, and
Germany, but was a simple man who lived out in the country,
wore blue jeans and t-shirts, ball cap, drink his favorite beer all
day, and build things, spent his time being creative. (I have a
chair he helped me build when I was 6 years old). He had seen
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the world and had some manner of sophistication, but he didn’t
wear any of that on his sleeve. You didn’t know that much about
him unless you got to know him well. On the surface, he was just
a guy who drank beer, loved catfish, and played croquet.

When my grandfather and his brothers first started
playing croquet, it was at the height of the game’s craze and the
more they played, the more they bent the rules to their own
liking. These rules I still play by to this day. They’ve been
handed down to me.

First, you must be drinking while you play. This is very
important because the moment you’re done with your beverage
you must set it on the course where you finished it. Now, you can
imagine the beer bottles and beer cans littering the croquet lawn.
If any player knocks over one of the empty bottles or cans, they
have to go back to the previous wicket. Secondly, if a player is
losing badly, he must wear a purse….for the rest of the game, and
for the rest of the day. Now, times are different. Men and women
wear purses casually. My croquet set comes bundled in a huge
suitcase. Should you be performing poorly while playing, you
have to lug it not only while you’re playing, but for the rest of the
day.

For as long as I can remember all family gatherings
ultimately ended up with a game of croquet. Thanksgiving,
Christmas, family reunions, it didn’t matter. You looked forward
to going down my grandfather’s long drive way, hugging uncles
and aunts you hadn’t seen in so long, and out of the corner of
your eye, the croquet course set up.

When my grandfather died, I got his croquet set. This
lovely, dirty old set so many years old that could tell a million
stories if given the chance. And you can see, just by looking at it,
how often he and his brothers used this set while they were alive.
The first three croquet balls are beaten, dirty, almost
colorless…the other three look virtually untouched. I don’t play
with this set, but have it as something of a museum piece in a
corner of my living room. I have my own set and now that I was
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in the tower, I was anxious to play croquet in Troup Square, the
closest thing I had to a lawn.

Not long after I moved into the tower, Jean and Sharon
had a falling out. Each of them will give their own version of the
situation, neither of which I feel necessary to dictate now. I had
nothing to do with it, and know nothing of the true
circumstances. It was, in this book, a misunderstanding that
ended a friendship. Jean not only left the Fly, but vacated her
apartment above the restaurant, as well. She was soon replaced
with a new hire that Sharon asked me to train.

I don’t know what it is, or how it happened so quickly,
but the Mexican-Jew from New York that Sharon hired to be
Jean’s replacement soon became one of my closest of friends and
confidants. Mia Rosenberg had only been in Savannah a few
weeks and the Fly was her first gig in town. There was very little
to train, she was a great server, knew the business well, and rose
to the challenges of our unique clientele. Over the few months
that followed she became part of that Firefly family that had
become famous with servers in other restaurants, and finally, Mia
moved into the apartment over the restaurant.

Mia and I have a relationship that is uniquely cynical,
picking on each other and giving each other nicknames. She
thought I acted like an old, southern woman with my knitting and
my perception of the world, so she called me “Eula Mae.” I
thought she went on too often like an old Jewish man so I called
her “Ira”.

 One of our first dealings as neighbors was to throw a
Cynco De Mayo Party….where we thought we might have
accidentally killed my father.

We spent days getting ready for this party, if not weeks.
She went to the library and got a book on authentic Mexican
cuisine, and I got my apartment ready for the crowd. We went to
Party City and got sombreros and a piñata, which we filled with
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small liquor bottles, condoms and pills2. We went to the
supermarket and wiped out the ethnic food section in one swift
blow. Then we stopped at Johnnie Ganem’s and wiped out their
Miller Lite (for the lesbians, or anyone else who drank it, for that
matter). The night of the party was a blessing, a grand blessing,
for Cynco De Mayo fell on a Monday (ANOTHER DRUNKEN
MONDAY)!

Mia came over and we spent hours cooking real Mexican
food, with peppers, jalapeños, onions, tomatoes, making salsa
from scratch, Pico de Gallo, vegeterian enchiladas (she and viva
are both vegetarians, and going meatless is a good option for a
party when you don’t know what the diet of your guests is).
Hours and hours we spent drinking beer, making food, and all the
while Telemundo played Spanish Soap operas on television. Mia
and I had a blast putting that party together, a real delight in my
memories of the tower.

Finally, the guests started to show, a couple of the
younger SCAD kids who worked at the Fly as baristas and
bussers one or two days a week for extra money. Then came Viva
bringing some her entourage in tow, then came some of my fellas
from the gay bars around town. After a while, there was a nice
little crowd drinking beer, eating Mia’s delicious food, and taking
turns wearing the sombrero.

Enter my father.
I never expected in a million years that he would have

accepted my invitation, but he did, and was a real sport about it.
He was anxious to see my life of independence, anxious to meet
my friends and coworkers, anxious to see how I was enjoying my
time, and my father made a point of smiling often and telling me,
“You look really happy here.”

I was really happy. I had a great job, good friends, a
couple of bucks in my wallet, and no madness to contend with.
The experimental drug my dad had been taking had stopped the

                                                  
2 Don’t ask which ones. I won’t make myself criminally liable.
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disease, and so far, had stayed in remission. Everything,
EVERYTHING, was good in the world.

I was in the kitchen when Mike, one of the bussers, came
in a little anxious. “Dude, I don’t think your dad is doing very
well.”

“Why? Is he not enjoying himself?”
“I don’t think he can breathe.”
I rushed into the living room to my dad, who was

grabbing his chest and coughing. “Dad, are you ok?”
“I don’t know. I feel like my throat is swelling.”
“Let me get you some water.” It was then, when he

looked up at me, that I could see his lips swelling, his cheeks
bulging, his whole face bloating quickly. “Shit! Dad, you’re not
allergic to anything are you?”

“No…”
“What did you eat?”
“A little of all of it. Forget the water,” he said grabbing

my arm, “I need to go. I’ve got a Benedryl shot at home. Diane
will know what to do.”

“Dad, can you drive yourself?”
“Yeah,” he said through coughs and short breath, “but I

need to go right now.”
Out the door he went briskly, not bothering to say

goodbye, nor to even close the door behind him. The rest of us
stood there quietly, somberly, the television turned off and dead
silence filling the room.

Mike came up to me and asked, “What happened, dude?”
“I don’t know. I honestly don’t know.”
For half an hour we sat staring, all of us, wondering if I

had accidentally killed my father, when finally Diane called.
“How’s the party?”
“How’s dad?”
“He’s fine.” And she started laughing. “You’re making

Mexican food?”
“Yeah.”
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“I told him not to eat it, but he wouldn’t listen to me. It’s
the cumin. It reacts with his medication. He’s just fine. He’s got a
Benedryl shot and he’ll learn to listen to me next time.”

“That’s it?”
She laughed some more. “That’s it. He can’t have cumin

while he’s on the medication. He’s not in any trouble. The
swelling will go down soon.”

“Hey everyone! My father’s gonna live! He’s gonna
live!!!”

Then it became a party.

Yes, life was good…but vacant in some way. I had my
excursions with the boys around town, had my moments in bed
with the occasional fling and that was beginning to bother me. I
had no one to share my good time with. Oh, Viva and Mia were
good friends, great friends, but that certain intimacy that exists
between two people was missing for me. So I went online to all
those appalling websites for gay men like myself and posted the
most honest profile I could, and I didn’t bother with a silly screen
name, I used my own. Most of the guys who approached me were
men I had already pursued.

Delete.
And there were the others who wanted only the quick

score. They never had face pics, only shots of their dicks.
Delete.
And some who lived in Charleston and beyond.
Delete.
And then I got a message from a young man in Bluffton.
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This is going to be the rough part of my story, trying to
talk about Stevie without actually delving into madness, without
throwing something, or without wanting to take this laptop itself
and smash it against a wall. But all things happen as they should,
and life moves as it should, and I have to get through this much if
I’m to get to the conclusion of my story.

Since I started this narrative, I’ve gotten up at 5 or 6 am,
had some coffee, a quick half smoke, and then plunged into
writing. Nothing has stopped me. I’ll take a break somewhere
around midday where the sun hits the apartment at such a degree
that all that beautiful light gets to be a bit much for the eyes, so
I’ll rendezvous to the bedroom, maybe nap, and when I wake,
rush about tending to errands before heading back here to sit
again and continue my tale.

But when thinking about Stevie’s entry into my mad little
world, I’ve had to take a few days away from this machine. I’ve
distracted myself into anything and everything to keep from
having to begin writing again. I think the reason is actually quite
simple. I’ve done everything I can to keep him out of my
thoughts for the last few weeks, and I’ve done a remarkable job.
When thoughts of him do arise they come from the belch of
nostalgia. How we drank beer and watched the Golden Girls
(neither of which I will give up just to release him from my
thoughts), or even seeing out of the corner of my eye the deck of
cards we played with nightly, taunting me with dust beginning to
layer over them. But, when those thoughts of nostalgia come in
briefly, they are quickly squashed with the immediate thought of
anger. I hate his fucking guts, because I loved him so much. So,
in order to include him in these pages I have to relive our life
together, as brief as the year was, and remind myself, and my
heart, of his impact on me.

I’ve been afraid to do that, you know. I’ve been afraid to
sit here and envision him in my head. I’ve hated having to recall
his laughter, or his smile (the real one and  the fake one,
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depending on what he wanted from you). But, I have to. I have to
remember him so that I can move on.

Stevie approached me online, a simple country boy from
North Carolina who returned home once a month to tend the
grandmother that had raised him. He went to church, a Baptist
church on Sunday, but still enjoyed his cocktails and cigarettes. I
loved it. It sounded perfect. Someone who took the
responsibilities of life seriously, but still found enjoyment. Not to
mention he was downright cute, the ultimate pretty boy.

Through the course of some weeks we spent our time
relaying instant messages and emails about yourselves and what
we wanted to know about each other. He confessed all he wanted
was to make his man happy. I confessed all I wanted was to work
hard and have a family of my own to share the blessings with.
Over those first initial weeks I found myself gravitating towards
him, for he seemed to supply exactly what I needed in someone.
Ok, I’m a messy guy, or rather let’s say untidy. I wanted
someone to take care of, to work hard for, to be strong for…and
all he wanted, with his softness, and his gentility was someone to
tend to, to cook for, to clean up after, to be held by at the end of
the day. It seemed ludicrous and perfect. I was falling for him.

Soon the whole affair ended up on the phone and
eventually, there came the moment where it would be possible
for us to meet.

He was going to Blaine’s with a friend of his and asked if
I’d meet him before at McDonough’s for a drink.

Naturally, I complied, couldn’t wait to finally see in
person the one thing my heart was tugging towards often.

I rounded myself out from a shower and splashed on some
Old Spice, trimmed the beard, and picked out my best jeans.
Saddled up my best cowboy boots and suede jacket and head out
to find him.

As I entered McDonough’s I saw him immediately, this
fresh faced, bright eyed, big smiled beauty bobble heading back
and forth past the crowd to watch me enter. (The ‘bobble head’
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thing, should he ever read this, may get a laugh out of him…or
may cause him to throw something). I wandered over with a big
enough smile of my own and tried to shake his hand. He refused
it and clung to me with a hug.

It doesn’t take much for me to be happy. That genuine
side of the face pressed against my shoulder made me fall in love.
I sat with him, we had drinks, we went to Blaine’s, he sang,
“Baby Likes to Rocket” during Karaoke, we went outside, I
kissed him madly, to the point his knees buckled and the rest is a
quick blur.

Suddenly, we were a couple. Wedding bands and all.
He was coming into town courtesy of a rented taxi nearly

every weekend, and the most exciting of our time? We drank beer
and watched the Golden Girls, like I said.

By the end of March he moved into the tower and quickly
helped make it his own with photos of friends and family, a shit
load of clothes, and this beautiful aroma of burning oils (cherry
blossoms, I think) forever wafting about. The laundry was always
done and folded, fluffed even. The house was always tidy, and I
would arrive home to find a massive feast ready for us to eat after
a few cocktails had on the balcony.

Just shy of sundown, should my schedule allow it, we’d
walk about Savannah with those early evening drinks and he’d
profess how happy he was, how great it was to finally have his
own home, his own partner, his own life. There was nothing he
didn’t want that I didn’t strive to provide for. He made me feel
like a man, like I had someone to take care of, rather than all the
years that I had been taken care of, and I yearned for that role of
strong provider so much. I found myself so appreciative. At the
end of the day we’d lay in bed with the warm nights coming upon
us and feel….rescued.
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There’s something particularly special about listening to
Morrissey in the spring. I can’t quite get a place on it, an idea of
why, but I look forward to spring just for the sake of listening to
Morrissey. I can’t listen to him or The Smiths in the dead of
winter, or the heat of summer. Just there, when the sun warms the
day to a drunken haze do I find a pleasure in Morrissey. I had
developed a charmed life for myself, spending the first part of my
day with Stevie, both of us with a Bloody Mary playing croquet
in the square, listening to Morrissey belt with beautiful rockabilly
bloat, “SING YOUR LIFE!”

I smiled often then, enjoying the collapse of a buzz that
kept me from ever winning croquet against Stevie. The tour
trolley’s slowly rolled by often. You could hear the tour guides
mentioning, “These two young men are out here often, sipping
drinks, and playing a ripe old game of croquet. That’s the sort of
leisurely thing we do around here in Savannah….”  Well, I don’t
know about all that, but it was nice to be called out.

I’d be up at 5, Stevie around 8. By 9 we had enough
coffee to get us inspired, by 10 enough vodka and beer to get us
interested. By 11 each spring morning we’d be out in the square
with our mallets, our cocktails, casually playing and spending
time with the neighbors and tourists that walked by. We became
spectacles, another moment on a guided tour for people to catch:
two drunk southern boys playing a round of croquet midday.
Now, our version of croquet was taken very seriously. There was
no passiveness and at some point I even referred to it as full
contact croquet. Stevie was insanely competitive. I just enjoyed
drinking and playing. But, there came those massive ego
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moments with the clientele from the restaurant watching, with the
neighbors taking seats, with the tourists passing that I became
pissy and aggressive, angry that Stevie won at everything. I’d
make some hellishly good shots, ESPN worthy shots, and croquet
became a battle.

We had modified grandpa’s rules. We still used the empty
drink rule, but instead of bottles and cans, they were plastic red
cups dotting our little course.

We became a little famous during those days. We lived in
the carriage house behind one of the most coveted restaurants in
Savannah. We played croquet and enjoyed our lives; we sat on
our balcony and drank beer, gawked at people that strolled below
us. We were admired, adored…and to some, just horrible.

Dennis and Maureen were the first neighbors we met. We
were playing croquet as they were walking their beagle, Annie.
They became a daily staple, walking Annie while we made our
way through the croquet wickets. They were a delightful pair,
eager to laugh with us, chat with us and make life the sort of
thing where meetings are based on good conversation, rather than
the social stature you have. Lora Lynn Miller was next. She was a
beautiful woman whose interest in the libation outmatched ours. I
recall that first time we bonded. She came over, in thick southern
drawl while walking her dog, Molly.

“Ya’ll playin’ croquet?”
“Yes, ma’am! Care to join? We have an extra mallet or

two.”
“Oh, I don’t think so, but I sure do appreciate you

asking.” Suddenly she stops and smiles coyly. “I like your cups.”
I laughed. “Takes the edge off of always losing to that

one!”
Stevie walked over confidently. “Now, you might not

wanna play croquet, but I have all ideas you’d like a cocktail.”
Imagine Stevie sounding like Sue Ellen Ewing on Dallas…that’s
what he often sounded like, so much that I often called him ‘Miss
Texas.’
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She giggled and said, “What are ya’ll drinking?”
“Just beer,” I said with a raise of my cup in toast.
“Sure! I’ll have a beer,” she said excitedly.
We talked and laughed for a short while then proceeded

with our game.
DRUNK would come over on occasion, too. We’d placate

her as good neighbors do, offer her a drink, to which she refused
for she already had one. To the lowly bricks she’d sit and sip and
make overtly sexual comments, to which Stevie and I simply
ignored. She came across as bruised and lonely, bad hair and
smelling of wine, wearing the same clothes every single time we
saw her. And she was often alone. Her only socializing was done
with the neighbors, when they were in town. Her husband,
LAME was working out of town most of the time, and she was
left behind, ill equipped at socializing and drunk all the time. I
always felt so uncomfortable when she stopped by.

Don’t think for a moment that the blue bloods in our
midst all enjoyed watching us play croquet in the square. There
were one or two who found it appalling, for reasons other than
perhaps, “The staff can be seen enjoying themselves. How
tacky.”

Mr. and Mrs. Serling were the most vocal about it. One
midday they came strolling through the square with their
matching collies, we had the course set up and were in a wild
game of cutthroat croquet, where either one of us was only one
shot behind the other at winning. Mrs. Serling was heard saying,
“They’re in our spot, where are we going to walk the dogs?” As
if there were no other spot in Savannah to walk a pair of collies.
It seems they had made themselves a little famous, too. The
status driven couple with the adorable pedigreed collies walking
in the square. Oh, how refined….

Mr. Serling piped up. “Looks like you boys have taken
over our dog walking area. There’s no room for the dogs.”

And no matter what I may say about Stevie in the future,
no matter what may have transpired between us, his reply to the
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Serlings has forever made me proud. “Well, if ya’ll run out of
room, the dogs can always piss on your leg.”

The Serlings turned in a huff and walked away.
A few days later, they ignored us completely, and went to

walking their dogs on our course while we were in the middle of
a game….Mr. Serling said under his breath, “Renters….”

I said audible enough, “Your wife looks like a man.” I
took my final shot and won the game.

You are firmly aware of the marketing tagline, “whatever
happens in Vegas stays in Vegas?”

Savannah is a little bit different. “What happens in
Savannah…gets printed in a book and made into a major motion
picture starring Kevin Spacey.”

In this charmed life we had built for ourselves, Stevie and
I would finish our rounds of croquet at about 1 in the afternoon,
retire to the carriage house, make some food (for Stevie was a
great home cook), watch an episode of Dallas (which he had
gotten me hooked on), take a very nice nap, then I would head to
the Fly at about 5, full bellied, full hearted and enjoying my new
life. After work, I’d take the 10 step commute back home, find
Stevie embroiled in March Madness. We’d make our way to the
balcony, perch ourselves out there with a couple of beers, and
spend the evening enjoying the cool spring breeze.

Life couldn’t have been any better…..

I love boiled peanuts. I wait every summer now until
about early June when Polk’s has green peanuts in vats ready to
be boiled. Maybe its my DNA, or maybe its just a fondness for
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them, but I crave them all year and eagerly wait for the first day
in early summer when peanuts are ready. Boiled peanuts (or hell,
peanuts all around) are just a staple of native Georgian culture. A
culture I’ve watched slowly being stripped lately. Our traditions
and our method of life are slowly being pushed aside so New
Englanders feel more comfortable here. They don’t like the idea
of peanut shells everywhere. They want Savannah to be “New
Yorked” as the term is being coined. Savannah is becoming much
more like Manhattan rather than Georgia. I’ve never been to
Manhattan. I’d rather not. I like my home the way it is.

My life was not only blessed, but it was kind. In every
step I made I could find something beautifully blissful about the
manner in which my day moved. I was in love, had a great place
to live, my father was doing well, and I couldn’t wait until my
day at the Fly started.

So, who was it that I pissed off? Who in my life did I piss
off so badly that they cursed me and everything that I loved, so
that suddenly everything was taken from me?

One of the distributors, the sales rep for US Foods was
having lunch in the early part of May. I had known Joanne in
passing just from her dealings with Sharon and on occasion
Joanne popped into the Fly just to have lunch.

On this particular day in May she sat outside, enjoying the
warm weather, the view of Troup Square, and the general feeling
that I think many in the world had that life was simply good. As I
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finished taking her order she asked me quite off the cuff, “So
what do you think of everything?”

“Which everything?”
“About Sharon selling the restaurant.”
“Excuse me?”
She looked embarrassed and fumbled with her fork. “I

guess you don’t know. I shouldn’t have said anything. I didn’t
say anything.”

“You can’t do that! You can’t come at me with something
like that then retract! Joanne, what are you talking about?”

“Ask Karol. I didn’t say anything.”
I stared at the woman with some insolence, irritated that

you couldn’t just confess to a blunder. I walked into the
restaurant, hung my ticket in the kitchen mumbling, “Order in,”
and went to Karol.

“Hey, Karol.” I said with a smile.
“Hey, sweet pea.”
“You busy?”
“Just preppin’ some chicken for later.”
“Got time for a cigarette?” She had been trying to quit

and had decided to only smoke at work.
“Sure, I guess.”
“I was hoping to talk to you out back for a minute.”
She looked at me, stopped her prep work and said, “Let’s

go.”
Once we were out in the courtyard, she lit a cigarette then

said quite abruptly, “You know, don’t you?”
“I do now. Is it true?”
“Gregory, I’m not supposed to say anything. Sharon will

kill me.”
“So Sharon is selling the restaurant?”
“It’s already done. It’s been sold. How did you find out?”
“Joanne. She asked me what I thought about it.”
“Oh, Lord.”
“When was Sharon planning on telling everyone?”
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“I don’t know, darlin’. But, you didn’t hear anything from
me.”

“You didn’t tell me anything. I’ll talk to Sharon later.”
“Now, I didn’t say anything.”
“No, I’ll just tell her what Joanne said.”
There was a knock on the back door to the courtyard. It

was Stevie on his way to the market. “You want anything special
for dinner?”

“Hey, listen,” I said in a whisper. “I just found out Sharon
sold the restaurant. Be mindful with these couple of bucks I’m
giving you. I’m not sure what the employment situations gonna
be like. We need to hold on to our money right now.”

“Sharon sold the Fly?”
“I don’t know everything, but apparently, she has. Don’t

mention this to anyone and just get only what we need at the
store.”

Later that day, when I was doing my check out with
Sharon, I mentioned what I had heard.

“May I have a seat?”
“Sure. How is everything?”
“Oh, everything’s fine.”
“Stevie found a job yet?”
“No, but I don’t mind. He’s playing the part of housewife

well. He made Swedish meatballs the other night.”
“God, I love those.”
“Did you happen to see Joanne earlier?”
“No, was she here?”
“Yeah, she had lunch outside. She asked me the funniest

thing. She asked my opinion about your selling the restaurant.”
Sharon stopped counting the money I had handed her, sat

motionless for a minute, placed the cash down, then leaned back
in her chair.

“It’s true,” she said.
“Ok.”
“How do you feel about it?”
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“Well, what are your reasons?”
“I’m tired. Lisa and I are just so tired. We’ve been doing

this for 7 years and we’re just ready to stop and enjoy our lives
for a while.”

“I can understand that. I can actually appreciate that. If its
what you want, then I’m all for it.”

“It is what I want. Businesses need to flourish and grow
and take on identities of their own.”

“So, when is it official?”
“Monday.”
“Jesus, Sharon, that’s in a few days.”
“Yeah,” she giggled, “I guess I should tell everyone soon.

I’m just nervous about it.”
“Why?”
“This is a family. Just worried that everyone’s going to

think I abandoned them.”
“I guess this is where your personal life and your business

life come to a head…and you have to put on your business
bandana and get on out there and tell them. By the way, should I
be worried?”

“About what?”
“The new owners. Do they plan to close down the Fly and

open up a new restaurant? Are they coming in with their own
staff?”

“The new owners want to keep everything exactly as it is.
They might make some staffing changes, but they want to keep
the name and run the restaurant as it is. The others might have to
worry, but you don’t. Trust me.”

“You’re not telling me something.”
“The new owners mentioned you by name. They want

you to help them with the transition. They want you to be their
head server and help run the restaurant.”

“What?”
“Yeah. They want to keep you specifically.”
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“Do I know the new owners?” I’m thinking to myself it
must be Brian. It would have to be Brian! He’s been looking to
have another restaurant and he’d be PERFECT. Who else would
ask for me? Who else have I waited on, looking for a restaurant,
knowing my skills, my abilities, would think I’d be perfect as the
head server? It has to be Brian.

“It’s DRUNK and LAME. They bought the restaurant and
they want you to be their lead guy.”

“Oh, shit.”
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PART TWO:

WRONG SIDE FACING
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Sharon was going to be in the restaurant
for another week showing DRUNK the operations
of the Fly, leaving all of us feeling terribly
awkward. No one quite knew who was in charge.
Sharon still had control, merely by way of
personality, but we all knew DRUNK was now
the woman in charge. However, she came across

as an imbecile who didn’t know how to answer a simple question.
If a simple situation arose where we needed an approval, we’d go
to Sharon out of instinct, who would look to DRUNK, who
would look vacant, then look back to Sharon who would then
give her approval. The whole week seemed weird, as though
DRUNK was an uninvited houseguest. Everyone felt
uncomfortable around her. As dutiful and optimistic as he is,
Stevie made us rice krispie treats to keep our spirits up.

The uncertainty of what was going to happen to the Fly
suddenly fell on us. Mia and Viva did not approve of DRUNK
buying the restaurant, but bid their time waiting to see what was
going to happen. DRUNK insisted that nothing at all would
change in the restaurant, nothing at all. Olivia confessed that
when showing DRUNK the recipes, it seemed as though DRUNK
had never cooked before.

Karol decided to retire alongside Sharon. DRUNK would
often pull me out into the courtyard for a cigarette and hold my
hand. “I’m relying on you to help me through this. They all hate
me. I know I can trust you.”

“I’m old school, DRUNK. My job is to protect the chef.
Doesn’t matter who the chef is. If you need anything let me
know.”
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“I’m going to make it clear to everyone you’re the head
server. You know this restaurant better than I do. You know what
makes it work. I’ll listen to you. Like those wine glasses we have.
I was thinking about getting rid of them and getting stemware.
What do you think?”

“Honestly? They’re bistro glasses, and perfectly
acceptable for a table wine. I mean, we don’t carry vintage wine.
We carry mass produced $10 bottles of red and white. Besides,
on a more practical business side, they’re casual, informal. Let’s
say someone walks in for dinner and sees a bunch of people
sitting around dressed a little nicer than normal day wear sipping
from stemware. They might feel intimidated or think the
restaurant is a little too expensive for them and they’ll leave. The
glasses we have don’t come across as ostentatious. They come
across as friendly…and I don’t know of anyone else in Savannah
who uses them. Don’t forget what’s made this restaurant famous.
Eclecticisms.”

“I see.”
No one saw much of LAME, who spent most of his time

in the office lurking over numbers and figures. We all
immediately assumed that his role as an accountant would take
prominence; he’d punch numbers, and handle the money, nothing
more to it. No involvement. Our thought of DRUNK was that she
was simply the owner, handing the front of the house
responsibilities to me, and the back of the house responsibilities
to Olivia. DRUNK would act as invisible authority, allowing the
flow and dance of this successful restaurant to remain
unhindered. DRUNK had bought one of the most successful
restaurants in Savannah. There was nothing she could dictate to
us. In turn, it was us telling her how this successful operation
worked. All she had to do was allow us to continue in the
methods and manners we had lived by. All she had to do was sit
across the street, drink wine and enjoy the profits.

At the end of that first week, with it being Sharon’s last
day, the lot of us went to Six Pence Pub to get wasted and say
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farewell to her and Lisa. DRUNK and LAME were not in the
group.

Mia kept saying, “It’s time to find another job.” Her
argument was that the Fly was doomed now, that the magic of it
would be lost, my rebuttal was: let’s just give it some time and
see what happens. Maybe nothing would change, maybe we
could go about in our usual formula. The Fly flew on its own, it
had a cohesive business model that simply needed participants. It
was successful, it was loved, and it was an entity on its own.

“It’s still time to look for another job,” Viva said. “I don’t
want to work for that woman. She has no idea what she’s doing.”

In some weird little way, and I could be completely off
mark for thinking or assuming this, but I felt that Mia and Viva in
some way considered me a traitor for not abandoning ship right
away, and for my deciding to ride out the transition and take the
position as head server.

With alcohol aiding us into hyper emotional states, we all
cried, bitched a while about the transition, then said good-bye to
Sharon.

Privately, away from everyone, Sharon pulled me aside.
“I love you,” she said. “I knew I loved you the minute I saw you.
I know you’ll take care of my restaurant.”

When I got home, I collapsed in the kitchen.
Stevie was cooking me dinner, handing me beer after beer

while I sat on the floor just spouting. I didn’t like the uncertainty
of the moments that lay ahead, and the best that I could do to
keep Stevie and I afloat was to just simply carry with the Fly and
hope to God it remained a success. I think it was easier for Mia
and Viva to depart because they were already disinterested in
working for DRUNK. Not only that, I felt that they simply had
preset notions in their heads about what the future held for the
Fly.

The more I spouted, the more Stevie just listened to me,
handed me more beer, and occasionally gave insight. “Sharon’s
always been the face of the restaurant, carried it on her shoulders.
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Maybe it’s your turn. Maybe that’s what this opportunity is for.
Make it your restaurant. DRUNK’s giving you cart blanche to
run the place, she trusts your knowledge, she knows you can do
it.”

Furthermore, I am a loyalist. I take care of the people I am
employed by to the best of my abilities, not necessarily in terms
of business, but often, just to sit and listen and be there should
they require anything of a personal merit from me. I had stayed
loyal to the people I worked for, and had never ditched a job just
because I wasn’t happy. And the one thing that kept me from
looking for another job while still working at the Fly under
DRUNK was a sense of purpose, of control, and of a beneficial
livelihood for both Stevie and I.

DRUNK’s first full day as owner of the Fly, with Sharon
fully cleared out and gone, went as any other day should. She
opted to have an entire staff meeting at the end of Sunday brunch,
considering we closed early on Sundays. We all agreed it was a
bad idea. The last thing anyone wants to do after a brutal Sunday
is linger around. We want to drink, then be left alone, and shred
ourselves of the humanity that had bitched and hollered at us for
the last 7 hours. However, we all complied and sat quietly
listening to a speech that was ill suited for new owners.

She introduced herself and LAME, which we all thought
odd. We knew who they were. She then gave us her credentials.
She had graduated from culinary school, had worked for a
Harrah’s in Las Vegas as an executive chef, had been hired on at
17hundred90 to revamp the restaurant end of their inn, and had
helped out the chef at The Mighty Eighth. Ok, fair enough….I
didn’t think of it at the time, but a few weeks later, it dawned on
me that those credentials ought to have been the foreshadowing I
should have seen to clear out right away. (17hundred90 filed for
bankruptcy and The Mighty Eighth closed its doors for good).

Then she delved into some strange manner of speech that
made us all uncomfortable. Be mindful of anyone who gives a
speech and looks off into the distance and laughs nervously.
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These are people who do not face the truth, nor offer it.
Furthermore, they are more inclined to be false when laughing
rather than genuine. You can tell by the way they cackle.

“We don’t plan to change a thing. The restaurant is
perfect the way it is.” She looked out the window with a big
smile. “There are a couple of things however, that I’d like to go
ahead and do away with. No more to-go boxes for employee
food. I don’t know what you’re leaving with. Ha ha ha!” She
laughed nervously with a wink, as if she were telling us she knew
us better than we thought, and that none of us could be trusted.
“It could be product, steaks, shrimp….who knows? So, it’d be
best if everyone had his or her employee meals here. We’re going
to do away with breakfast, but go ahead and open on Mondays.
We’re going to close for a week at the end of the month to make
some cosmetic changes to the restaurant. A new kitchen and a
new coat of paint in the dining room. We’re going to introduce a
flow chart for everyone. Basically, a timeline of how your day
should go. For instance, 9:30 am, turn on coffee pot. 9:35, begin
sweeping floors. There will be flow charts for both the front of
the house and the back of the house. Gregory will be helping me
with the front of the house flow chart so if you have any ideas, go
to him and he and I will work on it together. There will be some
menu changes, which I will work with the kitchen on.”

LAME popped in, “We’d also like to change the front
door to allow room for a host stand. We’re looking into buying a
computer system to get rid of the hand written checks.”

“LAME!” DRUNK screamed from across the room.
“HOW DARE YOU INTERRUPT ME, YOU STUPID
FUCK!??!!! I WAS GOING TO MENTION THAT!” Her face
was red, pinched, eyes glaring at him. He cowardly sat down and
said, “Ok, ok.”

We all looked at each other nervously, wondering
whether or not we should laugh, or call the authorities for spousal
abuse.
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She rolled her eyes, “If that asshole had let me finish, I
would have mentioned that. I can’t keep track of what’s being
sold and what isn’t through hand written checks. Besides, it’s a
little bit suspect. You can cheat the system with handwritten
checks. You can’t cheat the system with computers. We’re going
to put a host stand up at the front door to make it more
professional. I guess that’s about it….for now.”

So much for no changes.

Olivia left the next day mid-shift. Grabbed her iPod,
collection of CD’s and said not a word. I asked DRUNK what
happened and she said simply, “She was trying to tell me how to
cook.”

“Well, she knows these recipes well. She was probably
offering insight.”

“It was her tone that bothered me.”
“Alright. I agree. I mean, you’re up against a staff of

people you don’t know very well, and it would be best to set
yourself around people you can trust. The staff should be yours.”

“I’d rather them walk out so I don’t have to pay
unemployment.” Then she laughed.

The intention was to burn out as much product as we
could the night before we closed so that nothing spoiled while the
restaurant was closed for a week. Historically, Sharon closed the
restaurant twice a year for a week. A week during Christmas, and
a week during the summer were taken just so we could all have
legitimate vacations, down time, and so that Sharon and Lisa
could go visit their families in Iowa. Before these weeks of the
restaurant closing Sharon never compromised the ordering of
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produce and goods, but instead, ordered only slightly less.
Whatever was left over, whatever might spoil in a week, we got
to take home. I remember my first December working for Sharon
and looking forward to the last day before vacation. I got to take
home 3 pints of Bruschetta, bread rounds, 2 pints of corn
chowder, another couple of pints of creamed spinach (which
Sharon knew I valued more than beer and cigarettes), and bags
and bags and bags of precooked pasta. Just dump in boiling water
for 10 seconds and have a feast.

DRUNK did not take that approach and ordered nothing,
not only compromising my hope for getting any goodies, but
compromising the anticipation and the excitement of any guest
who came in looking for Lasagna. “I’m afraid we’re out.”

“Ok, then….how about Chicken Marsala?”
“I’m afraid we’ve run out of that, too.”
You could see anger. “I was really looking forward to

Lasagna. Ok, then…I’ll have the Carolina Red Trout.”
“You’re going to hate me….”
“What do you have????”
“I have some salads and Mac N Cheese.”
“I believe we’ll be going elsewhere tonight.”
It was very hard for all of us to approach our tables and

slash the menu in half, 86 just about everything there was to sell.
The guests got pissy, as did Viva, and at the end of her night
would tell her tables quite bluntly, “I’ve never been more
embarrassed, I’m truly sorry.”

When her shift was done, Viva handed in her check out,
had the money verified, and basically told DRUNK not to expect
her back.

I was taking the bullshit approach with my tables, as any
good server can do. My dear friend Ann once told me the most
appropriate line. “If you can’t dazzle them with your brilliance,
then dazzle them with your bullshit.”

I’d approach the table, “Good evening, how are you?
Very nice to hear! I would like to mention that the menu is
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limited this evening because we’re going to be closing for a week
as of tomorrow to do some renovations. Tonight we’re offering
(insert pricey dish we do still have on hand here), which goes
excellent with a glass of (insert comparable glass of wine here).”

“Renovating, you say! What do you plan to do?”
“Well, the new owners have some ideas, but are willing

with whole heart to hear some suggestions from the guests.
Anything you’d like to see changed?”

Throughout the week the Fly was closed Stevie went up
to North Carolina while I spent my free time in the restaurant
doing some construction. I spent so much time there that by the
end of the week I was exhausted, without my partner to help me
feel comforted, and drinking enormously. I don’t know why, I
truly don’t. When a drink is offered I rarely refused, and DRUNK
was always offering a drink while we worked. By the end of that
week, anxious to have Stevie back and anxious to have the Fly
back open, I found myself painting with a hammer, and pounding
nails with a brush.

Everything in the kitchen was pulled out so that it could
be retiled “slip safe.” New equipment was brought in, the walls
painted, the trims around the doors restored. Drapes hung
between the rows of two tops to offer privacy. And by the time
we were ready to reopen, the restaurant looked….the same.
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Stevie returned the day before we reopened, so I opted out
of anything other than getting the house ready for him. I stepped
to Johnnie’s to get a bottle of wine. On my way back I passed
Lorraine who was putting new flowers in front of the Fly.

“Gregory Patrick, I hope that’s a coca-cola you have in
that bag.”

I laughed.  It was her delivery more than anything. This
quiet, sly smiled, hush of a wagging finger and a wink as though
she said she was approving….of moderation only.

“No, ma’am. It is indeed a bottle of wine. Those flowers
are gorgeous.”

“Why, thank you. That’s sweet. It’s my going away
present.”

“Where are you going?”
“I just won’t be coming back to do the flowers

anymore…and these things out here are looking sickly, so I
thought I’d leave my last imprint on the Fly with some farewell
flowers.” She began digging in the dirt. “It just won’t be the same
without the girls to watch after. Coming to do the flowers was
just my excuse to see them.”

I knew her sadness. Lisa and Sharon had decided to run
back to Iowa and retire, selling the restaurant and handing all of
their properties, including the tower, over to a property
management company. They were gone. Gone for good. No need
or reason to come back. And in the wake of it? A disbanded
family that couldn’t function without them.
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Later in the day, after Stevie’s return, after a wonderful
dinner, and after a bottle of wine and a couple of beers, we
decided to play croquet in the square even though it was already
pitch black. As we left the tower and passed the restaurant, we
noticed DRUNK inside with the Millers and the Cohens, eating
and drinking privately. She waved enthusiastically through the
window and rushed out to greet us.

“Stevie, welcome back!”
“Thank you! Looks like quite a party in there!”
“Oh, we’re just celebrating opening up tomorrow! Won’t

you come inside?”
I piped up. “I don’t want to be selfish with my time, but I

haven’t had my guy around in a week. I’m gonna devote the
entire evening to just him.”

“I totally understand.”
“What do you think of the flowers?”
She rolled her eyes and said, “God, she keeps coming

around to do something about the flowers. She probably wants
free food or something. I told her if I wanted to do anything with
those flower planters I’d do them myself.”

I was stung by her suspiciousness of Lorraine. Lorraine
had been coming to the Fly since it’s birth, had been a dear friend
of Lisa and Sharon’s, and whenever she came in for dinner she
paid the full price (even though she WAS offered half off) and
tipped like a rock star. Who would think this woman in her 80’s,
this well-established, financially comfortable woman in her 80’s
would want anything in return?

I responded with, “You know the Pasta Lorraine is named
after her. That’s the history she has with the Fly.”

Did it phase DRUNK? No. She was quick to say,
“Remind me to take that one off the menu.”

“Oh, well. It’s off to play croquet!” I wasn’t about to
delve into any sort of coaxing at the moment. I wanted the
evening, the entire evening with Stevie.
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However, not long after we started playing croquet,
DRUNK came out to the square with a glass of wine, and tripped
on the curb, landing into a croquet wicket. Stevie and I rushed
over to hear her screaming, not out of pain, but embarrassment.
“They didn’t see me, did they?”

“No, darlin’,” said Stevie, “it’s too dark. Did you hurt
yourself? Are you alright?”

“God, I think I sprained my ankle. I can’t go back in there
like this!”

I said, “It’s probably alright. We just need to get you to a
First Aid kit.” Blood was beginning to show on her socks, “and
put an ice pack on it.”

“I can’t let them see me like this!”
I thought about it for a moment, only a moment, for the

dutiful head server in me decided to clock in and take care of the
situation: protect the chef. “I’m going to escort you inside.
You’re going to have to limp on it the best you can. I want you to
take me by my arm. If the pain gets incredible, I want you to lean
over like you’re laughing hysterically and take the pressure off
the leg. I’m going to take you into the kitchen. If anybody asks,
I’ll tell them there is something I want us to double check with
the grills before we reopen tomorrow. Stevie is going to sit down
with them and keep them occupied while we doctor you up.”
Because if anyone can start gabbing and keep on going for as
long as needed, its Stevie.

We performed the ruse beautifully, Stevie pulling up a
chair to Lora Lynn and beginning to gossip, and DRUNK only
stopping once to behave as though she were laughing, leaning
over with a cackle, slapping my arm saying, “My God, that’s too
funny!!!”

Mrs. Miller did ask, “DRUNK, are you limping?”
To which I replied, “My fault. Stepped on her big toe a

second ago.”
And nothing more was thought of it.
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Once in the kitchen, I had DRUNK sit on the floor while I
rounded up the First Aid kit, moving aside the Midol and
chocolate bar to get the bandages and Neosporin.

“It’s not a big scrape, but you are starting to swell. We’ll
clean you up, sit you with the neighbors, and let you rest for a bit.
You should get a brace tomorrow, though. I don’t think it’s a bad
sprain, but enough to keep you hobbling around like a gimp for a
while.”

“Thank you for everything. You’re the only one I can
trust.”

I didn’t even smile. “I’m doing my job, DRUNK. I’m
taking care of the chef.”

“I need more people around me I can trust.”
“I think so, too. I do. You can’t feel as though you are the

odd one out. It’s your restaurant and you need to have people
around you that you trust with your vision.”

“That’s why I have to fire Mia.”
I was nearly breathless, but remained unresponsive.
“I know she’s your friend.”
“She’s like a best friend, you know.”
“That’s why I wanted to run it by you first.”
“You have a business to run. She’s capable, smart, knows

the guest very well…has a shit load of regulars ask for her. But,
if you’re not comfortable with her being here, then you have to
make that decision. If I know Sharon, you paid a lot of money for
this restaurant. You have your investment to protect.” Fuck her
investment. I was playing my safe card. Give DRUNK what she
wanted to hear so I wouldn’t be on the chopping block.

“I knew you’d understand.”
“When?”
“After we open. Maybe a week. I need to replace her first.

I know you’re her friend, but you can’t say anything to her. I
can’t have her walking out on me before I rehire someone. Thank
God Viva left before we closed. I don’t know what we would
have done being down a server. So, don’t say anything to Mia.”
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She looked at me with the blazing euphoria of someone
about to slur and said, “I trust you.”

“I won’t say a word. What are we going to do about Viva
being gone?”

“One of the contractors, his ex wife used to wait tables.
She’s going to start tomorrow. She knows the menu, she’s fast,
and she’s amazing.”

I was immediately put off that I, as recently promoted
head server, had not had the chance to interview, nor talk with the
new server.

“Let’s get you to your guests, DRUNK.”
I escorted her back to the Millers and Cohens, plopped

her in a chair, retrieved Stevie, and bid everyone a very genuine
farewell.

On our 3 steps back to the tower Stevie said abruptly,
“You’ve got that look.”

“I’m not happy.”
“You wanna head on out to the balcony and talk about

it?”
“Yeah….But, I have to make a phone call first.”

Of course I told Mia what was about to happen. Give me
some credit, reader. I would never in a million years sacrifice a
friendship, nor a love for the sake of a job or money. I like to
pride myself on a sense of loyalty, on a sense of honor. I called
Mia and asked her to meet me the following night at Pinkie’s.

I was quick to tell her DRUNK’s plan and emphasized
how important it was that she not to leave abruptly, for all eyes
would be on me. “You’ll have to act, if anything, relieved. But,
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start looking for something now. She plans to axe you by the end
of the week.”

Mia complied, waited for the day to arrive, and received
her termination with relief, never once letting anyone know I had
tipped her off.

As for the new server DRUNK hired to take Viva’s place?
She didn’t even last a shift. She flipped out, cried her eyes out,
handed her apron to DRUNK and bolted out the door of the Fly. I
don’t even think I asked her what her name was.

From that point forward, I asked if I could do the
interviewing instead. We had not formally designated what my
role as head server was so I comprised a few ideas of my own.
My responsibility would be to the wait staff. I’d hire them, but
would not fire them. However, if it came to the point where I felt
someone wasn’t working out, I’d take my suggestion for
termination to DRUNK. I would do the scheduling, would
implement service standards, and would handle all grievances the
staff and the guests had. I would be the buffer between the
servers, the guests and DRUNK.

Meanwhile, DRUNK had taken it upon herself to reinvent
the kitchen staff. I came in one day to find not a soul that I knew
in the kitchen. Gleefully, DRUNK had hired a young gentleman
named Chase that had worked for her at 17hundred90. Chase was
going to handle the back of the house responsibilities and its
staff. He had brought his brother on board to work with him, and
a few of his friends. The only persons in the restaurant left from
the old days of the Fly were myself and the dishwasher, Emeka. I
know in many restaurants the dishwasher is the invisible, barely
known, often foreign body that no one tends to cling to. At the
Fly, under Sharon’s helm, the dishwasher was a respected
member of the family, and treated very well. I asked Emeka who
all the new faces were and his response was only, “I’m just a
worker, dog.”
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DRUNK spent an awful lot of time in her office swilling
wine, had a fondness for our Pinot Grigio (maybe because it had
a screw cap and was easy to open). In order to maintain the
reputation of the restaurant I was often sure to stop the
distributors at the door and mention that she was on the phone, or
intensely busy, and that I’d relay any messages to her. I don’t
think you can ever pull a fast one on a salesman. They can smell
bullshit a mile away, but they went along with the ruse and
quickly started calling me, “the gatekeeper.”

That office was dismal, dark, windowless, and smelled of
mildew and dust. I’d walk in and find her with the lights off,
staring at her computer, drinking wine out of a coffee cup.

“Sit down, for a second,” she said. “I want to run
something by you. I’m going to change the menu.”

I thought you weren’t going to change anything. “How
drastically.”

“I’m going to take off some things that don’t sell, like the
Grilled Veggie Sandwich.” The very first sandwich I ever had
there. “Vegans are a bunch of bullshit. They’re only one percent
of the population.”

“Well, the reason for having that sandwich is simply for
options. If it’s a market you can take, then take it.”

“Fuck ‘em. I’m also going to change the baguette the
other sandwiches are on. No more vegan bread.” You’ve just
dismissed a clientele, a section, a grouping of our customers.
“I’m putting filet on the menu with potatoes and asparagus.”
Awfully typical, going to serve shrimp cocktail, too? “We’re no
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longer going to offer the same menu all day. We’ll have two
menus. Lunch and dinner.” Bad idea. People accustomed to
ordering the $14 Mac n Cheese for lunch will now order a
sandwich half that amount. Don’t ever deny yourself a sale. If
someone comes in and asks, “How much for this fork,” you set a
price and you sell it. “And everything is going up in price one
dollar.”

The price increases didn’t end there. DRUNK constantly
reprinted the menu to add another dollar and yet another dollar to
each item on the menu to the point where the original $8
Blackened Chicken Sandwich was now 10 bucks. Its one thing to
raise the price, but to raise the price in a shitty economy is a
hellish idea. And I’ll let you raise the price if the quality of goods
you’re serving are up to par. But, thanks to Eric, the guy who
came to take away our recycling, I learned a valuable lesson.

I was having a cigarette out in the courtyard while he was
taking away our trash.

“Things don’t look so good for you guys,” he said.
“What are you talking about?”
“You raise the prices, then serve people food from out of

a can?”
“No, we don’t, Eric. We use fresh ingredients, whole

foods, good stuff.”
“No you don’t. Man, let me tell you something. I can tell

anything I wanna know about a restaurant by the recycling I take
away. Come here, look.” He took me over to the piles of
cardboard and canned goods. “All of your food comes from
Sysco. You’re selling your customers cafeteria food….at
premium prices. Kinda shady.”

“I’ll be damned. I had no idea. I don’t pay attention to the
back of the house.”

DRUNK and Chase had conspired that the best way to
save money and make money was to scrap the old idea of serving
good food at a fair price. It was cheaper to buy raspberry
vinaigrette out of a bottle rather than the old method: Karol
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boiling cranberries and infusing them with oil and creating a
delicious homemade, from scratch dressing that made the
Cranberry Spinach Salad one of the most talked about dishes on
the menu. Now, the new salad was mediocre, found anywhere,
ordered less. It was the same with the pecans we used. Karol
would spend an afternoon of her time delicately devising this nice
ratio of sweet to spicy with maple syrup and cayenne pepper,
pour the mix over freshly shelled pecans, then roast them. They
were tender and delicious. I loved those pecans so much that one
Christmas Sharon was my secret Santa and I requested an entire
bag of those as my Christmas present. The pecans we now used
in various dishes were brought in out of a bag. They were stale,
hard as a rock, and insanely sweet.

I started paying more attention to what was happening to
the back of the house, the food quality. Food presentation was
always big on my list anyway. If something hit the expediting
window and didn’t have all the ingredients, then it had to go
back, it had to be right. And even if it looked shady, looked bad, I
wouldn’t sell it, but ask Chase to have it recooked instead.

This did not go well with him at all. “This is my kitchen,
and I say it looks good.”

“It’s missing half the ingredients. It looks like it was just
slopped on the plate.”

“It doesn’t need the roasted peppers or goat cheese. I ain’t
putting it on there. And that’s the way its gonna be.”

I grabbed a menu. “You see this??? You see this line
here? Served with red peppers and goat cheese? THAT’S the way
its gonna be. THAT is what the customer bought, THAT is what
they’re spending their money on, THAT is the way it’s served
until this cockamamie menu is changed again so that it doesn’t
say ‘red peppers and goat cheese!’”

“Tell DRUNK I wanna talk to her.”
So, it became this ridiculous egocentric idea of “my

kitchen.” Buddy, until I see some culinary papers, or a degree, or
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your name on a jacket, or even over the front door reading
“proprietor,” you’re a cook hired to follow some recipes.

DRUNK informed me that I was to no longer say
anything to Chase about the food. If there was a problem, I
should go to her, and she would do something about it.

“That’s an extremely unnecessary step, don’t you think. I
come all the way into the office, tell you, then you go all the way
back to the kitchen to tell him?”

“I know, but…you know how they can be. He’s like a
gorilla. He beats on his chest and yells. You have to think of
them as apes sometimes. I need him now, so just go along with it.
If I don’t have a cook, I don’t have a restaurant.”

But you are the chef with culinary papers….or are you?
Emeka had a more interesting take on the situation.

“You’re a white guy telling him how to do his business. Bad
idea…and what’s even worse? You’re a GAY white guy. Hell no.
That don’t fly with guys like Chase.”

Meanwhile, in the front of the house, I was trying my
dandiest to hire a crew. I’d come across qualified applicants with
wonderful years of experience that DRUNK wanted nothing to
do with. “I don’t like her hair.” There was always a reason, until
it dawned on me what she actually wanted: eye candy.

A strong, strapping merchant marine came in to apply.
Tyler was barely in his mid twenties, nice guy, had only minimal
experience, but needed a job. DRUNK wanted me to hire him
right away.

We’ll refer to him in these passages as Popeye, for that’s
the nickname I gave him. I loved Popeye, but he wasn’t my first
choice. I knew he could do well, but I needed someone who
could do exceedingly well, not to mention his investment in the
restaurant could only be short term, for at some point he
mentioned he’d be called out to sea leaving me high and dry and
without a server. But Popeye was hired, and was everything I
thought he would be. Hard working, diligent, disciplined, well
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received by the clientele and always willing to sacrifice free time
for the sake of the Fly.

Brett was the next to come in. Had never waited tables a
day in his life, but DRUNK wanted him. He was an exceptionally
talented artist who had graduated from SCAD. You see, not all of
them are flippant children unable to make decisions on their own.
Brett is one of those exceptions. He was attractive, handsome,
stable, and got the nickname Soul Train. He was always ready to
learn more about this trade, because he saw the value in its pay,
and came to me often for advice on how he could do better. I like
people like that. I hate people who often consider they have
nothing more to learn.

But two green, inexperienced servers plus myself wasn’t
going to work. Viva and Mia and myself had been in this
business for years and years. We could handle 6 to 8 tables at
once. I couldn’t impose that upon Popeye and Soul Train right off
the bat. I needed a fourth. The way the schedule worked was
simple enough for the moment. Popeye would come in to open,
somewhere around lunch I’d come in to be the second body
during the rush. Popeye would leave when the rush was over, I’d
handle the floor by myself until Soul Train came in at 5. I’d stick
around through the thickest part of the dinner rush, then bolt
when it died down, leaving Soul Train to close the Fly by
himself, hoping that somewhere around ten minutes before 9 he
didn’t get a wave of last minute diners. But, we needed a fourth
just so that each of us could ultimately get a day off.

It was by luck on everyone’s part when I had one of those
afternoons where the restaurant filled to capacity at just the
weirdest time of day. Popeye had long since left at 2, right after
the lunch crowd had dwindled away. But somewhere around
3:30, a shitload of people came from out of nowhere, just to test
me on how well I could handle 13 tables by myself. DRUNK?
When things like that happened she’d walk through the dining
room, pick up an empty glass on her way into the kitchen then
ask, “Everything alright?”
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I was working a table hard, a couple in their forties
accompanied by an attractive young girl and her muscled up
boyfriend. As the elder lady asked about various dishes, the
muscle boy kept saying, “Let’s let him get back to work. Looks
like he’s busy.” I love when people are aware of their
surroundings. I didn’t have the time to chitchat and he knew it.
Finally, dropping off their food and dashing to the next table he
stops me quickly, “Dude, do you need some help?”

“Are you a server?”
“Yeah.”
“Yeah, I need some serious help. Come in tomorrow and

we’ll talk….and by the way, thanks for cutting me loose earlier.”
“I know how it is, man. Go ahead and get the check

ready. I’ll make sure they take care of you.”
His name was Nick, an Italian gym boy from New York

who had the best disposition and carefree attitude I’d ever met. I
gave him the nickname “Nickname.” We were now ready to go: a
staff that DRUNK was happy with because they were pretty to
look at and a staff I could mold, nurture, teach.

DRUNK’s attacks on LAME became a way of everyday
verbiage. She berated him in front of the staff, called him a prick,
dick, flaccid, and a fuck in front of everyone constantly. He
would slink away, hoping not to incite. Nothing he did was right
in her eyes, and she’d say so verbally, when there was an
audience present. We weren’t sure what to do when those
eruptions occurred. He’d do something as simple as walk into the
kitchen. “GET THE FUCK OUT OF MY KITCHEN, ASSHOLE!”
He’d lower his head and leave. She’d continue even if he wasn’t
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in ear shot, “LAME, IF I TOLD YOU ONCE, THEN I’VE TOLD
YOU A THOUSAND TIMES. STAY IN THE FRONT AND
HANDLE THE BOOKS. I’LL HANDLE THE KITCHEN!!!!”

“QUIT ORDERING EXPENSIVE SHIT AND BUY
CHEAPER BREAD!”

“GO TO KROGER NOW!!! NOW, YOU FUCK!! WE’RE
OUT OF BROCCOLI! AND BE SURE TO GET THE CRAP
THAT’S ON MANAGER’S SPECIAL!”

“WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU LOOKING AT YOU,
DICKWEED????”

“YOU FUCKING STINK!!!!”
“HEY, ASSHOLE! ARE YOU GONNA DO WHAT I TELL

YOU OR NOT???”
“WHY DO I HAVE TO TELL YOU HOW TO DO

EVERYTHING? WHY CAN’T YOU FIGURE SHIT OUT FOR
YOURSELF, YOU DIPSHIT???”

“NO….WIRE….HANGERS!!!! EVERRRRR!!!!!”
We all turned a blind eye to it, and watched the psychosis

slowly trickle its way into the atmosphere of the dining room.

It was not long after the ownership change that our usual
clientele noticed that something was peculiar about the Fly.
Staffing changes are one thing. God knows Mia and Viva had
their fair share of repeats that continued to come to the Fly for
their company. The clientele were willing to learn the new staff,
but in all actuality, a restaurant can have wonderful food and
impeccable service, but the truth about regular clientele is the
bond that is formed with the server that has taken care of them
for years. So Mia and Viva’s regulars couldn’t be coaxed into
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stopping by anymore. The quality of the food had suffered, and
the next grouping of regulars noticed it right away. They were the
next group to go. You can’t fool your loyal clientele, for they
know when something is wrong. For instance, the Cranberry
Spinach Salad, now called the Spinach Salad, was the first thing
the long time loyalist noticed. “Is there new ownership? The
salad tastes….different.”

“Yes, the Fly was bought back in May.”
“I see. May I have the check please?”
The second thing they noticed was the lack of options on

the new lunch versus dinner menu.
“I don’t need a menu,” said one regular. “I’ll have the

Carolina Red Trout.”
With humility I informed the regular that we longer

offered the Carolina Red Trout for lunch, that it could only be
served after 5pm. Perhaps he would like the Salmon Club
Sandwich instead?

“No, I can get a sandwich anywhere. I didn’t come here
for a sandwich. I came for the trout.”

“I am so sorry. You know what? I know you’ve been
coming here a long time, and I know the cook knows how to
make the trout, let me see what I can do about it.”

I walked into the kitchen to ask Chase about preparing the
trout for a long time guest, to which he said, “Hell no. We let one
guy do it, everybody will do it.”

“No, I can buffer the crowd, but this guy has been coming
here for years, we should let him have the trout.”

“It ain’t gonna be that way. We have sandwiches for
lunch. I’m only making sandwiches.”

“Ok.”
With determination I went to my client to tell him that I

just couldn’t get the trout, bullshitted my way through it by
telling the regular that the trout just wasn’t defrosted yet.

With a sigh, he compromised, and accepted the Salmon
Club for lunch.
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As I hung the ticket I made sure to say loud enough, “Ok,
order in….and a $20 sell has now been reduced to a $10 sale.”

From out of nowhere, and I mean eerily out of nowhere,
LAME was behind me snapping at me roughly. “THAT’S
ENOUGH! WE WON’T HAVE ANY OF THAT! DON’T DO
THAT AGAIN! WE SERVE LUNCH AT LUNCH AND DINNER
AT DINNER! FROM NOW ON!”

The kitchen went quiet and Chase folded his arms as if to
show his ultimate power. “I told you how it’s gonna be. This is
my kitchen.”

I said only while passing him to head back into the dining
room, “My apologies, LAME. I’m only trying to increase your
sells and make you some money.”

Once the client was finished with his lunch, and had paid
with his credit card, he told me he wouldn’t be back.

“I’ve got sandwich shops closer to my office that taste
better. Be sure the new owners know that.”

And this was one matter I kept trying to stress to DRUNK
and LAME: we were off the beaten path, way off anyone’s map,
we had to have that uniqueness that made us a destination. If a fly
by night tourist saw our menu, they would have no need to
venture all the way down to Troup Square. The same shit, from a
can, could be found closer to their hotel…and much cheaper.

By Fourth of July weekend Stevie had gotten a job at a
hotel as a sales manager. The dynamics of our relationship
quickly changed. He was no longer the dutiful housewife that had
dinner ready and the house clean when I came home, but often
arrived home from work long after I did. We’d rendezvous on the
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balcony with a couple of beers and bitch about our day, then head
to bed. No more snuggle time. Just sleep. He was working hard,
long hours, and I was doing the same.

In the middle of July the ceiling caved in…literally. I
came home from work one afternoon to find the second floor of
the tower had collapsed, leaving huge mounds of concrete and
dust everywhere. Had Stevie or I been home, either one of us
might have been severely injured. So is the case with old homes,
and the tower was well over 200 years old. A city inspector came
to say that the house was no longer habitable and so ended my
time as a neighbor on Troup Square…but what did they care? I
was only a renter, right?

Stevie and I found an apartment next to Blaine’s Back
Door Bar on Perry Lane, just steps from being in the middle of
everything downtown. Blaine’s is sort of a neighborhood gay bar,
and it was no time before we became closely attached to the
bartenders. Dawn Dupree made me feel handsome, Richard
poured beautifully.

But on moving day I noticed something particular and
sad. I went to box up my yarn, finding all of it ruined from the
feeding of greedy moths that had shredded it to bits. I hadn’t
touched my knitting needles in months, hadn’t held the lovelies
in my hands in forever, and had allowed time and pests to destroy
hundreds of dollars of truly good wool. It was all thrown out, and
the needles, now warped from standing upright for so long, were
bent to the point they looked like boomerangs.

You don’t notice your neglect of the things you love at
the time they’re being ignored. It’s only in hindsight. First it was
all that precious wool I had spent months and months collecting,
needles made of hickory or bamboo that were now slouched and
sad…and a boyfriend who was becoming more and more
detached because the only thing I ever thought about was saving
the Fly. And why? Do I really need a reason? I loved that place, I
loved its history, loved the clientele, loved the money I made and
I wasn’t about to see it flushed down a toilet by the bad decisions
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of a lush. And maybe it’s something as simple as the work ethic
that my father instilled in me: you work hard, you take your
thrashings, and then you work even harder. Or maybe it had a lot
to do with Sharon. She was an intensely smart businesswoman
who knew this restaurant trade better than anyone I had ever
known, and never touted about it, or wore it on her sleeve. She
knew what she was doing and did it quietly. I wanted to save her
restaurant.

LAME said to me, “Perhaps we should change the name
of the restaurant to ‘DRUNK’S.’”

“I wouldn’t do that,” I replied. “You have the opportunity
right now to capitalize on seven years of name brand recognition.
You change the name and you have to start at ground zero. You
have to rebuild everything. Clientele, advertising, associations.”

I should have handed him a razor blade right then and
there and said, “Have at it,” so that he could scrape the Firefly
Café logo off the windows. “And can I have that blade back
when you’re done with it? I have a wrist with an itch.”

I was still only a cigarette length away from work, so that
didn’t slow down my hours at the Fly at all. I was still quick to
dash over there and make sure that everything was fine. It seemed
if ever I took a day off, something wildly out of control happened
and I was forced to handle the mess the day I came back. I had
the restaurant’s best interest at heart, not DRUNK’s and certainly
not mine, otherwise, I wouldn’t have stayed for as long as I did.

The menu had now changed, our usual clientele was now
completely gone with now the exception of my friend, Pam who
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made it clear to me that the only reason she still came was to
spend time with me.

Pam had been coming to the Fly long before I started
working there, had often come with her husband, but now came
alone. He had been put into an assisted living home and she still
frequented town often having lunch here and there and often
alone. She was a sophisticated, beautiful woman who had denied
aging any excuse to claim her. She had sharp blue eyes and a tall,
lean frame, reminiscent of a model. I don’t know how or why,
but we just started talking about socks one day. I explained to her
that I knit; she asked me if I could knit her a pair of socks. I,
delighted, agreed whole-heartedly. When she asked to pay for
them, I declined, asking her instead to go to Wild Fibre, purchase
the yarn she wanted, and I would make them for her. Moments
later she was back with a beautiful variegated purple and green
skein that I whipped up into a grand pair of socks in a few days.

When I met her at Troup Square to give her the socks, she
asked, “Do you mind coming to my car with me? There’s a box
that is a little too heavy to lift.” Naturally, I offered to help only
to find that it was a box for me. Inside? A six pack of Stella
Artois beer and some Brazilian nuts. I fell in love with her and
we have been friends ever since. On her occasions to the Fly I’d
talk about the health issues with my dad, and she would talk
about the health issues with her husband. On occasion, we’d
venture out for coffee, and on other occasions, we dined on
burgers and Scotch.

You see? These people I waited on regularly did not treat
me as a man in a uniform that handed them their food. They
treated me as their friend. And kept coming back to that disaster
of a restaurant just to support me.

The only traffic to the restaurant was tourist traffic;
people that had either been to the Fly a year prior on their
previous trip to Savannah or had heard about the restaurant from
friends and family that had been there before. I made sure of
asking new faces that came into the Fly how they had heard about
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us, and those were the usual reasons. No one ever said, “Oh,
well…I was just in the neighborhood.”

Whenever I was around town, I’d run into my former
clientele, all of them asking at some point or another, “What the
hell happened over there?”

“You know I’m doing everything in my power to save it. I
truly am.”

“Good luck with that. We won’t be back. But we do really
miss you, though. See you around town.”

Ann is another one of those spirited women who
gravitated into my life with a friendship. What started as a simple
server-client relationship has ended up being one of the most
inspirational bonds I’ve ever had the pleasure of belonging to.
Ann had made a name for herself in Seattle many years prior as a
savvy minded, marketing obsessed, no nonsense, and no bullshit
businesswoman. Now that she was settled in Savannah she had
become a true benefactor of the arts in all its varying degrees of
expression.

We’d start a conversation of such intensity while I was
waiting on her, but with the window of time afforded us (my
having to tend to other tables), our talks could never fully get off
the ground. We quickly exchanged phone numbers. That was
where our friendship blossomed. We have a tendency to spend
hours and hours on the phone into reaches of the night talking
about art, religion, politics, relationships; conversations that
would have Bill Maher dying to jump in.  Lately, our phone
conversations had turned to the Fly.

Ann and her husband, Mike, came to the Fly less and less,
with each trip they took being more and more a disappointment.
They’d have to wait an hour for a table, for DRUNK had
instructed LAME that she only wanted the kitchen to have 5
tickets at a time. That’s roughly 8 tables sitting in a 13 table
restaurant leaving the other 5 tables vacant and pissed off guests
standing outside scratching their heads wondering why they
couldn’t sit down if there were open tables. Not only did Ann and
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Mike have to wait so long for the table, but ultimately have to
wait another 30 to 40 minutes for their food. What should be a
30-minute brunch was now nearly two hours long and not nearly
worth the price people were paying. Ann’s Greek omelet was
green, salty, broken to bits. Mike’s peach smoothie was nearly
soured, hinting on brown in color.  By their last visit, a Sunday
brunch, she pulled me aside and said, “You know the hash
browns DRUNK is serving us for $10 are shit. They just are. I
don’t even think they’re real potatoes. If I wanted to eat
cardboard I’d go to Denny’s. Gregory, you know we love you,
and love coming to visit, but I’m just not coming back. Have
lunch with me later this week…We should talk about what you
should do.”

We had a simple lunch at Six Pence Pub. Ann had a small
sandwich and a cup of soup. I had a Jack Daniels neat. It was one
of my very few days off.

Ann is a very direct woman. “Why don’t you look for
something else? Why are you trying so hard to save that place?”

“I feel like I owe it to Sharon for some reason. Or even
better yet, I feel like I owe it to the guests. I don’t understand
what DRUNK’s intentions are. I mean, why would you invest all
that money and run the place into the ground? If I were DRUNK
and LAME I would have waited until I made my money back
before doing anything risky.”

“Why don’t you have some lunch?”
“Ann, it’s been so long since I ate, I don’t know if my

system can handle it. I live off of coffee and cigarettes to keep me
going all day, then beer and cigarettes just to sleep at night.”

“You don’t eat at the Fly?”
“God, no. We’re not allowed to.”
“What???”
“Well, first, DRUNK did away with employee discounts,

then simply said that the staff couldn’t eat the food even if they
paid full price because she didn’t want to overwhelm the kitchen
with employee orders. I think it’s something else, though. I think
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she wants to save what little they’re ordering on guests. Heaven
forbid we should run out of something because the employees ate
it. But, who cares. I don’t trust the food, anyway. I’m glad you
won’t be going back there.”

“Maybe the more they see the regulars coming less and
less, the more inclined they’ll be to just step aside and let the
professionals do their jobs. I mean, those two come across as real
idiots, Gregory. They really do. My father owned a couple of
restaurants when I was younger, but he didn’t mess with them.
Absolutely not. He let the people who knew what they were
doing carry on about their jobs. And this,” she pointed at the Six
Pence menu to validate her point, “you never, EVER, mess with
this. If they want to run that place into the ground and not listen
to people, then that’s their business. I’m more concerned about
you. You’ve become the face of that restaurant. People all over
the neighborhood know you, not the new owners.”

“It’s true. I’ll be in Publix doing some shopping and
someone will come over and say, ‘hey, how are you! You know,
last time I was at the Fly I didn’t have such a good time. You
should tell the owners-’ blah blah blah. You know how it goes.”

“Well, everyone knows you’re the spark in there. You’re
the one whose been trying to keep it together. I know there are
quite a few people out there, noteworthy people mind you, who’d
be willing to lend a reference if you needed it. Hell, you’ve
already got my number. I think it won’t be too long before your
own credibility is at stake.”

“I do plan to leave, it’s just not the right time. I need to
stockpile a little money first. I have a family to take care of.”

“How is your partner, anyway?”
“(Ahem) I’ll have another Jack Daniel’s neat.”
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DRUNK asked me if I would see her in the office.
“Absolutely.”
LAME was sitting at the desk with some papers in his

hand. DRUNK stood behind me.
“What’s going on?”
LAME said, “You got a complaint. I received an email.”
“Ok, what was the complaint?”
“They said there was no water on the table when they sat

down.”
“We don’t serve water. Water is by request.”
“They didn’t have any silverware until after they ordered

their food.”
“I can’t imagine you need a fork and knife for your

beverage. They got their silverware before the food arrived.”
“They said you were too busy to talk about events going

on around town.”
“Yes. You try running 13 tables by yourself and throw in

a conversation. I politely told him about D o3. He could find
anything and everything in there to plan his weekend.”

“The crab cake wasn’t worth the price they paid for it.”
“I agree. But, I didn’t raise it to $16 for one crab cake.” I

shot a look to DRUNK. “Bad service is not the reputation we
want,” she said. Ok, but crap food sold at an exorbitant price is
perfectly suitable.

“The gentleman asked you to take their picture.”

                                                  
3 A weekend supplement to the Savannah Morning News.
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“Which I offered to do outside, with a view of Troup
Square behind him. When I got out there, they had another table
taking their picture. Does he ever mention bringing any of this to
my attention, or asking to see a manager, or the owner?”

“No.”
“That’s because he didn’t complain once. What he told

me was, ‘Everything was wonderful, thank you so much. I’ll take
the check.’ I think what you have here is someone dealing with
buyer’s remorse. When did you get the email?”

“Yesterday.”
“And they were here a week ago.”
Someone complaining about a meal they had a week

before sickened me and I was even more sickened by LAME
telling me the things I had no control over were the very things I
was being called out on. I just wanted to go home.

“Well,” I said, “for the things I did wrong, I apologize. If
you’ll be kind enough to reply on my behalf and tell him I am
sorry, and that I will make it up to him the next time I see him.
For the things beyond my control, I can take no responsibility for
that.”

“We’ve already decided to credit him and give him his
money back since he paid with a credit card.”

“Sounds fair.”
“So, I’m going to need your tip back.”
Stand there for a moment, fold arms, and cock head

sideways in bewilderment. “….Do what?”
“I’ll need the $25 back that he tipped you.”
I was stunned. Never in the million years that I had been

serving had I ever been asked for a tip back. Ok, you have the
occasional stiff when someone decides not to leave you a dime
because they’re either cheap, or they were pissed off, but no one
had ever asked for the tip back.

“Let me get this right. You’re asking for the tip back, not
the customer?”

“That’s correct. We’re crediting the full amount.”
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“I see.” I reached into my back pocket and pulled out my
wallet. I handed LAME $25.

I think some laws may have been broken, some ethics
breached. To this day, I’m not sure. But, I should have asked,
with every bit of courage I could muster, to see a transaction
receipt showing that the full amount of the customer’s charge was
credited back to his account.

Somehow I felt that $25 went right back into LAME’s
own pocket.

I was at home, making lasagna. I had bought wine, I had
bought flowers, I was doing everything I could to restart
something between Stevie and I. Nothing was working between
us. We had gotten to that point where we both worked so much
that we saw very little of each other. And when we did see each
other, we fought like rabid dogs, resentful of each other. I
accused him often of being unfaithful. And he probably was. He
accused me of being controlling. And I probably was. You know,
I had seen my father do that when he and my mother were on the
outs. He brought his work home; spoke to all of us like the
privates and corporals that worked beneath him. I did the same to
Stevie. I was demanding, aggressive, insensitive, and wanted to
know his actions at all times.

The lasagna was pulled out of the oven at about 7pm
when the phone rang. It was DRUNK yelling, “Get over here,
NOW! Chase hasn’t shown up! I don’t have a cook for tonight!”
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Upon entering the Fly, I found quite a few tables being
handled well by Soul Train, who was oblivious to what was
going on.

“Who are all those people in the kitchen? Where’s
Chase?”

“Brother, I have no clue.”
DRUNK, in a panic, had called her sales rep for Sysco,

whose husband was a chef, who called a number of his friends.
The entire kitchen was filled with an army of culinary men all
trying to figure out what to do.

DRUNK approached me quickly, “Go across the street
and get my chef’s coat.”

“Why, what’s going on?”
“I have to cook tonight!”
She was hysterical, panic stricken. DRUNK was like an

actor who doesn’t know the lines to their part being thrust
onstage. She acted like an understudy, who hadn’t been studying.

I did what I was told, dashed to her house across the
street, grabbed her dusty chef’s coat and ran back to the Fly. She
rushed into the office to put it on, grabbing a bottle of wine on
here way. “That asshole! How could he do that to me! It’s so
typical of them. They do that to you. They’re lazy. You can’t
trust any of them.”

Once her jacket was on, she gulped her wine as though it
were a freshly poured bit of tap water, then rushed back to the
kitchen, grabbed a tomato and began to slice it, which was weird,
considering orders were coming in, and the army of culinary men
were asking where the recipes were. Instead of her jumping to the
line to just start the orders, she disappeared inside that one
tomato, slicing it slowly, with such a focus, with such a sense of
purpose. I watched her that whole time, rolling up her sleeves,
tucking under her fingers, as though her whole career, her whole
restaurant was based on the success of how well she sliced that
one damned tomato. That’s when it dawned on me. She had no
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clue, no fucking idea what was going on inside Fly. She was a
sham, a liar, a fake.

I rushed over to read the order and just began to dictate,
“Drop Salmon. Start your risotto. Do we have caramelized
onions? No? Ok. Soul Train! 86 Pasta Lorraine. Ask C3 if they’d
like something else. You! What’s your name? Go into the back
into the courtyard, into the shed, third shelf at 3 o’clock, grab a
bag of romaine.”

One of the guys had done his best to hand me a dish that
definitely had the ingredients, but just didn’t look the same. “You
know what, man? Tonight, I don’t care. As long as it tastes good,
we’re fine.”

DRUNK left the kitchen to head back into the office,
collapsed into her chair and drank more wine. We got through the
dinner rush, thankfully. And by now she was lit, I was pissed, and
the Fly was on a fast track to nowhere. Soul Train popped in to
tell DRUNK, “Chase is on the phone.”

“Tell him I’m busy,” then she’d sip her wine.
“We’ll get through this,” I said. But was I talking to her or

myself?
When I got home, the lasagna was cold and Stevie wasn’t

wearing his wedding band.

I could have been a better man when it came to our
relationship, but the truth is, he no longer needed me. And I’m
not sure if he even wanted me. I had once been the protector and
provider. Now, I was the jail warden who wanted him to wear an
ankle bracelet so I’d know his whereabouts. There was no more
croquet, no more mornings spent with a Bloody Mary. We were
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detached and separate. But, I loved him so much, and still do.
(And that’s the part I hate most. I still do love him). I could have
been a better man to him. I know I could have. But, the Fly had
begun to consume me. I wanted nothing more than to see it
survive on Sharon’s terms, on its own history. I was trying to
save the restaurant from its new owners. As far as I was
concerned, the Fly was an entity all its own. And if it was done
properly, it didn’t matter who was in what position, it would
flourish without any of us. I never thought of it as simply a
building. I thought of it as a being, an idea, a method of homage
to which all grand little restaurants should strive towards. It was a
place where people could and would dine alone, because they felt
they had a home, for the atmosphere allowed that. You were
amongst friends, neighbors and a staff that cared about you, not
just your dining habits.

(One of our regulars, dying of cancer, requested her last
meal be from the Fly. That’s the sense of family that particular
restaurant nourished).

Now, the Fly was becoming a travesty and I had
sacrificed my own relationship with Stevie to see it flourish. I
found out, through my own dark moments left alone, that the Fly
was a substitute for a love that I no longer had.

The day after Chase’s disappearing act, he attempted
repeatedly to call DRUNK, who basically told him he was fired.

“He said he had to be in court,” she said. “I’ve been in the
law field. Trials don’t last that late into the night.”

After she refused to accept his phone calls, Chase showed
up at the restaurant, and DRUNK ran through the kitchen
screaming, “Oh, my god, he’s here to kill me! THAT THUG IS
GOING TO KILL ME!!!” She then darted out the courtyard,
through the back gate, and ran to her home. While she was
flipping out, Chase just grabbed his things from the kitchen,
dropped off the keys to the restaurant and left, never to be heard
from by any of us again.
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Her hysterics can only be attributed to one who subscribes
to stereotypes. Here comes the black man the white woman fired
to beat her down.

South Magazine’s annual restaurant edition had just hit
the newsstands and I was eager to see the Fly prominently in
print. Southern Living had written about us years before, and
even though South Magazine is a more regional magazine, I’ve
always thought its layout, feel, and topics (mostly Savannah
based) made it a top-notch magazine that should be more
national. It was hip, stylish, and made this region of the country
look as cosmopolitan as up north.

But, flipping through the pages I noticed practically every
single restaurant in Savannah was listed, except the Fly.
Everything from The Wing Shack to Vic’s on the River had either
a full page of review boasting their specialties, or a mention of
their menu and location….except the Fly. I immediately brought
it to LAME’s attention, who merely said, “Yes, South Magazine
called. It was a sales call. They probably want us to buy an ad. I
didn’t call them back.”

“They were probably calling to interview DRUNK for the
restaurant edition. Look at this,” I showed him the magazine,
showed the colorful write-ups about the chefs around town.

“No,” he replied, “those people all paid to be in there.”
“Actually, none of them paid. This isn’t an ad based

magazine.”
“We have enough advertising right now, we don’t need

anymore.”
And that was the last of that.
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Still, I trudged on, doing what I could to keep the
restaurant alive. No more regulars, no more clientele. We were
living on the fumes of the tourists, and I was doing everything I
could to let DRUNK and LAME know that those tourist dollars
would be gone as of the end of next May.

“Why? What’s so special about then?”
“Two things happen. All the colleges, including SCAD,

graduate and they all leave. More than 10,000 of them. Secondly,
the heat starts kicking in and nobody comes to Savannah. It’s a
ghost town. We need to start building more local business, so
we’ll actually have some business once the tourists are gone.”

But, they were doing everything in their power to push
everyone away.

Anyone and everyone could tell that there was new
ownership. Savannah is a small town, and those who live here
were quick to spread the word about the shitty, over priced food,
and lack of VIP treatment. Tourists were still coming in, but
leaving with scowls. It had nothing to do with service, but had
everything to do with the ownership.

One woman asked if she might be able to speak to a
manager. LAME rushed over. She gave him a quick insight into
what she felt had gone wrong with the restaurant. The Fly was
pricing itself out of the market, the quality of the food was sub
par, everything that was magical about the place was gone. His
response was quick and to the point, even arrogantly so: “Well, I
am not the manager, I am the owner, and this is how it’s going to
be.”

You don’t ever do things in a restaurant for yourself. The
entire industry is based on someone else’s happiness: the
customer’s. You don’t open when you want to, you open when
they want you to. You don’t serve what you want, you serve what
they want. And you don’t charge what you want, you charge what
they’re willing to pay. And they just were not going to pay for it
anymore. Sales were going down, even though the restaurant was
ordering cheaper quality ingredients and charging more for it.
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Chase had been replaced with another of DRUNK’s old
encounters, Jack, who had worked with her at another one of her
failed endeavors. Upon talking with him after his arrival, I
learned he used to do crack with my stepbrother years before.

“But, I’m totally clean now.”
Yeah, right…
Chase’s brother was now replaced with Anthony. A long

time line cook who got the message right away. He didn’t
interfere, he didn’t bring his ego. He cooked food according to
the recipe. Done. The dishwasher, Emeka was now in the kitchen,
and what a stunning performance he did. His salads and
sandwiches were the most beautiful I had ever seen. His eye for
presentation was artistic and I made a point of telling him so
often. A regal black woman named Uneka, with a flair for doing
her hair and flashing a beautiful smile, was then added to the
kitchen, and it seemed this crew might actually work out.

Popeye got a gig out at sea and fled for a career he had
been waiting for. Not long after, Soul Train had the same calling
from someone in his profession offering him a job. It was now
Nickname and I.

I remember when I was hired at the Fly, how dozens of
servers were applying and how only one got the job. Now, the
reputation in Savannah’s incestuous server pool was so bad,
nobody came to apply for a job. So LAME took it upon himself
to be a server. A man who had never waited tables in his life was
not the issue. Soul Train had proven it could be done, even in a
place like the Fly where experience was paramount and essential.
The real issue was the owner waiting tables and telling people,
“No, you can’t order it that way because I’m the owner and I said
so.”

I don’t know this for certain, but it certainly did make
sense, but because sales were plummeting downward, it would
appear the Fly wasn’t making the money that DRUNK and
LAME had invested. They weren’t getting their return. As a
matter of fact, it seemed they were losing money fast. LAME had
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already taken a part time job working at the Diocese, and now he
was waiting tables, collecting lots of cash nightly and throwing it
towards their own expenses. DRUNK and LAME weren’t even
buying their own groceries. He’d eat a bowl full of mash potatoes
for dinner at the restaurant, and she’d drink a couple of bottles of
wine. Seeing the value of what we made, he rushed in to collect
some of it for himself, but was socially ill equipped to handle the
needs and egos of our demanding tourists. “You want to
complain about the service? Go ahead then. I’m the owner.”

South Magazine did come back. They wanted to do a
feature on our Banana Nut French Toast with Crème Anglaise for
their next issue. The writer came, loved every minute of it, and
wrote a more than satisfying bit in the magazine about how the
Banana Nut French Toast was one thing, but that the absolute
winner, hands down, bar none, was the crème anglaise.  I’ll be
damned if the Sunday following the magazine’s release, if the
one thing I went looking for was crème anglaise, it was the one
thing I couldn’t find.

“Emeka? Where’s the crème anglaise?”
“We didn’t make any.”
“You’re kidding me. South Magazine just ran a great

article about that specifically.”
“DRUNK told us not to make it. She said it was too

expensive.”
“Ok. Now I know you’re fucking with me. Where is it?”
“I’m tellin’ ya, G. There ain’t no crème anglaise.”
The doors were opened and the usual Sunday brunch

madness began and it was the first thing anyone wanted: Banana
Nut French Toast. There was no bullshitting my way out of this
one, even though I tried my damndest. “You know, it’s been so
popular today that we’ve run out.”

But, you just opened 20 minutes ago!
There was skepticism seen on the faces of people who

read about it and wanted it, or people who had eaten there before
and had come back for it.
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When DRUNK did arrive at around 1 in the afternoon I
brought it to her attention.

“Fuck the crème anglaise. It’s too difficult and too
expensive and we only use it once a week. Besides, I’m tired of
Sharon still getting credit for recipes she doesn’t even own
anymore.”

I get it! In a quick blast of eureka I get it! You’re so
fucking jealous! Her shit is winning, your shit is a dud! That filet
you put on the menu? Tossed out and put into soup because
nobody ordered it! The crème anglaise recipe Sharon left behind
for you to profit from? It has a cult fucking following and you
can’t stand it!

The same was true with the Southern Comfort Peach
Bread Pudding that Sharon and Karol had perfected. Imagine
warmed bread topped with cooked peaches, then served with a
crème anglaise over the top that had been spiked with Southern
Comfort. They had done such a marvelous job with it that Janice
Shay included it in her collection of recipes called, “Savannah
Desserts.” That dessert was beyond reproach, amazingly
delicious, and often requested without a full meal. People would
come in for a glass of wine and the peach bread pudding. Hell, I
don’t care for peaches, nor bread pudding and even I would lick
the bowl when I ordered it.

It never dawned on me, I never thought twice about it
until the crème anglaise was scratched. DRUNK hated the fact
that Sharon’s recipes were published, sought after, adored,
wanted and admired and DRUNK’s recipes were found online at
food.com. They were run of the mill, typical, and not even her
own.

When the Crème Anglaise was scratched, the bread
pudding was now served with caramel over it. The bread now
being made from leftover biscuits and dinner rolls that were over
a week old. The caramel served from (you guessed it!) a can.
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Let’s call the fourth server that we hired Fatty. I’m
generally not this evil, nor this mean, but he deserves the name to
its absolute truthfulness. He is slovenly, he is obese. He is a
prick, a dick, and all things grotesquely gross. I hired him
because I had no choice. No one was applying; no one was
coming in to fill out applications. He had experience, but the
weight issue was a problem. Being in the side station, or in the
kitchen of the Fly is a lot like being in a submarine, and I knew
that his size would be of some concern. Everyone needs to make
a living, but he just wasn’t what customers had in mind when it
came to impressive service. They noticed him right away, looked
at him sourly, then saw the muscle boy Nickname, and the lean
me running to other tables and you could see the desperation on
their faces. “Help me!”

I had not knit in so long. I had not been to Wild Fibre, had
not even considered it. Saving the restaurant consumed me. There
was nothing more I wanted than to save the Fly from DRUNK
and LAME, but I knew that I was fighting a losing battle. I had
no real power. I couldn’t even placate the guests anymore. I was
thinking about Christmas and it wasn’t even Halloween yet. I
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wanted to find some really good yarn, and make Stevie a scarf. I
know I said I didn’t enjoy simple shit, but I wanted him to have
something debonair to wear with his suit and overcoat when he
walked to work. I wasn’t spending much time at home, and
neither was he. I was at the Fly daily, hourly, passing minutes
keeping me wondering if the thing was going to just cave in on
itself at any minute, and I, like the dutiful guy I am, trying to
keep the place together with Band Aids. Stevie, when not
consumed with work during the week, was partying on the
weekends out of town on either Tybee or God knows where.

“You could have at least asked me if I’d like to go,” I
once barked.

“Because you have to be at the Fly! Why bother asking? I
know that’s your answer anyway! Besides, it’s not your crowd.”

And he was right. “Still, it would be polite to ask!”
Dad was now on oxygen full time. The disease had kicked

into high gear. He had made for himself a spot on a list for a lung
transplant. But, his doctor had told him if he didn’t get the lung,
he’d be dead within a year. Even though Dad was number two on
the list for getting a lung, the whole business had become a
waiting game. He would wait for that lung while the disease
consumed him. And I prayed an awful lot that some other guy’s
misgiving would be my dad’s fortunate breath of air.

He was actually pretty funny about it. He’d see
motorcyclists riding by without helmets and he’d exclaim, “There
go my new lungs!”

I tried to keep a sense of humor about it, too. “Dad, let’s
figure out whose number one and take them out so you’ll be first
on the list.”

“Yeah, son. You pull that shit and once I’m first on the
list, people will be hunting me down!”

Dad understood karma. Good for him.
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I was leaving work and hitting Parker’s to get an 18 pack
of beer, would get home, crawl into bed with my beer and wait
for Stevie to get home…often without his wedding band, and
often as shit faced as I was. We’d fight, say nasty things to each
other, and then collapse into bed doing our best to keep a nice
safe distance between us. We didn’t even want to brush up
against each other in our sleep. We’d wake the next morning and
apologize, but the damage had been done. You often can’t take
back the slice to someone when you call them a whore. Yes, the
wound will heal, but there will always be a scar there that
reminds your victim of your insolence.

I came home one rainy day to find Stevie and his things
all gone. All that was left was his set of keys to the apartment and
a note: “I do love you. I just can’t do this anymore. I wish you all
the best.”

Running into the bedroom, I screamed his name; to the
bathroom, to the walk in closet to see all of his clothes gone;
outside to the street to see if I could see him, thinking I had just
missed him by minutes; back into the apartment pulling out my
phone and calling him, to find no response.

I paced in disbelief, whispering, “Please don’t leave me,
Stevie, please.” The apartment was cold and lifeless, a simple
shell holding the scrawny remains of a beaten man with a
breaking heart. I went to his side of the bed, laid myself down,
because his pillows still smelled of him, and cried myself to
sleep.

And that was when the madness set in.
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On my way home from the Fly I stopped by Wild Fibre
for some fisherman’s wool for cable knit sweater. I needed
something so distinctly detailed and challenging to keep me
focused.

I developed a routine that allowed me an escape from the
pain and loss that I was attempting to deal with. Some people
find themselves shopping, others overeat, and most fall into the
haven of hellish drug abuse.

I found myself knitting and drinking beer.
I’d wake at 5 or 6am, make coffee, lay on Stevie’s side of

the bed and begin knitting, working on the cable knit sweater
until just a few minutes shy of having to leave for the Fly. A
quick shower then out the door, come home with a can of soup
and a 12 pack of beer, head back to his side of the bed and
continue knitting until I fell asleep, wrapping my work and
sliding it under the pillows on the opposite side of the bed.

It seems innocent enough, doesn’t it? At first it was, the
whole monotony and distraction kept me from truly going insane
at first, but eventually the whole situation got worse and worse. I
was escaping into my knitting world in order to keep me from
dealing with life, but like all escapes, it became a legitimate
addiction, just as horrid and life consuming as any addiction
might.
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It was the early part of November and cool weather was
starting to set in. The prosperous days of the Fly were no more,
but I was still set on helping it survive despite whatever crazed
actions DRUNK and LAME came up with. I was no longer
making the money I once was. The cable was shut off. Then the
internet. Then my phone.

Sales were continuing to plummet, and DRUNK and
LAME were convinced it had everything to do with Fatty,
Nickname and myself not selling enough. In the minds of the
current owners of the Fly, their poor business decisions were not
to blame. They were convinced the restaurant’s reputation was
golden and better than ever, thanks to them.

A film crew had offered DRUNK and LAME a
substantial amount of cash if they were to close the Fly for a day
so that it could be used as a location shot. It would be a slow
Monday, so there wouldn’t be that much action at the restaurant
anyway. While the Fly was closed to the public, DRUNK insisted
I take Nickname and Fatty to an off sight spot and have a stern,
merciless meeting with them about how they weren’t doing their
jobs. She would be doing the same with the kitchen crew.

I met my two fellow servers at McDonough’s, sat them
down at the bar and said simply, “I’ve been asked to call this
meeting to inform you that you haven’t been doing your jobs
very well…. That’s what DRUNK wants me to tell you.
Truthfully? I think the two of you are doing just fine. As a matter
of fact, I think you’re doing exceptionally well. You are not the
reason the Fly is in trouble. So, my professional advice to you is
to save your money, look for a new job, and head for the hills,
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because I don’t think the restaurant will be open very much
longer at this rate.”

They just looked at me stunned.
“Who wants a beer? Fellas? Beer?”
Nickname was the first to pipe up. “I agree with you. I’ve

been in this business a long time, and I’ve never seen so many
bad decisions. People walking out because they can’t get the
expensive items they want, even though the kitchen can make it.
And Jack’s food looks like shit. He thinks he’s the most amazing
thing that ever happened to that restaurant, but his food sucks,
and DRUNK and LAME are putting all their hopes in him.
DRUNK hands him a bottle of wine before his shift, winks and
says, ‘it’s about to go sour, use it for cooking.’ That’s bullshit. He
ends up drinking it with her.”

“I know, I know.”
We spent the next couple of hours doing the wholehearted

bitch fest that any good crew should do on occasion. Beer was
drank, laughs were had, and when we were finished I made it
perfectly clear to them, “LAME is doing the schedule now. I
think they’re trying to phase me out by taking away my
responsibilities. So, take care of yourselves, save your money,
and if you need anything, anything at all, don’t hesitate to ask.
We only have each other to rely on.”

We decided to head back to the Fly to see how the filming
was going, and we arrived just as they were packing up their
gear.

“How was the filming?”
“Could have been better without the drama.”
“Actors giving you shit?”
“Nah, something happened with your kitchen staff. Two

ambulances and some cops were called.”
Apparently, DRUNK’s meeting with the kitchen started at

9am and had begun with a couple of bottles of wine. When the
wine wasn’t getting them fucked up enough, pills were
introduced. By whom and what kind to this day I do not know.
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But, two in the kitchen overdosed. A third got violent and pulled
knives on everyone, prompting the police to be called.

“Where’s DRUNK?”
“She’s in her office.”
I walked in to find the woman passed out over her desk. I

looked at Nickname and Fatty and said, “Head for this hills,
fellas.”

I had lost contact with the previous staff of the Fly under
Sharon. Even though we had spent our lives, hopes, fears and
cries together, I had not heard from any of them. Loosing Mia’s
friendship was the worst part of it. We had been coworkers,
neighbors and the closest of friends, and now? Now I had no idea
where she was living or even where she was working. She might
have gone back to New York; she might have head somewhere
else. But, loneliness was beginning to set in roughly. After a
month or two, the scent of Stevie had long since dissipated and I
moved to sitting on the floor.

My cable knit sweater was coming along nicely. I had
never done cables before and loved the fact that I had to
concentrate more on the diagram than my life in general. The
doorbell would shrill, and I wouldn’t budge. The bartenders next
door would pass me as I came home in the evening and ask why I
wasn’t coming over anymore. “I’m working on something.”
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I ran into Mr. Dickson one evening walking his dog,
Goat, through Wright Square.

“Well, its good to see you, young man.”
“Thank you, Mr. Dickson! It’s good to see you, too. I

wish I saw more of you, but I can judge by your last visit to the
Fly why I haven’t seen you in a while.”

On his last trip to the restaurant, he and Mrs. Dickson had
an appalling time. The food took forever, looked like shit, tasted
awful, and never got the VIP treatment they were worthy of,
considering they had been champions of the Fly for years. When
they asked to speak to the new owner, DRUNK told Fatty to tell
the Dicksons to go fuck themselves, “and tell them we don’t need
them anymore, tell them not to come back, and tell them to tell
all their friends not to come back either.”

That’s when it dawned on me. Having been snubbed by
Savannah society, she bought their little heavenly spot where
they all came to dine. Now, that she had it, she felt it was her turn
to show disapproval and dismiss anyone she felt had treated her
unkindly, which is the dumbest move you can imagine, for now
she not only needed their approval, she needed their money, too.

But, DRUNK wasn’t about to be completely turned away
by the Savannahians that boast the best addresses.

Diana Bell, so the story goes, came to Savannah with
quite a bank account, but wasn’t of pedigree. She had married
into her money, rather than have it land in her lap when a relative
died. Upon moving to Savannah she had been snubbed, and just
to prove a point, bought the biggest, most expensive house in
town and dubbed it the “Fuck You” House.
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Years later she became a prominent member of the brood
of blue bloods none of us ever gets to see. You’re familiar with
the sort. They hide behind the walls of some of the grander
homes and rarely leave a tight circle of private dinners and
events. They move in a world so tightly shut that they’re never
seen in restaurants, but dine amongst each other in catered
dinners and hired staff. Their groceries are bought for them, their
shopping done for them, allowing them the quietness of a
protected life away from the rest of the world.

DRUNK was invited for cocktails at Diana Bell’s home,
not by Diana Bell mind you, but by someone with whom I have
so much respect I shall not mention their name. The friend of
Diane Bell extended an invitation to DRUNK who leaped at the
opportunity to wiggle her way into the deepest seat of
Savannahian money. Diana Bell had very little to do with
DRUNK at the cocktail party. DRUNK had bought the Fly, a
casual standard amongst the better set, but now floundering. Left
alone, DRUNK found her way into a conversation with Diana
Bell’s daughter, who had just recently arrived in Savannah.
Throughout the conversation the daughter mentioned her
boredom and her need to flourish on her own somehow. “Its all
dinner parties and shopping,” said the daughter. “I want to get out
of the house more.”

DRUNK offered her a job serving at the Fly. The next
morning I was told about the whole plan.

“That’s the clientele we want! That’s whom we’re
catering to! If we can get Diana Bell’s daughter to work here,
we’ll get Diana Bell and all of her friends to come more often!
Her daughter will be here shortly to talk to you.”

In walks Paris Hilton’s Savannahian clone, complete with
a dog in a bag. Yep, you heard me. She showed up for her
interview with a small Chihuahua in a handbag. “I haven’t named
him yet.”

“Call him Rupert,” I said.
“Why Rupert?”
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“Cause he looks like a fox…Do you have any serving
experience?”

“I worked at a country club owned by my family once.
But it was a little weird, you know? It was like, everyone knew
my family owned it so a lot of the people I worked with didn’t
want to talk to me. I guess they were scared or something.”

I looked at DRUNK who was gleeful, big smiled, thumbs
up on the other side of the room.

“Well, then…sounds like you’re perfect! Can you start
tomorrow?”

The next day, middle of a busy shift, Diana Bell arrives to
witness her daughter’s first day at the Fly. She sat, gave
disapproving eye to the tourists in flip flops and trolley stickers,
waited an hour for her food, didn’t even bother to eat more than
two bites of it, looked with disappointing leer at DRUNK through
the kitchen, gathered her daughter and left.

And that door was closed to DRUNK for good.

The loss of Stevie was the biggest thing that pressed on
my mind. I had no idea where he had gone, if he was well, if he
was eating, if he was taking care of himself. I had lost the one
thing I wanted more than anything: someone to take care of. I
couldn’t do it for my dad; I couldn’t do it for the Fly. I couldn’t
take care of either of those things. Both my father and the Fly
were slowly dying, and nothing I could do would save them. And
with Stevie’s disappearance, the only thing I could see come to
life, the only thing I could have flourish, was the project in my
hands.
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I was coming home at about 9pm, now with an 18 pack of
beer, cracking one open and heading to a spot on the floor by the
window. I listened to talk radio just to have voices around me,
voices that could mention nothing about the Fly, the dying dad,
or the partner that had left me. I sat by the window just so I could
look out and hopefully see him walk by. It had been weeks and
he didn’t return my calls.

I knit in the dark. Darkness is fond of hiding your shit,
whereas daylight likes to remind you of truth. In the daylight you
could see me slowly withering away, you could see my hands all
nicotine stained and aging fast work their dry way with needles.
You could see that I hadn’t shaved, nor eaten properly in weeks,
you could see the varicose veins rising up my legs. But, in the
dark, you couldn’t see any of it. My hands, by the street lamps
glare, tittered away with the cable knitting, looking like two
spiders rummaging up a home out of their spun beauty, my long
fingers quickly working through the cables, the yarn, the needles.
You couldn’t see the stains on the clothes that I wore, you
couldn’t see my sad eyes, dreary, sullen. My legs would go numb
from sitting cross-legged on the floor, but the intensity to which I
continued in my escape kept any pain at bay. And that’s the
point, isn’t it? Keep traveling further and further away from truth
so that there is no pain.

I studied the pattern for the cable knit sweater.
And often it would hit me while working that yarn slowly

through my hands.
You’re losing everything.
Focus! (WS) Sl 1 pwise, P0, *K2 P2, REP FROM *

UNTIL END OF ROW.
Crack open more beer. Don’t bother discarding of the

empty cans. Use them as ashtrays readily on hand. And when
they’re full of smoked up stokes and ash, keep them around to
remind you of what’s happening.

I’d sit there mindfully trying to dismiss any thought of
reality, whilst dozens of beer cans piled up around me. I didn’t
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stop to eat, because when I pushed the needles and yarn aside,
real life came to remind me of truth: He’s gone, Gregory. And
he’s not coming back.

But, if I make him this beautiful sweater, he-
-won’t be back.
FOCUS! K2, PM, K2, P9, K2, PM, P1… K2, PM, K2, P9,

K2, PM, P1 K2, PM, K2, P9, K2, PM, P1 K2, PM, K2, P9, K2,
PM, P1 K2, PM, K2, P9, K2, PM, P1….

At some point, so much beer would take over and I’d
make mistakes on that sweater and force myself to eat a can of
soup, crawl into his side of bed, the smell of it now only of me:
Old Spice, beer, dirty socks.

I’d wake the next morning, still in my uniform, grab
another beer, work more on the sweater, and waste time away
while I waited to go to work. I’d have a six-pack of Budweiser
for breakfast, then head to the restaurant by 9:30. Did I care? I
dared the lush who employed me to call me out for being buzzed
at work. I’d be quick to point out the health department would
probably have a great time trying to figure out her and her cook’s
drunkenness when it came to food handling and preparation, not
to mention the whole scenario would look great to a couple of
lawyers who’d probably be ready to pounce on the first sign of
food poisoning. You’re cooking, serving, handing people food
you prepared, and in your fucked up state are you absolutely sure
that’s a bottle of olive oil or a bottle of bleach?

Twelve hours later I was back at home, sitting in the dark,
working on the cable knit sweater, drinking at the very minimum
a 12 pack a night, and having the last 6 of the 18 pack for
breakfast the following morning. I was not eating, was not
showering, and wasn’t even pissing right. I can’t pee now, I have
to finish this row….Madness was getting the best of me; true
madness where your escape becomes your every moment, your
only concern. My skin burned on occasion because I wanted to
scream, wanted to yell, wanted back the life that was being
stripped of me. But, I couldn’t. I had to keep it together by
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finding the things of comfort that kept me from leaping to my
own death. I drank, I knit, I disappeared. I listened to talk radio,
conservative talk radio constantly, because it was another
distraction. Listening to voices scream about the paralysis of this
country helped me get enthused, helped me avoid thinking about
reality.

I was at Saigon by myself halving lunch. Always the
same thing, Crazy Curry, mild, with a Tsing Tao beer. Lonely,
sad, bitter, I kept my head down most of the time, my back to the
window, my only view should I look up was the vacant wall
before me and a door to the toilet. There was a snag in my
sweater around the waistline and the thing had started to unravel.
It wasn’t a hand made anything, probably made by a machine in
China. I asked the server for a pair of chopsticks, held them in
my hands like knitting needles, pulled more of the threading from
my snagged sweater and began to cast on….

I was sick.
Lost, hurt, and heartbroken, the only thing I could do was

go through the motions. Life imitates art. I worked my needles
like an automaton, unresponsive, unaware. I moved through my
days in much the same way. Had I given up? Yes. Indeed, I had.
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I came into work to find DRUNK in hysterics. Nickname
hadn’t show up to open the restaurant.

“Why didn’t you call me?”
“LAME took care of it. Nick’s a no call, no show.”
Head for the hills, my friend. Well done.
Later in the afternoon, once Fatty had shown up for work,

I overheard him and DRUNK in the courtyard discussing
Nickname’s departure.

“Gregory told him to do it,” Fatty said with glee. “You
should have heard what he said at that meeting. Gregory was
totally bad mouthing you and LAME.”

“That’s exactly what I needed to hear. He thinks this is his
restaurant. I’m the owner, not him. I’m relying on you to help me
through this, Fatty. I trust you.”

There you go, Fatty. Should you have the guts to read this
book, which I doubt you will, you’ll be thoroughly impressed at
how little I’ve actually badmouthed you. But, should you hear
what our clientele said of you in my passing with them around
town, you’ll be sadly informed. “Our server was beyond obese,
wearing filthy clothes, and carried our silverware to us in his
armpit. He sweat so much, drops of his perspiration landed on
our food. The coffee cups he handed us had lipstick stains on
them, and when we pointed this out he simply wiped the rims
with a towel. We won’t be back. It was deplorable. Disgusting.”

So you fucked me over, Fatty. Guess it’s my turn to do
the same.
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I put the cable knit sweater aside. It was taking too long. I
needed to see something come to life, something completed.

I started working on the amigurami pig…just so I had
some company. The magazine that showed me the amigurami
technique had three patterns: a pig, a rabbit, and a lamb. I figured
the pig was my most obvious choice. Once he was done, he sat
proudly by my bed…like a pet. Like something to talk to.

I spent Christmas Eve scrubbing the floors at the Fly.
Once in a while I’d look out those calcium stained windows to
see our previous regulars walking by tending to last minute
Christmas business. Mrs. Hultmann, Dennis and Maureen, Mr.
Dickson. They’d wave and I’d smile, and I wondered what they
thought of me. Did they realize I was trying to keep the Fly alive?
Or did they associate me with DRUNK and LAME as arrogant
entrepreneurs with no good sense of business? Did they view me
a follower, bowing to the whims and whipping thrashes of
DRUNK? Or did they think I was trying to get the two of them to
listen to me.

I spent Christmas Day with my father and his oxygen
tank. And despite everything, it was a traditional Christmas
dinner in the south. A beautiful ham, a moist turkey, stuffing,
green beans, macaroni and cheese, laughter, me getting up to get
a beer, dad getting up to refill his oxygen. We laughed a lot,
reminisced about Christmases in Europe. (The Europeans do
Christmas so well). There was a grand tree, the house decorated
beautifully, a wonderful spread for feasting, and it slowly made
its way into my lunacy, like a counselor of truth heralding some
much needed reality. This could be the last Christmas you have
with your father.

For a brief moment I forgot about my troubles. I forgot
about losing Stevie, losing the restaurant to some maniacs, and
remembered why I had come back to Savannah: to be with my
father. My father would laugh at something Diane or I said, and
then start coughing. He’d get winded and she’d remind him to
breathe through his nose. He would get that tint of purple and
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she’d say, “Your organs are screaming for oxygen. Breath
through your nose.”

We have a tendency to get so wrapped in the motions of
daily folly that we forget our purpose. We get so lost in the ideas
of simply tending to life on a logistical level, that we forget the
emotional level. We work hard to pay bills, we find our escapes
and we forget what it is we’re supposed to be doing instead. I
didn’t come to Savannah to save a restaurant. I didn’t come to
Savannah to marry someone. I came back to Savannah for the
purpose of being with my father. And in the months after the
restaurant had been sold to DRUNK, I had seen my father less
and less. I was focusing so much on trying to keep the Fly from
floundering, and in my down time I was a wreck sitting in the
dark drinking loads of beer and knitting shit that didn’t matter,
and never got finished.

I had become isolated, but obsessed. God, if you could
have seen my apartment, you would have called the fellas with
the straight jackets and had me locked away. There wasn’t a
surface that didn’t have a beer can or a skein of yarn. I never
showered because it took me away from my knitting. I didn’t
have a different project in every room, but every three inches. I
stood at the kitchen counter and knit my way into a getaway,
worked on a separate project while taking a shit, cooked and
worked on a different one, laid on the floor and worked on a fifth,
laid in bed and worked on a seventh.

Let’s say there were subconscious reasons for all of this,
and a surface reason, as well. The subconscious reason had much
to do with control. The only thing in my life I could control was
the knitting project at hand. I had the power to start and stop each
of them when and where I wanted to, and it was the only thing in
my life at the time that I had control over. On the surface, each of
those projects kept me focused away from reality no matter
where I happened to be.
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I came home early one day. I don’t remember why. I just
didn’t feel right, didn’t feel well. Gruesome feelings erupting in
my stomach. Probably from too much beer and not enough food.
Probably stress. Probably a self-induced slow suicide finally
working its way into a manifested reality.

I walked into my apartment, the stench of unseemliness,
unhealthiness hitting me quickly, the scorching sun baking all of
my madness into a rotting, putrid stink like that of a dying man.
There was yarn everywhere, knitting projects everywhere, beer
cans and opened cans of soup everywhere. The trash had
bellowed in the bag, splitting the plastic and spilling onto the
floor. Be mindful, reader, when I would come home, the toils of
the day kept all of that shit at bay. I’d recline on the floor, swig
my beer, knit on something mindlessly, then retract into bed. I
knew, somehow I knew out of my absolute peripheral that all of
the decay and dying was around me, but the knitting and the
drinking kept it at bay.

I dropped my keys on the counter, buried my face in my
hands, and was hit with the truth that only sobriety and idle
fingers without yarn can find. Everything was crumbling around
me. The life of independence I had worked so terribly hard to
build for myself was now at the mercy of my emotions.

To each of my projects my eyes stepped. None of them
made any sense. The cable knit sweater was so flawed in its
stitches, it looked like a hodgepodge of crinkles and pain. I think
the one in the kitchen was a wallet, but held no true shape or
form; that one in the bathroom, intended to be socks, looked so
warped and tainted with missed stitches that a run had appeared
down the side. They were all flawed, all broken, pained pieces of
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reflection. There was a cigarette burn in one project, stains from
food on another. There was another by the window, the needles
broken, my having stepped on them in the dark, while drunk,
while trying to make it to my bed without crying, or realizing
why life had left me.

That apartment I shared with Stevie had become a prison
of memories, of escape, of self-inflicted tyranny.

By the rites of spring, nothing had changed, except for my
body, which was beginning to fail me.

A rash had formed up the side of my torso, my feet were
swollen, bleeding, my weight had dropped to 115 pounds. St.
Patrick’s day made its way right by us. A once profitable and
busy time for the Fly was now only a little more than a slight
bump in business. For instance, years prior, you needed the entire
staff to run the Fly for the entire day. No one got time off. On this
particular St. Pat’s, I ran the dining room by myself with ease.
The restaurants reputation was now causing its downfall.

Saturdays had always been my time with dad. Even with
his condition and his prognosis, he still goes to work every
morning. He has an oxygen tank in his office, so he won’t have to
leave his duties there to tend to his personal needs. We’re very
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much alike in that respect, we’re both very ethical people when it
comes to our employers. We will be dutiful, until challenged, and
if that challenge goes against the very core of what we believe to
be honest and good, we will leave. (Thanks for reminding me of
that, dad).

DRUNK and LAME wouldn’t give me Saturdays off.
And it was all I ever asked of them in terms of scheduling. You
can work me like a dog any other day, but let me have Saturday
to spend with my dad, have breakfast with him, and plot building
a deck in his backyard.

I was forced to work the last couple of Saturdays I was at
the Fly because DRUNK and LAME wouldn’t hire anyone.
Despite it being part of my job description, she had taken it upon
herself to do the hiring. Someone as vacant in the head as her
should never be obliged to offer anyone employment. You have
to be sober to take on that responsibility, and to look at the person
you’re interviewing and say with a gut instinct, “This will work,”
or maybe won’t. I interviewed a nice handful of qualified
applicants with phenomenal work experience to which she
dismissed, sighting, “I didn’t like the way they were dressed.” Or,
“She’s too soft spoken, too pretty.”

So I gave up my Saturdays with dad to make sure the
restaurant wouldn’t collapse. My father, resigned to spending
time with his son, would come into the restaurant instead, fussing
about how bad the food was for what he was paying. “What the
hell is wrong with those biscuits, son? They’re rock hard and
taste like shit. Aren’t you in control?”

“Not anymore. I doubt I ever was.”
“I’ll take toast.”
On that last Saturday, my father sat next to Carolyn

Morse, who did the flowers for the restaurant in barter for food.
She supplied the Fly with a weekly supply of fresh flowers and in
return was offered $150 credit to be used towards dining.
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She was sitting next to my father with Jane Rosen, not
knowing who he was, and began to comment openly about the
Fly’s decline.

“If it wasn’t for the free food, I’d not come back. This
place has gotten awful. $10 for eggs and grits? $3 for a cup of
coffee?”

“I hear a lot of people talking about how bad it’s gotten.”
My father, while I was refreshing his coffee, pulled me

aside. “Son, those two ladies over there are criticizing your
restaurant.”

I looked over and saw Jane, to which I immediately gave
a hug. “Jane! How are you??? Did you just get into town?”

She bowed her head and said candidly, “No, I’ve been in
town for a while, but haven’t wanted to come here.”

“Why?”
“Well, the food is just awful. And that guy whose waiting

on us is appalling. No personality. He doesn’t even know who we
are.”

Don’t take that as an arrogant statement, reader. It has
nothing to do with a, “don’t you know who I am,” sort of stature,
but has everything to do with being very loyal clients who were
being treated as tourists who would never be seen again. When
Jane Rosen was in town she’d spend much of her week at the Fly.
Breakfast, lunch, and dinner with the Bishops at A1. That’s what
she was referring to. She was loyal, and she was disappointed in
not only Fatty’s service, but also the food in general. “Not to
mention, the food took about 45 minutes to get here….”

I leaned in. “I know, Jane. I know. If there was anything
at all I could do, I would.”

“I know you would. There is something you could do,
though. You could leave. Why are you still here anyway?”

I looked over at my dad, then back to Jane and said, “I’m
too damned loyal.”

My dad motioned me over. “Son, I wanna tell you a
story.”
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“I don’t have time for a story, dad. I’m really busy.”
There was that look on his face, the same one he used

when I was a boy just before I got my ass whipped.
“Ok. Go ahead, but please make it quick.”
“When I was a young man I worked with my dad at Winn

Dixie as a stock clerk. I couldn’t get my shit together. My dad
and I were in the freezer department when he looked at me, full
of possibilities, but totally pissed off with my life and asked me
as I came out of the freezer with snot dripping out of my nose and
frost on my face if this was I wanted with my life. I looked
around and saw nothing for me, nothing at all. That’s when I
went into the military.”

“Dad, you want me to join the military?”
“No, son. I want you to get your shit together and make

decisions for yourself. That was the day I declared my
independence. I made my own happiness. I didn’t wait for
someone to offer it to me. I made my own life for myself. I
busted ass and worked hard and made a good life for myself. So,
what’s your fucking problem? You’re not happy here. I’m
watching you waste away like you don’t have any choice in the
matter. But, you do.”

And Jane said, “Yes. You do.”
Bingo. Declare independence. Unhappy? Fix it. Don’t like

the way your life is working out? Change it. And the things you
can’t change? Man up, deal with it, and make the best of what
you have. Or as my mother would say. When life hands you
lemons, exchange them for limes and make margaritas.

“I get it.”
“If you’re not happy, then what the hell are you doing

here?”
“I want to save Sharon’s restaurant! I loved what that

woman offered me. A piece in the storyline of the Fly’s rise and
fall. I don’t want it to die. I just don’t want it to die! It can’t
fucking die! It can’t…”
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My father looked at me as though I were finally accepting
the truth that I had dismissed for so long.

I didn’t want my dad to die.
How funny it is when we realize the strange way we

behave when we can’t control the things around us. That was the
root of everything.

I can’t let my relationship with Stevie die.
No, you can’t let your father die.
I can’t let the Fly die.
No, you can’t let your father die.
But, he will. And so has my relationship with Stevie. And

so will the Fly. And you know what? There isn’t a damned thing
I can do about it but accept it, move on, and make the time this
little life has offered us the best that I can.

“I’m having a hard time with you dying, dad.”
“I ain’t in the ground yet, son.”
“I think I’m trying to save you by saving the restaurant.”
“Have you tried saving yourself?”
“I hate when you do this to me, old man.”
“What?”
“Make me get all emotional. I have to get to work.”
I walked back into the kitchen and was told by LAME I

had to work until 10 in the evening because he had to hob nob
with the diocese. He had a ball to attend and I had to cover his
shift.

Are you fucking with me? You’re denying me time away
from this bitch of a hellhole because you have to don a suit and
go ass kiss the church???? FUCK THE CHURCH! And fuck you,
while I’m at it…Make a decision, man. Are you running a
business, or up the ass of the priests? Which is it gonna be, cause
I promise, Jesus sees more than that gilded, cannibalistic, blood
drinking crap you’ve subjected him to while at mass….

I looked out the window to see my dad gathering his
oxygen tank to leave; at Jane Rosen who could barely touch her
food and wore sunglasses so no one would notice her sitting
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there; at customers leaving because it was taking far too long for
food to get out to the tables; at Emeka asking for a third person to
help them get everything under control; at LAME telling the
guests to shut the hell up, he was the owner, and if they didn’t
like it they could leave; at DRUNK polishing tea pots while
drunk, too scared to jump on the line because she doesn’t know
what she’s doing; at my own reflection in the window, standing
there in the middle of it all, a part of it, accepting it, tolerating it,
dying alongside with it.

Pam was having her lunch. I wrote a little note on a piece
of paper and handed it to her. It said simply, “I will not be
coming back after this shift.”

She looked at me concerned and asked with a whisper
“Do you have another position lined up somewhere?”

“No, I don’t. But, I can’t do this anymore. I have to admit
defeat and just….deal with it. Like a man.”

“If you’re not coming back, then I won’t either. I’ll call
you later tonight.”

I pulled off my apron, did my check out, walked into the
office put it down and told everyone I was taking a break. I
walked outside, said bye to my dad, and turned around to look at
the awning over the front door. The once boastful sign was now
dirty and muddy, the flowers Lorraine had planted were dead,
replaced with weeds, and the voices I heard at the outside tables
were nothing but complaints about service and food quality.

I bowed my head, whispered, “Its ok, my beautiful Fly.
We both did what we could, but its ok to die….”

I had done everything I could to save the Fly, but before it
had been sold by Sharon, it had become an entity, a personality
all its own. And despite what I did, the Fly was much like my
father, resisting the truth, coping with the hand it had been dealt,
and slowly dying despite every action taken to see it survive.

I walked down Habersham and did not look back.
Once home, I collected the trash and took it outside. Then

I grabbed some trash bags and picked up all the beer cans. The
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difficulty of what to do with the yarn was next. I couldn’t salvage
it, no matter how much I tried to reason with myself. The yarn
was beset with memories of Stevie and the Fly, of escape and
addiction, of onset alcoholism, and of a lack of acceptance. I was
being pried away from my life because I refused to accept the
truth. So, I pulled all of that yarn off whatever needle it rested on
and dumped it into a trash bag. So long, farewell. Take your
drudgery elsewhere. I took my uniform off, gathered all of my
shirts that had the Firefly logo on them, and threw them in the
trash, as well.

I got a call from LAME asking me when I’d be back.
“I’m no longer interested. Thank you for your time,” was my
only response. I did send Fatty a text saying that I would not be
back and that he should be careful because DRUNK talks shit
about him behind his back. “Don’t think you’re with her good
graces. She speaks out of both sides of her mouth.” I sent another
text to Emeka to tell him how much I enjoyed working with him
and Anthony and that I would not be back.

I had never walked away from a situation just because it
was difficult. I had always been dutiful, thanks to the work ethic I
learned from my father. But, here I was, my health, my
happiness, and my very life being handled and dictated by two
people who didn’t know what they were doing. Leaving
immediately was my only option. Truly, I feel if I had stayed
another week, I may have had a heart attack.

I’m now debating on sending Lora Lynn, Carol Cohen,
and Georgiana Hillenbrand4 letters telling them exactly what
DRUNK had said about them in the past.

Or should I just say it here? I’ve come this far, why turn
back now? I imagine a fleet of lawyers are ready to pounce on
me, sue me and take everything (which is nothing) that I own. I
don’t feel like simply walking away, and I don’t have it in me to

                                                  
4 If I misspelled any of your names, I truly apologize.
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ruin her business, she’s doing a mighty fine job of doing that
herself.

The next day my father called. “So I hear you left the Fly.
Went down there to get a cup of coffee and LAME said you
walked right on out and didn’t come back.”

“Yeah! Yeah, I did!”
“You gonna be alright?”
“Sure! I’ll find something. I’m not worried. I’ll be fine.”
“Wanna dust off that croquet set and meet me? It’s Easter

Sunday! It’s the perfect day for croquet.”
“I’d love to!”
After losing round after round to him I finally plopped

into the grass with a beer and started laughing. “I love this game,
but I never seem to win. Hell I can’t even win to a man with an
oxygen tank!”

“A little like life, huh? As long as you enjoy the game,
what’s winning?”

“Yeah, I guess so.”
I looked skyward, past the trees and the bleeding Spanish

moss dangling above me. “So, you wanna start work on that deck
you were talking about? Maybe paint the outside of the house?”

“Am I gonna have to pay you now that you don’t have a
job?” He laughed.

Here it was, spring. And Morrissey was again screaming
in my ear, “SING YOUR LIFE!”

Make no mistake my friend, all of this will end so sing it
now! Sing your life! All the things you love, all the things you
loathe, sing your life! Make no mistake my friend, your pointless
life will end, but before you go, can you look at the truth??? Oh,
sing your life!

“Life is good, Son.”
“Yeah. Yeah it is.”
“I bet you didn’t know that, did you?”
“I didn’t….but I’m beginning to believe it now.”
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“Trust a man who has very little time when he tells you,
life is good, son.”

Life moves as it should….and sometimes without your
permission.

Like I said, I didn’t come back to Savannah to marry
someone, nor to save a restaurant. I came back for one reason and
one reason only: to be near my father.

“Its so good to be home…”
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PART THREE:

BINDING OFF
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20 May 2010
Last night was the first big spring storm of the season. It

helped to symbolically wash all the crap away. Just a day or two
prior to the storm everything was cloaked in the yellow coat of
pollen. My new apartment is tree top level, so when the wind
blew, clouds of yellow plumes would fill the air, hit the window
and just cling there like a dust. All of Savannah had begun to
look like a muted, tinted, aging old woman. She had begun to
look dirty, filthy, and unwashed. Then came this massive storm
somewhere around midnight last night, rumbling its way with a
growling stomp across the pebble stones, batting aside trees, and
brightly lighting up the night with long talons of lightning. Then,
in its wake, came a downpour so raucous that it woke me; the
pounding of the rain so audible that it had the windows in fear of
shattering and the roof afraid of cracking. With a symphonic
romp it stomped through Savannah wetting everything and all,
and when the storm had lost its energy, when it had tired of its
roaring and aggression, it faded away to sleep with the rest of us.
In its wake, the sun came to aid the city in its calming.

This morning, the city looks like a vibrant young thing,
with trees vibrant and green, azaleas (all deep magentas and light
pinks) burgeoning with open petals reaching up towards the light;
the sky a simple, unimposing blue. Everything has been washed
clean of winter, the pollen sent to give birth to May’s flowers,
yellowing dust no longer seen. And we all symbolically see the
true New Year begin. The death of winter finally sent to the
grave, the birth of spring finally here. New life, New Year…

Wanting to enjoy the first day of spring, the first day of
the new year, I opted to have my morning coffee while on a walk
towards Forsyth, down Bull, rather sit at my desk and listen to the
news. Everything was delightful, passing my usual characters and
quietly offering a good morning. Mrs. Sutton is the most
enthusiastic person to greet you with a good morning. While you
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nod and say, “Mornin’,” she rebounds kindly with a big smile
and a very vocal, “MORNING!” Jane was walking Max, who is
not her dog, but that is Jane’s profession: dog walker, bodyguard
to the terrier. Jane once taught me some self-defense techniques
one day when she was walking Max, can’t remember why, but
there we were in Troup Square with her going, “here let me show
you, this won’t hurt,” and it did. The terrier would be looking on
as I was flipped and pummeled to the ground. “Thanks for the
lesson, Jane! Gonna….(huff puff)….hit the hospital now.”

And there are others I see, whom I have seen for years
and years, but pay you no mind. Usually the suits that commune
to downtown and just happen to be crossing the street at just the
time that you are. With shades to hide their peering, they step
past you, never once acknowledging you, and probably because
in their cutthroat corporate world, you’re of no benefit to them
unless you’re playing the money game with them. Or perhaps it
could be something as distinctly simple as life in Savannah. This
is a small town, and we who call it home are bound to pass each
other often, find ourselves invited to the same parties, ending up
at the same coffee houses on Saturday. We acknowledge each
other and pay each other respect, even if we don’t get along.
However, many of the suits here are Yankees, dropped in
Savannah to push their career one inch further. This is a
temporary town for them, and they spend much of each day
working harder and harder to get that nice, shiny cubicle in the
middle of downtown Atlanta.

On my way back from Forsyth I came down Habersham,
just so I could pass the Fly. As I suspected, some things are just
meant to decay away, no matter what a spring storm, nor the
vibrancy of spring offer you. The restaurant looked old, lifeless,
the flowers outside replaced with overgrown weeds, the window
panes spotted with the hardness of built up calcium, an empty
shell with no energy, like a hollow and rotted tree just waiting for
someone to push it over and shatter into hundreds of pieces. The
entire dwelling looked grey.
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Not long after leaving the Fly my lease expired and I
opted out of staying. The apartment held too many memories of
Stevie and of a dismal year that I wished to put completely
behind me. I found a more suitable place for myself just across
the street. Lots of windows, bright sunlight every morning no
matter which direction you face, and no motion nor movement of
madness at all. I love my new apartment.

Wild Fibre moved into the building next door, and on
occasion I wander in to buy something from time to time. I don’t
knit like I once did. I knit out of enjoyment these days, not out of
escapism. For instance, as I work on this narrative, I’m working
on a pair of socks that have taken me weeks, rather than days to
make.

I run into regulars from the old days often, and they’ll in
some manner or other ask, “What the hell is happening over there
at the restaurant?”

My answer is simple: “The Fly is dying. I just wish it had
gone to its demise in more merciful hands.”

I love my view, especially from where I sit and write. I
have my desk in a corner with the window to my left overlooking
Liberty, the window on my right overlooking Bull Street. I love
the building across from me. This massive Gothic mansion
complete with wrought iron detail. Its obviously vacant, for when
the sun rises in the morning, the lights shoots straight through the
window like search lights and you can see that the walls are
gutted. I love that building. I want to own it one day.

This corner of Bull and Liberty has the most beautiful mix
of traffic on an hourly basis. I can see the people below, both
locals and tourists, walking about Savannah. I can see all of you,
living your lives, going about your days, unaware that I see you.

There is an older woman who walks by on occasion
decked in the most couture clothing I’ve ever seen. These threads
are expensive. However, her hair is this bit of lunacy, strewn
about with wild glee. Her make up reminds me of what Bette
Davis once said about playing “Baby Jane” in the film, Whatever
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Happened to Baby Jane? Just to make the character completely
off rocker, Bette Davis wouldn’t wash her face everyday after
filming. She’d just have the make up artist reapply it the next
morning. It is over caked and running all over her face, but she
smiles so happily. Now, the best part of this woman, her makeup,
her hair, and her nonchalance is the flower I always see in her
lapel: it’s dead, draping over, and dried to a rotted reek. I love
her. She is so uniquely Savannah.

I never saw, nor heard from Stevie again, but wish to
offer him this, should he read it: I forgive you, pal. I still love
you, and wish you all the best, as well.

I know it’s time to let go.
And if anyone should ask me, yes I do believe in God and

destiny. Just came back from buying cigarettes so I could finish
up this whole book, and who should I run into but Mitch and
Miss Shirley from my old days at Houlihan’s. They had pulled in
to get gas while on their way through Savannah to a family
reunion in Virginia. The coincidence of such a reunion is
unfounded and unrealistic. But, big hugs, warm smiles and a
reminder of what is genuine in life will force you to remember
with a smile that life often moves as it should and sometimes
without your permission…

E.M. Forster says it better than I ever could.
“Only connect….”
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THE END
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DELETED SCENES
I hate the idea of pressing delete and letting everything

that I worked on get decimated into the universe never to return
again. For some reason or other, usually reasons of segue, these
particular passages were omitted from the original manuscript.
The story had to move quickly without tangent, even though I had
much more I wanted to say. I’d still like to have these scenes a
part of this project, even if they are postscript.

*     *     *

There’s a beautifully wicked statement I heard once.
Things never change, but then again, things are just never the
same. After the yankees moved in and created a sorted scene of
egotism for themselves, Savannah changed. You see people walk
with dogs an awful lot, designer dogs that are easy to show off
and less expensive and less than a hassle than children. You can
get rid of a dog, getting rid of a child is much harder to do. Back
in the eighties, yuppies sent their children to boarding school.
These days, with the economy as tight as it is, boarding school is
not an option. So they drop 5 grand on a pedigree and still get the
photos, the attention, and the prestige all without having to
handle something that will stick around for 20 years.
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*     *     *

This entire episode in my life has to be told in the manner
in which it happened. I want you to see just how helpless I got,
just how obsessed I got with escaping away from reality. In order
to do that, I have to tell you precisely what lead me there. I can’t
fumble around with fictitious names or locations, because this
town is just far too small for any of that to matter. This is my life,
these are my experiences, and the perception of events as I can
recount. Too many people know me as the guy from the Fly,
changing too much to avoid defamation would have just made
this part of my life fake and unreal. The power in these pages
would have been lost; the truth would have been subjected to the
legal safety that makes everyone a coward.

*     *     *

Don’t ask questions of me for which I cannot answer. I
find it necessary to wear my boots while I write these days.
Again, don’t ask why. It’s just what it is. They make me feel
massive, larger than life. And don’t forget my ball cap. I can’t
write without that either. You know, throughout this narrative
I’ve sat in here in a simple pair of underwear writing at 5am, but
I’ll be donning the boots and ball cap. Trust me. Every artist is
different when it comes to the conditions they require to work
properly. Some need the correct lighting; others need the right
music, or the best utensils for their craft readily on hand. I need
only my boots and my ball cap.

So, If you’ll excuse me, picture this author in his
particularly perfect set up, boots and such, Budweiser in hand,
ready to carry on with the tale that I feel necessary to tell the
world. Boots, ballcap, Budweiser….
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*     *     *

Many people find it unusual, or better yet, unnatural that I
could be a conservative and still be a gay man. They find it nearly
hypocritical that I could subscribe to an ideology that the media
has perpetuated as racist, homophobic, and nationalist. However,
that is not the case. The first thing I am above all things, even
sexual orientation, is a man. All things that are required of me as
a living, breathing man begin here. The second aspect that I
catalogue of myself is that of an American man. To here I adhere
to the simple concepts of my Constitution: Life, Liberty and the
Pursuit of Happiness. To these things I owe my life and lineage,
my heritage, my ancestry. To those with my surname who died
for the hopes and dreams of my land I pay severe allegiance and
would never do anything to disrespect their memory. There is
never in my mind a cause more important than that of my country
as beset by the Constitution of the United States of America and
its defense. I find fault with many who consider themselves
Italian American, or Irish American, or even African American. I
am an American. My family is so old I consider my ancestors to
be hailed from Appling County, Georgia. Not Ireland, not
Scotland, not any of the myriads of places that God has graced
the Earth with. I am, if subjected to the political correctness of
our current society, an Appling-American.

Along side this I adhere to the philosophies of Michael
Savage who believes in simply Languages, Borders, and Culture.
The language of this land is English, derived by the first Anglo
Saxon puritans and Protestants to settle here. The borders should
be locked to those who wish to harm or in any way abuse this
society we have spent so long to bring to a success, and the
culture of this land should rest within those who have been here
the longest, those who have toiled this land, who built these
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buildings, and whose children have sacrificed under a Great
Depression and two World Wars.

No one has a desire to deplete you of your culture, but for
God’s sake, don’t move here from another land and expect us to
comply with your lifestyle. By all means, share it with us, allow
us to experience it at our own will, but don’t force it upon us as
though we were insensitive and monstrous if we didn’t. You
moved to the United States to become an American.

An American….
I’m sure I pissed some people off with those last

statements, but oh well. Put the book down if you want, and write
one of your own. The Constitution my ancestors died for makes it
possible for you to do so.

*     *     *

On Thursday nights, you can find many of Savannah’s
most vocally challenged singing away at Blaine’s Backdoor Bar.
It’s karaoke night, and you can find many liquored up homos
belting out show tunes and ballads. Now, not all of them are bad,
many are actually quite good. But, isn’t karaoke best when it’s
done by the talentless? Isn’t that the fun of karaoke? Being drunk
and belting out whatever suits your fancy? Amidst the drunks and
drag queens there are quite a few who do know how to sing.
Quite distinctly, Bob (of Bob and Roy fame, whom have been
together for the better part of two decades as I pen this book).
Bob has his usual standards. Namely, Desperado. But, of all the
songs he adds to his catalogue, it’s Georgia on My Mind that gets
the room quiet, and the applause that he deserves.

You see, those of us in the audience who consider
ourselves Georgia boys will stand to attention, face Bob while he
sings, and keep the catty chit-chat to a dead silence. Georgia on
My Mind is something of an anthem. It’s our favored tune, one
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that embarks upon the emotions we scream with allegiance. It is a
reminder, that should this great state ever be wrought with peril,
those of us who find our families buried in her ground will
embark upon her defense. Gay? Straight? Nobody ever really
gives a damn as long as you’re a Georgia boy, proud of his home,
his state, and his lineage.

*     *     *

I was at Polk’s to buy some green peanuts for boiling,
wearing my usual attire. Ballcap, jeans, boots. A woman
approached me in that general shrill of a whine that the
northerners are so famous for.

“Young man, I’d like to purchase these.” She held up
some bags of something and shook them in my face.

“I’m sure they’re delicious,” I said with a smile.
“You don’t understand. I’m in a hurry, I need to get back

to the trolley. Do you mind? I’d like to pay for them now.”
“Ma’am, I don’t work here.”
“Then do you mind finding someone who does? I’m

really on a tight schedule here.”
I gathered my green peanuts, head for the register and

said to a gentleman who worked there, “That bitch would like to
pay for her things.”

*     *     *

Michelle and Toy were always one of my favorite sets of
regulars at the Fly. I think it has much to do with their sense of
humor, and the fact that they don’t take everything so seriously. I
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had been waiting on them for the better part of a year. They often
came in the evening, these two beautiful, ageless women who
dined with wine and the flicker of the tiny Christmas lights in the
Fly’s window. They spoke to each other in honest tones, laughed,
placed their hands on each other’s shoulders for affectionate
emphasis. Then one evening Michelle came in alone. I mentioned
how nice it was to see Michelle, and that I noticed she wasn’t
there with her friend, Toy.

Michelle looks at me curiously. “My friend?”
“Yes, the other young woman you dine with.”
“Oh, that’s my daughter.” Then her eyes suddenly get

huge and she begins to laugh, suddenly exclaiming as if being let
in on some big joke. “Wait a minute!” She laughs even louder,
grabbing my arm as if she wanted to hug me. “You thought we
were lesbian lovers, didn’t you? That’s hysterical!!!”

What was I supposed to say? Yes, I thought you were a
couple???? I fumbled for something to say past the foot in my
mouth.

“It’s ok, Gregory. I can’t wait to tell Toy you thought she
was my girlfriend! Oh, that’s too funny!” They remained loyal
and good-natured to me as clients from that point forward.

*     *     *

The difference between this small town and others? The
cagey factor. Many locals are nervous when new people arrive,
for many out-of-towners have shown themselves to use Savannah
as a transitory spring board for something better in their life.
Those of us who call it home find it a little insulting. They come,
make decisions that affect the rest of us, then leave when their
time here is up, leaving us to clean up the mess they left behind.
Whether it’s a change in laws, zoning restrictions, or even their
bad behavior, we’re all subjected to their ideas of “Well, this is
how we do it in New Jersey.” Well, you’re not in New Jersey,
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you’re in Savannah…and this town has done quite fine for a
couple of centuries without you.

*     *     *

You should be mindful of whose watching. This town has
some eyes, I tell you. If your face has been seen twice, then be
sure its now got a story to go with it. I rushed up to a table during
a busy brunch.

“Can I get you started with a coffee or an orange juice?”
“I’ll have a coffee,” said the gentleman, “but my wife and

I have a question first before we order.”
I’m thinking it’s something about the menu, or something

about the restaurant.
“Yes, sir?”
His wife asks, “What was that you were knitting at

Gallery Espresso yesterday?”
I stopped and began to laugh. “For real? I thought you

were going to ask me something crazy like, ‘are your eggs
organic?’ I was knitting socks.”

“I’m Stuart Sole, and this is Mary.”
“Nice to meet you.”
Stuart reaches down and lifts my pant legs to look at my

socks. “Those can’t be them.”
“No! These were made in China. I learned the hard way

about wearing hand knit socks to work.”
Each and every time after that, Stuart made a point of

checking my socks. I’ve always liked him. Good spirit in a man
is hard to uncover. But, again, another one of our regulars at the
Fly with a great sense of humor who didn’t take everything so
seriously.

One day, he affectionately clugged me in the stomach,
like rowdy guys do. Often a slug to the arm or the stomach is
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more appropriate than a handshake. It’s a term of endearment. I
belt over, bellowing with surprise.

“I didn’t hurt you, did I? I couldn’t have!”
“Nah, it didn’t hurt at all. Just surprised that’s all!”
“It’s good to see you!”
“You, too! And I think from now on, I’m going to call

you ‘champ’ because you belt like a heavy weight. Good grief.”
I’ve always wanted to have a beer with him. I think he’d

be right good company.

*     *     *

Had I mentioned I had already written three books up to
this point? Probably not. I was too busy accommodating
everyone to pursue the marketing. Stevie, then DRUNK. I ought
to keep people out of my life who don’t wish to accommodate
me. I need to become more selfish.

*     *     *

If you deserve to be poetically slaughtered, then by all
means, allow me. I despise cliché’s, but if the pen is mightier
than the sword, then I have all ideas it’s butchering time. Does it
matter if people care, dislike, or even scorn me?

Fuck no….

*     *     *
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There is a sense of colonization about Savannah.
Imperialist from outside have swooped in to take over and rape
our resources….And resources don’t have to be metals or oil, nor
even something as agedly stereotyped as cotton. Something as
simple as pretty buildings can be enough for them. So they
landed, came in, took what they wanted, made adjustments to
make things more comfortable for themselves and started pushing
away the indigenous. Our lifestyles, our livelihoods, our stories,
our families and our histories are of no concern to them. They
just don’t feel that we comply with their idea of sophistication
and pleasantry. I overheard a woman at a party at some point
mention how when she moved here 5 years ago there were so
many colorful people.

“Thank God, they’re all gone. Savannah is so much nicer
now.”

“I love your house,” said her visiting companion from
Connecticut. “You got such a good interest rate on it!”

Perhaps I’m overly critical, that tends to happen with me.
The yankees created their own society, devoid of any true
Savannahians. Ann said to me once that she felt you could see the
tension between old money and new money in Savannah. That’s
not the tension that anyone at all sees, I think. The tension is,
indigenous money and foreign money. I don’t care if you’re from
Augusta…it’s still foreign money. And a lot of resentment in
Savannah comes from Savannahian old money having to compete
with outsiders. I mean, these people went to high school together,
went to family functions together, have watched their children
grow up together…then out of nowhere came a clump of out-of-
towners buying up their homes, taking away their business, and
not including them in their socialization. Wouldn’t you be
pissed? Savannahians have worked hard to make this town a
thriving idea for the better part of 3 centuries. Who wouldn’t be
angry that this quiet gem tucked away in the swampy terrain of
mosquitoes and humidity has been exploited? It’s funny. The hot
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weather and swarms of bugs used to be our own version of civil
defense.

*     *     *

You can see walking about town the tourists that I
actually find beautiful. They’re hard workers, everything they
wear is from Walmart. (Not a damned thing wrong with that, I’m
obliged to do the same). They’ve saved up everything they could
to come here because they either read about Savannah, or wanted
to see the last bastion of a certain method of life, and to be
truthful, Disney is too expensive. And the one thing you see is the
father, having busted his ass to protect his family and also give
them the same rewards that other fathers do. And the mom, so
perfectly content to watching her husband work hard as she tends
to him, cooking for him, comforting him at the end of the day,
and the children they have in tow? Those little eyes are all a
wonder at our homes, our architecture, and our crazed sense of
life. They don’t know they’re poor. Not until some asshole
reminds them. I like seeing them wander through town, because
they’re respectful and genuine. They know the value of hard
work and the things other people take for granted. I think they’re
wonderful. And I’m one of the first to help them find whatever
will make their experience here better.

They’re simple people with simple lives who enjoy often
nothing more than simple beauty. Thank God for them.

*     *     *
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I can’t blame LAME for everything that happened. I tend
to think that he is actually a good man, doing his best with the
shit that’s been afforded him. I overheard him once while
DRUNK was screaming at him say, “God, this is my life.” And
all I could think was that the decisions you make in life are your
own. I know that I’ve given him terrible depiction throughout
this, but the truth is…I think deep in his heart, he’s a good man.
Just misguided, that’s all. I wish to offer him no ill will. It’s his
wife I blame for everything. Her madness, her drunkenness, her
inability to reason or rationalize. I think LAME is just a man
stuck in the current, unable to free himself, unable to function
without the tumultuous swiftness DRUNK tugs him through …a
man who cannot move without the waves pushing him closer or
further from shore. He is helpless…and I pity anyone who is
helpless.
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Called “Part Marlene Dietrich,
Part Edith Piaf,” Siouxsie
Sioux (Siouxsie and the
Banshees, the Creatures) has
influenced art, fashion, film
and an entire generation of
musicians with her dark,
poetic lyrics and theatric
beauty. Now her influence
reaches into the literary world
with this collection of stories
directly inspired by Siouxsie
Sioux. From the lyrics of

Rawhead and Bloodybones, Skin, This Unrest, and the
Last Beat of my Heart, these stories of Gothic romance,
psychological misfits, and animal rights pay homage and
tribute to one of the most iconic women in music.
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The Phantom Ghores are
vain, arrogant people
who dress themselves in
1930’s clothing. They
have enormous wealth
and power, not to
mention manners that
exceed the limits of
pomposity. They are
members of the most
exclusive club in the
world, and yet, they only
have one requirement for
joining.

You must be dead.
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